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SCALE MODELS
of every description
for every purpose

Are you INTERESTED in . . . Model locomotives, railway
equipment, ships (full -hull and waterline), motor -boats, sailing
yachts, engines and boilers ; architectural, display and museum
models ; drawings, castings and parts for the amateur model -
maker ? If so . . . send Id. stamp for (BPI12)

" BASSETT-LOWKE PUBLICATIONS"
a NEW Brochure giving details of all catalogues, booklets

etc. devoted to models and modelmaking.
Drawings, Castings and Parts supplied by Bassett-Lowke Ltd. are of the

finest quality,.

BASSETT-LOWKE LTD
NORTHAMPTON

LONDON 811-10WROOMS. 112, HIGH HOLBORN, W.C.I.
MANCHESTER: 28, CORPORATION STREET.

Visit our London and Manchester Branches, where our staff is at your service.

el rr

THE ZYTO TEN MOTORISED
SAW BENCH

BALL
BEARING

For crosscutting, ripping, grooving, mitre-
ing, bevelling, etc. Takes loin. saw.
Spindle runs in heavy ball -bearings,
parallel rise and fall Table with rackfeed
and canting for bevelling, etc. Right and
left hand mitre .slides, approved saw -
guards. Vee belt drive, built-in dust chute,
swivel motor base.
Supplied A.C. zoo -22o, 230-250.

Three-phase 400-440. Direct Current.
Can also be supplied as a Table Model.
Price and illustrated leaflet free and

post free on application.
THE " ZYTO " MOTORISED
BENCH SPINDLE MOULDER

An efficient, quiet running
machine, motorised in one unit
and suitable for all classes
of woodwork. Spindle speed
7,500 .r.p.m. Ball bearing
throughout. Adjustable belt

tension.
Fully illustrated leaflet and

details free on request.
Supplied with single-phase or

three-phase motor.

S. TYZACK & SON, LTD.
TOOL AND MACHINERY SPECIALISTS

341-345, OLD STREET,
LONDON, EGA

Telephone: CLErkeriwell 4004-5-6, 2694-5
Telegrams: Tyzgar, Finsquare

JOHNSONS OF HENDON ARE AGAIN ABLE TO OFFER A
RANGE OF PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMICALS IN SMALL AND
HANDY PACKAGES UNDER THE BRAND NAME OF

* The most
popular pactum
package is M -Q
developer
(Metol - Quinol)
containing a I I

the chemicals
required to
make 10 oz. of
solution for dish
development.
This M -Q pac-
turn will also
make 16 oz. of
solution for
using in a tank.

PACTUMS

JOHNSON PACTUMS are exceptionally
useful for those amateur photographers
who like to make up small quantities of
solution at a time. Toners, Intensifiers
and Reducers are only needed occasionally

and to have the chemicals at hand in

.this convenient form saves time and

trouble. Get a few PACTUMS of each
kind. Keep them ready in your dark room.

The following packings are available.

* M -Q DEVELOPER (Metol-Quinol) BLUE TONER for making 10 oz.
COPPER INTENSIFIER for 8 -oz. SEPIA TONER to make up 8 oz.
REDUCER sufficient for 8 oz. I GREEN TONER for making 10 oz.

Ask your Dealer for Scales Brand Pactums.

JOHNSONS OF HENDON, LIMITED
LONDON, N.W.4. ESTABLISHED 1743
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I.C.S. TRAINED MEN
are in Greater Demand
than Ever-Maximum production
depends on high technical skill, such
as that acquired by I.C.S. Students

TENS OF THOUSANDS MORE
TRAINED MEN ARE URGENTLY
NEEDED NOW-BUT THERE IS
NO WORTH -WHILE PLACE FOR

THE UNTRAINED

Ambitious men everywhere have succeed&:1 through
I.C.S. Home -Study Courses. So also can you.

The man with an I.C.S. Training in any one of the subjects
listed below knows it thoroughly, completely, practically.
And he knows how to apply it in his everyday work.

Accountancy
Advertising
Aeronautical

Engineering
Air and Vacuum

Brakes
Air -Conditioning
Architecture
Architectural Drawing
Auditing
Boiler Engineering
Book-keeping
Building Construction
Building Specifications
Business Training
Business Management
Carpentry
Chemical Engineering
Chemistry, I. & 0.
Civil Engineering
Clerk of Works
Coal Mining
Colliery Examiner's
Colliery Overman's
Commercial Art
Concrete Engineering
Cotton Manufacturing

Diesel Engines
Draughtsmanship

(State which branch)
Drawing Office Practice
Electrical Engineering
Electric Power, Light-

ing, Transmission,
Traction

Eng. Shop Practice
Fire Engineering
Free -Lance Journalism
Fuel Technology
Heating and Ventilation
Hydraulic Engineering
Hydro -Electric
Illumination Eng.
Industrial Management
Internal Comb. Eng.
Joinery
Lettering
Machine Designing
Machine -Tool Work
Marine Engineers
Mechanical Drawing
Mechanical Engineering
Mine Surveying
Mining Engineering

Motor Engineering
Motor Mechanic
Motor Vehicle Elcc.
Municipal Eng.
Plastics
Plumbing
Quantity Surveying
Radio Engineering
Radio Service Eng.
Refrigeration
Sales Management
Salesmanship
Sanitary and Domestic

Engineering
Sheet -Metal Work
Short -Story Writing
Steam Engineering
Structural Steelwork
Surveying

(State which branch)
Telegraph Engineering
Textile Designing
Welding, Gas and Elec.
Woodworking Drawing
Woollen and Worsted

Manufacturing
Works Engineering

And most of the Technical, Professional, Commercial and Civil Service
Examinations,

(I.C.S. students preparing for Examinations are coached till successful)
If you need technical training, our advice on any matter concerning
your work cnd your career is yours for the asking-free and without
obligation. Let us send you our special free booklet on the subject in which you
are specially interested. DON'T DELAY. Make AGTION your watchword

The' successful man DOES to -day what the failure
INTENDS doing to -morrow. Write to us TO -DAY

Use this Coupon

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS LTD
Dept. 95, International Buildings, Kingsway, London, W.C.2

Please send me the free booklet describing your Courses in

Name Age
(USE BLOCK LETTERS)

Address

Addresses for Overseas Readers
Australia : 140, Elizabeth Street, Sydney.
Egypt : 40, Sharia Malika Farida, Cairo.
India : Lakshmi Bldgs., Sir Pherozsha Mehta Rd., Fort,

Bombay.
New Zealand : 182, Wakefield Street, Wellington.
South Africa : 45, Shortmarket Street, Cape Town.

ICS

Whatever your soldering job, in your home
or workshop, you will prefer to use Ersin
Multicore Solder. No extra flux is re-
quired. Multicore is the simple and pre-
cision method of making sound soldered joints for all household
purposes. Just apply it simeltaneously with the soldering

iron; the three cores automatically provide
d.

CARTON
shown above

correct proportions of flux to solder.
Workshop Sizes 4110 - 69 each

M ULTICORE SOLDERS LTD.,
Mellier House, Albemarle Street, London, W.I.

Tel.: RE Gent 1411.

E I 5 TELEVISION RECEIVER
WE INVITE YOU to call on SATURDAYS
before 5 p.m., during television transmitting time,
to see this excellent little receiver working. You
can make this from Government surplus radar
equipment. Send 716 without delay for the easy -to -
follow instructional data. All components are
available ex stock again, but

ORDER WITHOUT DELAY.

TELEPHONE KITS -
These contain enough ex-R.A.F. equipment to make two telephone stations enabling
two-way speech over long or short distances. When complete your telephones will
be in every way equal to manufactured articles costing £10 or £12. The complete kit
consists of 2 microphones, 2 headphones, 2 switches, 1 battery, 4 lengths of wire. The
only other equipment you have to find is sheetTmetal or wood to use for the containers:
Price 816 post free. Order Item No. 290.

Is a TRANSMITTER worth 6/6?
You can have an ex-R.A.F. transmitter type 22
brand new for this silly figure. There is only
one snag : these have been made inoperative
(Government Orders) by the removal of the
valves. But what a load of useful parts
are left. You will have hours of amuse-
ment making all sorts of radio, electrical
and mechanical gadgets. It would take
the whole page to adequately describe
every part of this transmitter, so we
will just briefly mention that there are :
valve holders-switches-coil formers
-silver-plated wheels-springs-knobs
- rods-contact arms- relay-lamp
holder-condensers-resistors. Send
only 616 plus 119 carriage for this
amazing bargain.

W. D. SALES r, Electron House, Windmill
Hill, Ruislip Manor, Middlesex.
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MYFORD

LATHES

from STOCK
We can now offer im-
mediate delivery of the
famous

MYFORD " M 31in.
x I6in. Centre Lathe,
MYFORD " M "
x 28in. Centre Lathe.

Interested customers are
urged to write for our
booklet, " Buying a

Lathe," which will gladly
be mailed post free on
request. Whilst writing
ask for our new Tap and
Die Catalogue, just re-
leased.

T. GARNER & SON, LTD.
Hand and Machine Tool

Division

Redbrook Works, Gawber

BARNSLEY

Phone : 2903 (P.B.E.)

MIDLAND INSTRUMENT CO.
Brand New Government Surplus
Stock. E X - G. P. O. TELEPHONE
STANDS (less handsets), consists of
hand generator, bell, dial, 6 -way cord
and terminal block. 1.5/-. post 114: ditto
less dial. 12/6, Post 114: dials Only
(numbers and letters), 3/6, post 6d.
ELECTRIC PUMPS, two models,
12 or 24-v. A.C./D.C., self -priming,
delivery approx. 10 g.p.m.; ideal for
water supply, garden fountains or bilge
Pumps. 25)-. Post 1/4. MAGNETIC
COMPASSES TYPE P.8, alcohol
fluxgate, luminous points and cross
wires, wood carrying case, 10/-. post
MOTORS, 24-v. A.C./D.C., I h.p..
fitted overload clutch and 4ft. flexible
drive, 20/-. post 1/4. HAND GENER-
ATORS, output 8v. at 5 amp., complete
with handles, collapsible tripod and
seat, charging leads and battery clips,
als0 suitable as wind charger or geared
12-v. motor, 25/-, carr. 5', FLEXIBLE
CABLE. 7 -yd, lengths. 5 -core 40/012,
screened then rubber covered, 3/8, post
2.%-. WALKIE-TALKIE AERIALS,
copper collapsible, 7ft. long. 9 sections.
lin. dia. tapers to 2.32in., also makes
good fishing rod, 216, post 6d., 3 for 6/9.
post 9d. REPEATER MOTORS,
with addition of simple make and
break on shaft will make 12/24-v. D.C.
motors, 2)8, post 9d. MAINS
MOTORS, 200/250v. A.C./D.C., takes
approx. I amp., fitted twin lin. shafts,
20', post 1/4; ditto fitted fan blower
and reduction drive approx. 25 r.p.m.,
25!-, post 1/4. NUTS, BOLTS AND
WASHERS, B.A. sizes, 1 lb. assort.
2,6, post 9d. BROWNS 4,000 -ohm.
headphones, web headband, 5/, post
9d.; moving coil headphones, 5/-,
post HI.; moving coil microphones
fitted switch, 5/-. post 6d.: carbon
microphones fitted switch, 1/6: electro
magnetic microphones, 1/6, both 4d.
postage. SWITCH BOXES, Tin, x 4in.
x 2M., contains 16 on/off toggle
switches, etc., 7/6. Post lid. TERMI-
NAL STRIPS, contains 26 brass -plated
terminals (worth 2d. each), 1/6. post
lid. RANI) BEARING MAGNETIC
COMPASSES TYPE 06A. alcohol
fluxgate, prism, takes standard torch
battery, in wood carrying case. 25/-.
post 1(-. BUBBLE SEXTANTS
MK -9A, with clockwork computor,
in bakelite carrying case, 23/10/0,
care. 2/8.
Also hundreds of other interesting
Radio, Electronic and Mechanical items.
Send for current lists, 2d. with s.a.e.
Orders over 30/- Post paid, carriage
orders extra in all cases. Our C.O.D.
service is cancelled for the time being.
Moorpool Circle. Birmingham, 17

Tel.: HARborne 1308 or 2664.

401111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111k

YOU CAN MAKE THESE
and make money
Knights in Armour.
Indians.
Farmyard Animals.
Lions. "Elephants.
Cannons. ,etc.

Make these, and
other models with

- the aid of our
toy casting moulds, and fast -drying
enamels. Full instructions about this
fascinating hobby and profitable pastime
with every first order. Send S.A.E. for
full details. Write to -day.

COMPLETE KIT FOR BEGINNERS
We ,pack a complete working outfit -the " Progress Special Casting
K it, ' comprising Two moulds, different models (Moulds in Brass or
Hard Aluminium Alloy), Eight jars of Quick -drying, non-poisonous
Toy Paint. One Squirrel Painting Brush. Two small Pigs of special
Toy Metal. Four Handles (Wooden). Complete with full instructions.

Price £2.2.0. Cash with Order.

,t1

PROGRESS TOY CO LTD
DEPT. 7 KIRBY RD BLACKPOOL S.S.

0000*

I WO MODELS Now OFTHE
Here's good news ; the D.L.P. Eight -in -one

Tool is now available in two models -the D.L.P.

Major and the D.L.P. Minor (the Major is

larger). Eight different tools in one compact

unit that will handle scores of different jobs.

Ill Mir
I 14t011.rei

I Parallel vice
with

hardened jaws.

1 Pipe
vice with

hardened
reversible

grips.

Tube. and
and strip ubten:Irer.

34-1-ui.,'rod
ancc12,pan

5 Flat and cou,nalchlae.

6 Screwing.
- 7 Cable

tt-

8 Punching.

D.L.P. Major
Has a Sin. Parallel Jaw Vice.
Screw -cutting up to 2in.
diameter. Fitted,with geared,

detachable handle.

D.L.P. Minor ,

31in. Parallel Jaw Vice.
Screw -cutting up to din
Whit, lin. gas, lin. conduit.

The D.L.P. is a precision tool for Engineers, designed and built by Engineers.
In use by many famous firms, public utilities, etc.

Write NOW for illustrated leaflet.

Ulfi-PUROOSE
/00L

H.M.L. AGRICULTURAL
HEAD OFFICE

466-490, Edgware Road, London, W.2
Tel : PADdington 0022.

DUB

GALPINS
ELECTRICAL STORES

408, HIGH STREET, LEWISHAM,
LONDON, S.E.I 3.

Telephone : Lee Green 0309.
(Near Lewisham Hospital.)

TERMS : CASH WITH ORDER (NO
C.O.D.)

MAINS TRANSFORMERS, all 2001250
volts 50 cys. I ph., input, output 700101700
v., 70 mla., 4 v., 21., a., 12 v. I a. 30/- each,
Another 5251525 v. 150 mla. 6.3 v. 5 a:,
5 v. 3 a., 371- each. Another 350101350 v.

'250 mla. 4 v. I a.,,4 v. 3 a., 6.3 v. 6 a., 6.3 v.
2 a. tapped at 2 v., 65,/- each. Another
500101500 v. 300 mla. 6.3 v. 6 a., 4 v. 6 a.,
5 v., 6216 each. Another tapped output 6,
12, at 24 volts at 10112 amps., 47I-. Another
350101350 v. 180 mla. 4 v. 4 a., 6.3 v. 4 a.,
5 v. 3 a., 391.. Another 2,350 volts at
500 mia., 85/- each. Mains Smoothing
Chokes, 10 Hy. 100 mia., 61- ; 150 mla.,
816 ; 350 nth., 251- ; 5 Hy., 250 mla., 1716.
EX -GOVERNMENT (G.E.C.) ELEC-
TRIC FANS. 12 volts, A.C.ID.C. lami-
nated field, complete with 5 in. impellor.
New, boxed, 201- each, post I!, Trans-
former to suit, 230 volts input, 12116 volts
at 4 amps. Output, 3216 each.
MAINS VARIABLE RESISTANCES,
ex -Govt. (new), 4,000 ohms, .25 amps.,
351- each. Worm wheel control, slider
type, 60 ,3hms, to carry I amps., 1716
each ; 5,7 ohms., 8 amps., 241- each. Dim-
mer resistances stud switch arm type,
2,700 ohms to carry .27 amps., 251- each.
MAINS VARIABLE RESISTANCES
(slider type), new, ex -Govt., 14 ohms.,
carry I to 4 amps., graduated, useful as
dimmers,' etc., 1716 each ; another 0.4
ohms., carry 25 amps., 1716 each, post
116. Ex -Govt. Moving -coil Cell Testers,
3-0-3 volts (new), 201- each.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS (Auto
Wound). Voltage Changers tapped 10,
20, 25, 90, 130, 150, 190, 210 and 230
volts, all at 1,000 watts, a combination of
34 voltages can be obtained from this
transformer, new ex -Government Stock,
£511010 each, carriage 5/-. Mains Booster
Transformer, tapped 0, 6, 10, 19, 175,
200, 220, 225, 240 and 250 volts at 1,500
watts (new, ex -Government), £51510 each,
carriage 51-. volts input,
240 volts output at 2,500 watts, £711010,
carriage 716. Another 2 to I ratio, 110
volts input, 220 volts output, or vice versa,
at 4,000 watts, £1211010, carriage 101-.
Another 230 volts input, tapped output
40, 41, 42, 44, 46, 47, 49 and 52 volts at
100 amps., £15/010 each, carriage 101-.
The latter two are double wound. Another
Auto Wound, tapped 0, 110, 150, 190,
210 and 230 volts at 1,500 watts, E611010
each, carriage 5I-. Ditto, 2,000 watts,
£71510, carriage '51-.
EX-R.A.F. MICROPHONE TESTERS
(new). These consist of a Ferranti 0 to
450 mfamn. 2 in. scale meter shunted to
I mla. incorporated Westinghouse Recti-
fier, the whole encased in polished teak
case, calibrated at present 0 to 10 volts,
3216 each.
SPECIAL OFFER METERS, all new
boxed. Moving Coil, first grade instr'u-
rnents,i 0 to 20 volts, 101- each, or 3 for
251- ; 0 to 40 volts; 1216 each ; 0 to 10
amps., 151- each, all 2in. scale. 0 to 20
volts, A.C., calibrated, 50 cycles, 251 -
each ; 0 to 4 amps., thermo-coupled,
251- each.
ELECTRIC LIGHT CHECK METERS
(Watt Hour). A.C. 50 cys., 2001250 volts,
5 amp. load, 1816; pest 21-. 10 amp.,
211-, post 21- ; 20 amps., 251-, post 21- ;
also a few only Pre -Payment II- slot type,
20 amp. load, less coin box, complete with
synchronous Motor, 351- each, carriage 316.
EX -NAVAL lin. SPARK COILS, approx.
3,000 volts, from 6 volts supply, 816. G.P.O.
Galvanometers, reading 3010/30, vertical
type, 816 each. Ex-R.A.F. Impulse Trans-
former (Magnetron), output believed to
be approx. 15,000 volts at 3 kw. for I mfa.,
716 each. Variometers for No. 19 Mk. II
Receivers, 614 each,
CONDENSERS. 4 MF. at 2,503 v.
wkg., IS!-.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, as new,
input 230 volts, 50 cycles, output 12 volts
at 8 amps., A.R.P. shelter transformers,
251- each, post 21-.
CHARGING SWITCHBOARDS, size
174in. x 164in. x Bin., containing 5 circuits,
5 Moving Coil 0 to IS Ammeters, 10 to
50 V/Meter, 4 I ohms 12 amps. Resistances.
I 14 ohm 1-4 amp. Resistance, all variable,
also Switches, Fuses, etc., Conditio.i as
new, £411010 each, carriage 101-.
SWITCHBOARD METERS, 6in. scale
0 to 500 volts A.C., 50 cys., 4216 ; 0 to
50 amps., A.C., 50 cys., 3716 each.
EX-R.A.F. CRYSTAL MONITORS,
type 2, complete in wooden carrying case,
the frequency depending on crystal used.
51- each.
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WHY WORRY?
WORRY uses an immense

amount of vital force. People
who worry not only use up their
energy during the day by worrying
but they rob themselves of that
greatest of all restoratives, sleep.
People who worry can't sleep. They
lose their appetite. They often end
up by getting really ill. How often
have you heard it said, " I am
worried to death "

What do you suppose would
happen if a person who was putting
himself into mental, moral, and
physical bankruptcy by worrying,
were to convert all this worry
energy into constructive action ? In
no time at all he would have accom-
plished so much that he would have
nothing to worry about.

Nothing is more discouraging to
a worrying person than to have
someone say, Oh, don't worry, it
will all come out right" !

This is not reassuring at all. The
worrying one can't see how it is
going to come out all right. But if
the men and women who worry
could be shown how to overcome
the troubles and difficulties that cause
worry, they soon would cease
wasting their very life -blood in
worrying. Instead, they would begin
devoting their energies to a con-
structive effort that would gain them
freedom from worry for the rest of
their lives.

You say that sounds plausible, but
can it be done ?

Half fees for serving and ex -Service
members of His Majesty's Forces.
(Apply for Services Enrolment Form).

It can be done, and is being done,
by Pelmanism every day in the year.
This is all the more remarkable be-
cause to -day the whole world is in an
upset condition and people are
worrying to an unusual extent. Yet,
every mail brings letters to the
Pelman Institute from grateful
Pelmanists who have ceased to
worry.

People to -day are all too prone to
complain that they just have to
worry. But once they become
Pelmanists they cease this negative
form of thought.

The general effect of the training
is to induce an attitude of mind and
a personal efficiency favourable to the
happy management of life.

Remember -Everything you do is
preceded by your attitude of mind.

The Pelman Course is fully des-
cribed in a book entitled " The
Science of Success." The Course
is simple and interesting, and takes
up very little time ; you can enrol
on the most convenient terms. The
book will be sent you, gratis and
post free, on application to :-

Pelman Institute
(Established o:'er 50 yea's)

130, Norfolk Mansions,
Wigmore Street, London, W.1.

Callers welcomed.
PELMAN (OVERSEAS) INSTITU:'ES PARIS :
176 Boulevard Haussmann. AMSTERDAM :
Damrak, 68. NEW YORK : 271 North
Azienue, New Rochelle. MELBOURNE :
396 Flinders Lane. JOHANNESBURG
P.O. Tor 4928. DURBAN : Natal Bank
Chambers (P.O. Box 1489). DELHI: 10

Alipore Road. CALCUTTA : 102 Clive Street.

(Buck REMOVED) PARALAx VIEW MONO
VACUUM PRESSURE

PLAT E

CAST ALLOY
CASE

EXPOSURE
COUNTER

EXPOSURE
TRIGGER

FILM WINDER
HANDLE

RIGID HANDLE,

SHUTTER SPEED
'/125 TO Y500

IRIS
CONTROL

/45 TO/22

'KODAK or
LENS HOOD ILEX

fay ANASTiGNAT
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Air Ministry Surplus
FOLDING TRIPOD Treble extending lightweight
ex -Air Ministry. Extends to 50in. Length folded 21in. Brass
top. Rigid construction. Ideal for photographers, engineers,
draughtsmen, surveyors, etc. Weight -under 21b.

(Postage and packing 9d.) I

AIR POSITION
INDICATORS

With repeater motor, over
30 asstd. boxes, gear wheels,
4 feeder counters, ball races
and 3 infinitely variable
roller gears. We have sold
hundreds to model engin-
eers throughout the world.
Can be used as the basis of
mechanical calculating
machines, etc. (Post-
age

-Jr
and packing 37'6.) .23

K.20 AIR CAMERA by Folmer-Graflex or Fairchild,
5in. x 4in. hand
held. Complete
in fitted case with filters
accessories. Carriage

and
paid £15

CHOBERT RIVETER
(" Type A ")
Ideal for blind riveting,
etc. Hand operated.
Takes rivets lin. to (in.
dia. Supplied in wood
case, complete with
instructions and all nec-
essary components.
(Postageand packing, III) 45/-

AERO INSTRUMENTS Monster parcel, contains selection from
ALTIMETER, AIR SPEED INDICATOR, PRESSURE GAUGE, COMPASS, GYRO
INSTRUMENT, TEMPERATURE INDICATOR etc., etc. Make Barometers, Ammeters, sen-
sitive Pressure Gauges, etc., from this wonderful collection of British instruments. All by
leading scientific instrument makers (Smiths, Short and Mason, Kelvin Bottomley and
Baird. Sperry, Weston), and cost about E 150. Ideal for Model Engineer, Physicist,
Gadgeteer, Electrician, etc. (Carriage and packing, U.K., 216, Eire, 41-.) 27/6

AERO SPARES CO.
71, High Holborn, W.C.I.

Tel.: AMBassador 4856 (all depts.).

Head Office :
69, Church Street,

Edgware Road, N.W.8.
Please quote P.M. when

ordering

PLASTIC MOULDING !
An INTRIGUING HOBBY or a PROFITABLE BUSINESS ! !

Any Plastic articles -from Brooches to Radio Cabinets -can be
moulded in a beautiful range of colours by means of " PLASTICAST "
-a liquid Thermo Setting Plastic. The necessary moulds are readily
and easily made from " PLASTIMOULD." This material forms
perfect flexible moulds by pouring over the required pattern.

Send 2.1d. stamp for full details and instructions.
" PLASTIMOULD "-1216 per lb.
" PLASTICAST "-4 oz. 316, 8 oz. 516, I lb. 916, 10 lb.

containers 716 per lb.
ACCELERATOR. For setting PLASTICAST-216 (sufficient

for I lb.), 516 (sufficient for 3 lbs.).
Please allow 1/6 extra on orders for carriage.

Watch this space next month for details of our new COLD -
SETTING PLASTIC. Can be made FLEXIBLE. Large range
of colours.

SOLCRAFT PRODUCTS,
372, Portland Road, Hove, Sussex. Phone : PORTSLADE 7204.

YOU
can become a first-class
RADIO ENGINEER
We are spec]alists in Home -Study Courses in Radio Engineering,
Servicing, Transmission, Television, Mathematics and Radio Calculations.

Post coupon now
for free booklet
and learn how
you can qualify
for we I I -paid
employment or
profitable spare -
time work.

(Post coupon in
unsealed envelope

-1d. stamp.)

T. & C. RADIO COLLEGE,
KING EDWARD AVE., AYLESBURY.

Please send me free details of your Home -Study I
I Courses in Mathematics. Radio and Television.

I Address

I M.13

Name

January) 1949

Modelcraft's
POWER
BOAT
PLANS
and KITS
The ' WALTO N ' CRUISER.
A fine example of a modern motor cruise
with sleek lines, the kind of " little ship,
which makes a holiday home for man:
families, yet is seaworthy enough fo.
long passages. Length, 23 ins.
Plan No. AFI01. Post 4d, 7/6
The ' DAYTONA CRUISER
This 33in. craft is representative of the ben'
American cruiser design -smart, stream-
lined, but not unpleasantly ther-
modern. Plan No. AFI 03. Post 6d. I

The DIXIE' SPEED BOAT
A small I 2in. replica of the fast " runabout
type. Gives astonishingly fine performance
Power unit " Electrotor ' or " Rev -
master." Plan No. AF105. Post 2d. 2/6
The RIVER CRUISER KIT
Designed for the " Foam Wraith" miniature
outboard, this is adaptable to other power
units. A fine model of the type of craft
often seen in protected waters. Kit
complete with timber and deck
fitments. Post 9d. 12/6
The COASTAL CRUISER KIT
Designed for construction in balsa, on rib
and plank methods, and for powering with
rubber -drive motor, this is a fairly simple job
for aeromodellers. Kit complete d.,/e
with rubber drive, etc. Post 9d. I

MODELCRAFT LTD.
77(L) Grosvenor Road,

London. S.W.I

POST RADIO SUPPLIES
COPPER INSTRUMENT WIRE.
ENAMELLED, TINNED AND FUSE.
COTTON AND SILK COVERED.
LITZ WIRES. Most gauges available.
B.A. SCREWS, NUTS, WASHERS,

soldering tags, eyelets and rivets.
EBONITE AND LAMINATED BAKE-

LITE PANELS, TUFNOL ROD.
PAXOLIN TYPE COIL FORMERS AND

TUBES, ALL DIAMETERS.
PERMANENT DETECTORS,
CRYSTALS, EARPHONES, etc.
Latest Radio Publications. Full Range

Available.
Send stamped addressed envelope for
comprehensive lists. Trade supplied.

Special Offers
Moving Coll Microphone in bakelite
case with enclosed switch. First-
class job. New, ex-W.D.. 4/6 each.
Carbon insert Microphone in bakelite
case. New and guaranteed, 2/8.
Battery bell, adjustable. Compact
double -bobbin instrument under heavy
brass gong. Works off flat pocket torch
battery, 3/3.

All above postage extra.

POST RADIO SUPPLIES
33, Bourne Gardens, London, E.4.

We are able to offer from stock :
ANALYTICAL BALANCE

capacity 200 grm. £37.10
CHEMICAL BALANCE

in case, cap. 250 grm. £13. 5
without case, £7.18

CHEMICAL BALANCE
in case, cap. 100 grm. £11.12

without case, £6.15

VICSONS LTD.,
for all Laboratory Apparatus.

PINNERROAD, HARROW, Middlesex
Telephone : UNDerhill 0906.

Send stamp to DEPT. E.S. for list of
apparatus and chemicals for the student.
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AMAZING OFFERS !
Fractional H.P. ex-R.A.F.

ELECTRIC MOTORS,, 4th H.P.
- -sf&,,,, BRAND

' 'Ilk , lim NEW, made
itilja ludillam' li by Hoovers.fa 'It, 1 ONLY

1(--
-

: ,- /.-,. each.
Carr. Free.

NOT TO BE CONFUSED WITH
SMALLER AND CHEAPER TYPES.
Size llin. x 51in.x5lin. Weight 18Ibs.
Volts 200'250 A.C., 2,000 r.p.m.

IDEAL FOR
POLISHING, GRINDERS, SHOE
REPAIRS. WOODWORKING, Etc.
Converted by us from Rotary Trans-
formers (Input 24 v. D.C. and Output
1,230 v., 200 in/A. and supplied as such
at 40/- if preferred). These Mains Motors
are worth treble and have a dozen uses.
Existing spindle it fin, diem., tin.
long. All-purpose Extn. Spindles,
to screw on, 7/6 pair extra.

Ideal for Crystal
Sets, Veva Sets,

Eloapital3, etc.
EX -ARMY
HEADPHONES
BRAND NEW
AND BOXED

RsrtIlariere 5/6

lavil:s 10/- . All°
Precision - made Instruments, Bal-
anced Armature Units, Reed Driven
Corrugated Aluminium Diaphragms,
Double Headbands, 8f t. Cords and
Plug, D.C. Resistance 60 ohms.
(These Headphones are worth about 42/-)
TRANSFORMERS, BRAZING AND
WELDING (R.A.F.).-Input 230 Volts.
P.H. 1, 50 cycles ; Output 13-15 volts
(4 taps) at 60 amps. Size 81n. x gin.
x 71n. ix.
TRANSFORMER.-R.A.F. 283. Input
230 volts, 50 cycles ; Output 6.75-0-6.75
volts at 19 amps. Size 61in. x 511n. x
4110. 42/6. ' ..
TRANSFORMER AUTO.-R.A.F. 645
Input 230 volts, 50 cycles ; Output
57.5 volts and taps every 11.5 volts up to
228 volts at 21 amps. ; 11.5 volts avail-
able between taps. Heavy robust job by
Stand. Tel. & Cables, Ltd. 25/5/-.
AUTO 'COLLECTIONS, LTD.,
15, LAWRENCE ST., Northampton.
Send ld. S.A.E. for our Radio/Electric List.

ELECTRIC ENGRAVERS. -Powerful
instruments in flat case, on stand
with spring attachment, and switch.
Suitable for dog collars, tool marking,
etc., 4-6 volt model, price 48/6 ; A.C.
Mains model. 200-240 volts, 55/- :. A.C.
Engraver only, 42/6.
TELEPHONE SETS, comprising 2
G.P.O. hand phones, 2 bells, 2 pushes
and 80ft, twin wire. Price 601-, post
free. Single instrument, 22/6.
MOTOR. -4-6V. dry battery driven,
well made, powerful. 11/6. Illustrated
list, 3d.
BATTERY CHARGERS FOR A.C.
MAINS. FOR CHARGING 2 -volt accu-
mulators at 1 amp. Parts With diagram,
12/6. Complete 18/6. Postage 10d.
FOR TRICKLE. CHARGING CAR
CELLS, parts with diagram. Output
11 amps, for 6v. cells, 28/6 set. For
12v. cells, 30/- set.
Complete on Open Metal Base, 42/6.
Post 1/-. See List for larger sizes.
PHOTO -ELECTRIC CELLS. -For all
sound films, high fidelity production,
speech and music. Small tube size,
21n. x lin. dia., 26/6. Midget tube,
lin. x lin., 22/6.
COMPLETE OPTICAL SYSTEM for
35 or 16 mm. sound film, 2M, long,
fin. diam. projects, 0.0005in. light
image. Price 2.2 2s.

ECONOMIC ELECTRIC CO.,
64, London Road, Twickenham,
Middlesex. Tel,: POPesgrove 1318

e 1111
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PERFECT PASTIMES
Modern Materials for

CRAFTS AT HOME
Plastercraft - Leatherwork - Lamp.
shade making - Plastics Models,-

Toys -Patterns.,
Send II- for specimen copy of the
Magazine Craftworker and Catalogue
of instructions, tools and materials.

HOMECRAFTS (Dept. 2).
Albion Street, Broadstairs, Kent

POWER UNITS
(Type 16)

This month we offer an exceptionally
fine rotary transformer complete with
radio interference suppression devices.
starter and voltage regulation. It is
housed in a reasonably soundproof
cabinet and is despatched in a wood
transit case for safe carriage.
Input voltages, 21-29 volts (specified at
24. but the voltage regulator takes care
of varying voltages between these figures).
Rating 30 amps. Outputs : 300 v. 260
ma., 150 v. 10 ma., 12-14 v. 5 amps. These
may be used as D.C. battery chargers or
converted to D.C. mains, 1 h.p. motors.
A ventilating fan is fitted to the equip-
ment. ONLY 20/- (carr. and pkg., 5'-).

MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
OUR RANGE OF METERSf-

i
Scale 1 . Type Shape Size Mounting Price

Milllammeters -

0-5 Moving Coil D.C. Square 2in. Flush 51--
0-30 Moving Coil D.C. Round 21in. Flush 6/9
0-40/120 Moving Coil D.C. Round gin. Proj. 7/ -

Dual Reading
0-50 Moving Coil D.C. Round 2-211n. Proj. 7/-
0-100 Moving Coil D.C. Rectangular with

shorting switch
3in.x2lin. Proj. ,. 12/6

0-150 Moving Coil D.C. Square 21n. Flush 7/6

Ammeters
0-5 R.F. Thermocouple Square in. Flush 51-
0-2.5 ' R.F. Thermocouple Round 2in. Proj. 7/3
0-4 R.F. Thermocouple Rectangular with

shorting switch
31n.x211n. iProj, 6/6

10-0-20 Moving Coil D.C. Round 21n. Flush 5'8
0-14 Moving Iron Round 41in. Switchboard 15/-
0-20 Moving Coll D.C. Round 21n. Prol. 5/6
0-25 Moving Iron D.C. Round 21in. Flush 5/6
0-30 Moving Coil D.C. Square 21n. Flush 7'-
50-0-50 Moving Coil D.C. Square 21n. Flush 5/6

Voltmeters
0-150 Moving Coil D.C. Round 21in. Flush 5'6
0-300 Moving Coil D.C. Square 2in, Flush 5/8
0-2000 Electrostatic. Round 2110. Flush 22'6

Postage extra according to quantity.
Terms C.W.O. Remittances to E. & G. Distributing Corporation Limited,

IMIO
MAIL ORDER SUPPLY CO., Dept. P.M.,S 3, Robert Street, Hampstead Road, London, N.W.I.

Stepney Green 2760-3906.

Callers to : 24, New Road, London, E.I. Money refunded if not satisfied.

&UFOS ID
TYPE ML7

3." HEAVY DUTY LATHE
The finest Lathe in its class.

Extensive
range of

accessories.

MYFORD ENGINEERING COMPANY LIMITED
BEESTON NOTTINGHAM 'Phone: 54222 (3, lines)

07.1488

EVERYTHING FOR THE HANDYMAN
Wood Mouldings, Dowelling, Table and Chair Legs.

Wheels, Ornamental Pressings, Timber, Balsa Wood.
Plastic and Metal Handles and Knob's.

Sheet, Strip and Tubular Metal.
Hinges, Screws and Cabinet Fittings of All Kinds.

Saws, Planes, Vices, Braces, Drills, Etc.
Special Fittings Obtained To Order Within a Few Days.

SEND 3d. FOR LATEST ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST

IT WILL PAY YOU TO PAY US A VISIT

B. KOSKIE (Dept. B)
75 Leather Lane, Holborn, E.C.I.

Closed I o'clock Sat. Phone : Holborn 4777

HIGHSTONE UTILITIES
Crystal Sets.
Our latest Model
is a real radio
receiver,which is
fitted with a per-
manent crystal
detector. Why
not have a set in
your own room ?
9/6, post 6d. De
Luxe Receiver
in polished oak
cabinet. 18/6,
post 1/-.

Spare Permanent Detectors, 2/- each.
When ordered separately, 2/6, with clips
and screws. 2/10. post 3d. Headphones,
brand new, S. G. Brown, G.E.C., etc,. 15/-,
23/, and super -sensitive, 30/- a pair, post 8d.
New Headphones, 10/- a pair, post 6(.1.
Balanced armature type (very sensitive).
12/6 a pair, post 8d. New Single Earpieces,
3/6. Bal. armature type, 4/6 ex-R.A.F.
earpiece, 2/- post 4d, Headphones with
moving -coil mike, 15/-. Similar phones with
throat mikes, 12'6, post 8d. Headphone
Cords, 1/3 a pair, post 3d. Replacement
Bands, 1/3, post 4d. Wire ,Bands, 6d.
(All Headphones listed are suitable for
use with our Crystal Sets.)

Bell Transformers.
These guaranteed
transformers work
from any A.C.
Mains, giving 3, 5,
or 8 volts output at
1 amp., operate bulb,
buzzer or bell. Will

supply light in bedroom or larder, etc.
PRICE 8/-, post 6d. BELLS for use with
either the above or batteries, 61-, Post 6d.
Ex-R.A.F. 2 -valve (2 -volt) Microphone
Amplifiers as used in 'plane inter-com.,
in self-contained metal case ; can be used
to make up a deaf aid outfit, intercommuni-
cation system, or with crystal set, complete
with valves, 201, post 1/6. Useful wooden
box with partitions to hold amplifier, 2/ -
extra. Ditto, less valves, la,. One valve
amplifier, complete with valve, 9/6, Post 1/-,
Hand Microphones, with switch in handle,
and lead, 4/-. Similar instrument, moving
coil, 7/6, post 6d.
Sparking Ping Neon Testers, with vest-
pocket clip, 3/3, and with gauge, 3/8, post 3d.S.B.C. Neon Indicator Lamps, for use on
mains, showing " live " side of switches.
etc., 3/e. post 44 Soldering

Irons. - Our
new stream-
lined Iron is
supplied with

two interchangeable bits, one each straight
and curved ; 200/250 v. 50 watts, 9/-, post (itk=z-
Standard Iron with adjustable bit, 200/25Ie
v., 60 watts, 9/6. Heavy Duty Iron. 150
watts, 12/6, post 6411. All parts replaceable
and fully guaranteed. Small Soldering
Irons, for use on gas, 114, post 4d. Resin -
cored solder for easy soldering, 6d. packets.
or 11b. reels, 6/-. Postage extra.
Microphones. -dust 'the thing for im-
promptu concerts, room to room communi-
cation, etc. Bakelite table model, 6/9:
Suspension type, 8/6. Post 6d. Mike
Buttons -(carbon), 2/, Moving Coil, 4/6 :
Transformers, 5/-. All post 4d. each.
Rotary Transformers, 12 v. D.C. input,
in soundproof cabinet, for Car Radio. etc. ;

will also light two 230 v. 25 w. lamps in
series, or as a motor, 22/6 each, carriage 2/6.
24v. input: Output 1,230 v. .2 amp, in case
with suppressors, etc., easily converted to
run as a high voltage motor, 20/-. carr. 3/6.
Also 12v. Input: Output, 6v. 5 amp., 150v,
10 m/a., and 300v, 20/240 Ma., 22/6, carriage
3/6.
Morse Keys. -Standard size keys wired to
work Buzzer or Lamp, 3/-, post 6d. Slightly
smaller keys, 2/6, post 4d. Plugs, " Igranic"
type (for, lacks), with short length of twin
flex. 1/8. post 4d.
Terminals, brass, 2BA, mounted on strip.
gd. pair. .0005 Airspaced Variable Con-
densers, 2/6, Post 4d. .00003 twin gang with
trimmers, 2/6, post 4d. 24 -volt 15 Wm.
M.E.S. Bulbs for Christmas tree lights or
model railways. 1/- each, 10/- dozen, post 4d.
Fuses. -1 amp., packets of 10, Wt.
post 3d. Also 250 mA. same price. Bargain
Parcels of really useful equipment, con-
taining Switches, Meters. Condensers,
Resistances, Phones. etc., 10/, or double
assortment, 17/6 ; treble, 25/-. All carriage
paid (regret we are unable to send these
parcels overseas).
Field Intercommunication Sets, ready
for use, complete with ringing hand genera-
tor, bell, signal lamp, morse key. relay,
Contained in a strong metal case with
circuit diagram. 20/- each, carr. 2/6 : 37/8
pair. carr. 3/6. New handcomb sets, for use
with above. 7/6, Post 6d. Ex-G.P.O. Tele-
phone Twin Bells, with box, complete with
induction coil, 5/-, Post 9d. Telephone hand
generator, with handle, 7/6, post 116. Bell,
4/6, post 6d.
Meters. -0-1 m/a, 241n., Mc, 13/6: 3,5 amp.,
210., T.C. 5/- ; 4 amp, 211n. Thermo, in
case with switch, 7/6 ; Double reading
40/120 rnia, 2in., m/c, 8/-

.
30 m/a., 2in.,,

m/c, 6/- ; 20 amp., 211n.. m/1. 9/6 ; 15 volt,
21in., m/c, 9/6 ; 30 amp., 61n., m/i. Iron-
clad. 35/- 6,000 v., 31in. m/c, 57/6 ; 3,500
v., 31in.. m/c. 20/- ; 100 v., 21in., m/c. 10/- ;
300 v., 211n., mil, 12/6 . 15 v./600 v. double
reading, 2in. m/c, 8/-. Meter Movements,
2in. size with magnet, (500 micro -amp,), 2/6.
Post extra. Money refunded if not com-
pletely satisfied.
HIGHSTONE UTILITIES,

58, New 'Vans tend, London, E.11.
Letters only.

New Illustrated List sent on request with
Id. stamp and'S.A.E.
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PREPARE FOR COMPETITION NOW !
As the Engineering Industry swings into its normal stride, the inevitable competition
for the secure and well -paid posts will return. It is the man who stands out from the
rest because he is technically trained who will be in the happy position of taking over
the more responsible, more secure, and better paid positions. " ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES " will show you how to get this all-important technical training
quickly and easily in your spare time. This 100 -page book is full of valuable information
and explains the simplest way of preparing for recognised Examinations. Among the
courses described are :

MECHANICAL E NGINEERING GROUP ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING GROUP
A.M.I.Mech.E. Mining Practice A.M.I.E.E. Electricity Supply
A. M.I.E. D. Estimating City & Guilds Electrical Meters
City & Guilds Foremanst General Electrical Eng. Electrical Design
General Mechanical Eng. Jig & Tool esign Alternating Currents Illumination
Diesel Engines Viewing & Inspection Power House Design Installations
*Draughtsmanship & Tracing Welding Traction Telegraphy
Works Management Sheet Metal Work Mains Eng. Telephony
Press Tool Work
Pattern Making

Maintenance Eng.,
Metallurgy

Mining Electrical Engineering

Foundry Practice Refrigeration WIRELESS GROUP
COMMERCIAL E

A.M.I.P.E.
Commercial Eng.

NGINEERING GROUP
Cost Accounts
Languages

CIVIL ENGINEERING GROUP
A.M.I.C.E.
Inst. Mun. Engineer
A.M.I.Struct.E.
M.R. San.l.
City & Guilds
Sanitary Inspector
Specification
Structural Design

SURVEYING
A.R.I.B.A.
F.R.I.C.S.
A.M.I.H. & V.E.
L.I.O.B.
F.A.I.

Mining Surveying
Road Eng.
Hydraulics
Municipal Eng.
General Civil Eng.-
Structural Eng.
Reinforced Concrete
Railway Eng.

AND BUILDING GROUP
Costing & Valuation's
Heating & Ventilating
Clerk of Works
Surveying & Levelling
Building (all branches)

City & Guilds
Automobile Repairman

Course

A.M.Brit.I.R.E.
C. & G. Telecommunications
General Wireless
Short-wave Wireless

Advanced Wireless
Radio Servicing
Television
Sound -film Projection Eng.

AUTOMOBILE ENGINEERING GROUP
Ge'neral Automobile Eng.
Garage Management
Electrical Equipment
High Speed Diesels

AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING GROUP
A.F.R.Ae.S.
R.A.F. (Maths.)
Pilots' Licences
A.R.B. Licences

Aero Engines
Navigators' Licences
Aeroplane Design
Meteorology

UNIVERSITY DEGREES
London Matriculation University Entrance
School Certificate Intermediate B.Sc.

 Our Diploma is accepted for Graduateship of the Inst. of Engineering Draughtsmen and Designers.

WE DEFINITELY GUARANTEE
NO PASS-NO FEE "

If you are earning less than £10 a week you cannot afford to miss reading " ENGINEERING
 OPPORTUNITIES" ; it tells you everything you want to know to make your future secure, and

describes many chances you are now missing. In your own interest we advise you to write for your
copy of this enlightening guide to well -paid posts NOW-FREE and without obligation.

BRMSII IASIITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
410A, SHAKESPEARE HOUSE, 17, STRATFORD PLACE, LONDON, W.1
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SUBSCRIPTION RATES
(including postage)

Inland - - 10s. 6d. per annum.
Abroad - 10s. pee annum.
Canada - - - 10s. .per annum.
Editorial and Advertisement Office : " Practical

Mechanics," George Newnes, Ltd.
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2

'Phone : Temple Bar 4363
Telegrams : Newnes, Rand, London.

Registered at the G.P.O. for transmissicin by
Canadian Magazine Post.

Copyright in all drawings, photographs and articles
published in " Practical Mechanics " is specially
reserved throughout the countries signatory to the
Berne Convention and the U.S.A. Reproductions
or imitations of any of these are therefore

expressly forbidden.
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PRACTICAL
MECHANICS

Owing to the paper shortage "The Cyclist," "Practical Motorist," and "Home Movies" ire
temporarily incorporated.

Editor : F. J. CAMM

VOL. XVI JANUARY, 1949 NO. 181

FAIR COMMENT

Fog
IF it is possible to construct an appara-

tus which will photograph our
insides, as the Röntgen apparatus, it

should be possible to construct a tar
lighting system which will penetrate fog.
Every time we have fog in this country
serious accidents occur, traffic is dis-
rupted, thousands of man-hours are lost,
and people are stranded. Railway trains
which have not the same problem as
road transport, if they run at all, run
hours late. Nothing is done to solve the
problem. It is high time that our
scientists got to work on it. Those who
use the roads are entitled to expect some
move from the Ministry of Transport,
especially in view of the hundreds of
millions of pounds which are extracted
from motorists in the form of Road
Funds and petrol taxation.

The newspapers devote a large amount
of space to fog news and stories, so
everyone should be well aware of the
results of fog and its great cost to the
nation,

The fact is that we do not have many
foggy days in the year, and each year
the problem is therefore allowed to pass
by. We cannot afford in these difficult
days to lose so much life nor so much
productive time because of the apathy of
those whose duty it is to keep the wheels
of commerce turning. The nation organ-
ised during the war to meet contingencies
and the Government to -day could organ-
ise fog squads to guide and direct traffic.

The plight of the road traveller
during fog is not made any easier by
unlighted stretches of road. The Bath
Road, for example, between Cranford
and the Colnbrook By -Pass is a
scandal. Part of the road is lit and
then you run into a blank wall of dark-
ness, even more intense in fog. I
drew the attention of the Ministry of
Transport, which now controls all main
roads to this problem some time ago,
and Mr. Barnes promised to do some -

By THE ED.ITOR
thing about it. That was several years
ago, but nothing has been done.

In order to start something moving I
invite my readers to submit suggestions
for mastering the fog problem. The most
interesting suggestions will be published
in this journal vid submitted to -the
Ministry of Transport, and to the
railway companies.

Fountain Pens
I INVITED my readers last month to

submit suggestions for improved
fountain pens, pointing out that such
pens as I had tried had one or more
serious defects, such as leaking, insuffi-
cient ink capacity, and difficulty of
knowing when the pen needed refilling.
Existing methods of filling also leave
much to be desired. Too much atten-
tion is given to styling, and too little to
the practical purposes of a pen.

Evidently hundreds of my readers
have thought about this problem too,
because I have received quite a large
entry for this competition and a pre-
liminary examination exhibits mz.,ny
practicable improvements, in fountain
pen design.

Indeed, one pen originally marketed
by Mr. Munro, a sample of which he
sent to me, seems to fulfil all the func-
tions of the perfect fountain pen. It
contains a whole barrel of ink, it does
not leak, it is entirely made of Perspex
so that you can see when the ink supply
is running out, it has a stainless steel
iridium tipped nib, it is light in weight,
nicely styled, easily filled, and easily
manufactured.

I hope next month to publish a selec-
tion of the entries. I have also had
correspondence from one or two fountain
pen manufacturers who agree with my
remarks in the main, and who have
agreed if necessary to make arrange-
ments with the winners for the manu-
facture of the winning design.

The Power of the Atom
I SHOULD have thought that those

engaged at Scotland Yard were too
busy with the crime wave, tracking
down criminals, waiting for two hours
beside a motor -car to prosecute a motor-
ist " for obstruction " or other equally
heinous offences, to be able to find time
to write to the Press. I see, however,
from the Daily Mail a columnist has
received from a Scotland Yard man a
cutting from one of our 1934 issues,
although apparently this Scotland Yard
man is unable to read the date of it
since he gives it as January 4th, 1934.

As we have always been a monthly
publication I presume that this indivi-
dual at Scotland Yard with so much
time on his hands is either careless or
cannot read. The paragraph referred to
was one in which we quoted the state-
ment of a scientist of high standing who,
at a meeting of the British Association,
stated " there was no latent power, in the
Atom ; hence vanishes one of the dreams
of scientific cranks and other fantastic
characters who for years past have
regaled the public with ungarnished
tosh."

This apparently redundant Scotland
Yard man in sending this paragraph to
the Daily Mail evidently implies that the
scientist was wrong and that we have
atomic power to -day. He evidently has
the atomic bomb in view, and does not
distinguish between an atomic bomb and
atomic power. By atomic power the
scientist was referring to power which
could be put to useful work, which
could be harnessed and controlled. Up
to the present time his forecast has been
proved accurate in that no one has yet
been able to produce a single piece of
apparatus actuated by atomic power
which can be controlled and put to use-
ful work. The atomic bomb merely pro-
duces a louder and more devastating
bang than any other bomb.
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The "Mamba " Gas Turbine
General Description,...Con-
structional Details and

Operating Notes

Armstrong Siddeley Mamba gas
turbine propeller engine was an-
nounced on September 8th, 1946,

and at once created great interest, for it is
claimed to be the most powerful engine of
its kind for its size in the world.

Since first announced the engine has been
further developed and the power increased.
It has satisfactorily accomplished many
hours of test flying in a specially adapted
Lancaster aircraft.

One of the most difficult design problems
has been to build a reduction gear to reduce
the high engine r.p.m., which is characteristic
of a turbine, in this case, 14,000 or so, to a
figure which can be usefully employed by the
propeller, about 1,40o r.p.m., and to do this
without increasing the small frontal area of
the engine.

A three -blade constant speed fully feather-
ing propeller is fitted. Due to basic differ-
ences between a gas -turbine propeller engine
and an ordinary pistOn engine, new problems
in relation to the interaction of engine and
constant speed propeller have had to be over-
come. The engine and propeller controls are
linked by a single pilot's throttle lever. A
separate constant speed control lever is not
required. This arrangement has been found
to provide very satisfactory handling charac-
teristics in flight, as can be judged from the
fact that, if necessary, under baulked landing

'conditions, the power can be increased from
zero to maximum in under two seconds.

For starting purposes, the propeller is
placed in zero pitch so that a minimum of
power will be absorbed. When the engine
has started, it will slow run at 8,000 r.p.in.
and can be taken up on the throttle to cruise
at 14,000 r.p.m. and then to full bore at
15,000 r.p.m.

The layout of this engine is as follows:
The Mamba engine consists of an axial

flow compressor which handles a maximum
of ton of air per minute from a forward
facing air intake and supplies it at a pressure
of 6o1b./sq. in. to six combustion chambers

Armstrong Siddeley's Chief Test Pilot Sqn./Ldr. Price -Owen, immediately before flying the
Mamba gas turbine engined Balliol Trainer. The car bonnet housing a 16 h.p. engine is an
interesting contrast in size with the nose of the aircraft housing the r,000 h.p. Mamba, which

incidentally weighs only 1,000lb. against the car's 3,00clb.

which are radially disposed round the axis
of the rear main shaft. These combustion
chambers were designed by Armstrong Sid-
deley Motors, and are of special interest in
that they vaporise the fuel before burning
instead of the more usual system of atomis-
ing the fuel in high-pressure spray jets.

The expansion of the hot gases through
the turbine produces the power which drives
both the propeller and the compressor, the
compressor directly and the propeller through
the reduction gear.

The foregoing paragraphs have dealt with
the broader aspects of the Armstrong Sidde-
ley Mamba, and the following notes will pro-
vide more detailed information concerning its
construction and manner of operation :

Brief Specification
Description.-Ten-stage axial flow com-

pressor; two -stage turbine.

Dimensions.-Overall length (rear face of
propeller fitting cone to rear face of turbine
housing), 57in.; maximum diameter over
circular cowling (at engine mounting posi-
tion), 19 it/ t6in.

Weight.-Net dry weight, 76o1b.

Mounting.-The engine is provided with
six mounting lugs on the casting at the rear
of the compressor casing.

Fuel.-Aviation turbine fuel to Specifica-
tion DERD 2482, Issue No. 1.

Engine Performance (Sea Level)

Rating r.p.m. Aircraft
speed m.p.h.

Prop. shaft i Net Jet
horse -power thrust Fuel consumption

Max. take -off... 15,000 0 r,oro 307 lb. 102 gals.,hr.
Max. emergency 15,000 too 1,032 248 lb. 104.r gals./hr.
Max. climb.... 14,500 200 935 170 lb. 94.8 gals./hr.
Max. continuous

cruising 14,000 300 918 102 lb. 89.5 gals. hr.

Key diagram showing the disposition of the chief component parts. A. Oil distributor and high pressure relief valve ; B. Main oil pressure
filter ; C. Main pressure and high pressure pump ; D. Tachometer ; E. Air cooling pipe to rear bearing ; F. Fuel flow control filter; G.

Gas starter; H. Air feed pipe to front bearing; I. Tecalemit micro pump for rear bearing.
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Propeller EnAine
Note.-The formula for converting thrust

in pounds into horse -power is: Horse-
power =

thrust (in pounds) x aircraft speed in m.p.h.
375

except for the static condition where 2.61b.
of thrust are taken to be equivalent to I
horse -power.

General
The engine viewed from the side is made

up of the following components starting at
the front :

The front cover enclosing the reduction
gear and airscrew shaft. Immediately be-
hind the front cover is the annular air in-
take, and behind this the compressor casing.

Above the compressor casing are mounted
the auxiliaries. Behind the compressor is the
diffuser casing which leads into the six com-
bustion chambers surrounding the turbine
shaft housing. The two -stage turbine is
located in a housing at the rear of the com-
bustion chambers.

Finally, the exhaust cone and propelling.
nozzle are fitted in this order at the rear of
the engine.

The Reduction Gear and Front Cover
The reduction of speed required is from

the compressor shaft speed of 15,000 r.p.m.
down to a propeller shaft speed of t,450
r.p.m. (.097 : t reduction).

The reduction is carried out by means of
an epicyclic train. A helical sun gear is
driven from the front of the compressor shaft
and drives three helical planet gears. These
three planet gears drive three further planet
spur -gears on the same axis and the latter
engage with a fixed annulus gear. The
planet gears are attached to the propeller
shaft by means of a carrier and, conse-
quently, the propeller shaft revolves with the
planet gears inside the stationary gear in an
anti -clockwise direction as seen from the
rear. (The same direction as the turbine and
compressor.) Only the sun and planet gears
of the first train are helical.

The stationary annulus gear is prevented
from rotating by eight links connected to

and surrounds, half the circumference of the
it intake body.

The drive is transmitted from the airscrew
shaft reduction gear through a single inclined
bevel shaft, which passes through one of the

B.H.P.- 175o
The planet gears are mounted on roller
bearings at the front and a ball and roller
bearing at the back. The entire thrust
from the propeller is taken by a ball bear-
ing in the front cover. The radial and gyro-
scopic loads are taken by the same ball bear-
ing and by a plain bearing at the rear of the
propeller shaft.

Engine Auxiliaries
The auxiliaries are mounted parallel to the

centre line of the engine. to the front and rear
of the auxiliaries case, which is integral w th,

General view of the " Mamba

eight pistons. The pistons are automatically
balanced in cylinders by oil pressure. They
are mounted radially and form torquemeters.
The pressure of the oil in the cylinders is
recorded on a gauge in the pilot's cockpit.
The formula for finding the b.h.p. of the
engine at any given moment is as follows:

oil preSsure in lb./sq. in. x

The " Mamba" to -stage axial flow compressor and two -stage turbine assembly. The
small size of the compressor is noticeable in comparison with the I2in. rule. It handles over

20 tons of air per hour.

" with central casing removed.

aerofoils in the annular air intake to a train
of spur -gears housed in the auxiliaries case.

The engine can be turned through t8o
degs. to bring the remote drive to the bottom
by changing the air intake body to suit differ-
ent aircraft requirements.

Starting in a clockwise direction from the
rear, and with the engine turned so that the
remote drive is at the top, the auxiliaries are
arranged in the following sequence:

Pointing Forward.-t. The high-pressure
oil pump. .r8 engine speed; 2. The govenor-
operated ignition switch ; 3. The electric
tachometer, .25 engine speed.

Pointing Rearward.-t. The main pressure
and scavenge pump, .18 engine speed ; the
Tecalemit micro -metering pump, .089 engine
speed (these three pumps are all housed in
one unit) ; 2. The airscrew constant speed
unit, .18 engine speed ; 3. The remote aircraft
accessories gear -box drive, .18 engine speed ;
4. The electric starter, 8 h.p. B.T.H. or 8
h.p. Rotax ; 5. The fuel pump and engine
over -speed governor, .25 engine speed Lucas
" A " type.

The oil -pressure filter with pressure reduc-
ing valve and relief valve is mounted on the
end of the auxiliaries case.

The remote aircraft accessories drive is
taken from a universal coupling attached to
a spur -gear drive housed in the auxiliaries
case, and has a capacity of 5o h.p. at maxi-
mum cruise r.p.m.

The Air Intake
The forward facing annular air intake at

the front of the engine, to which the front
cover is attached, is bolted to the compressor
casing and is a magnesium casting. Provi-
sion can be made for anti -icing by drawing
hot air from a point between the two tur-
bine stages and delivering it to the a'r in-
take.

The Compressor
The to -stage axial flow compressor has a

compression ratio of 5: t at maximum sea
level static take -off r.p.m. and uses about
one-third of a ton of air per minute, 131b./
sec. Consequently, in one minute the
Mamba consumes more than its own weight
in air.

The compressor consists of a stainless steel
drum to each end of which are attached steel
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extension shafts. The front shaft is mounted
on a pair of angular contact ball bearings.
The rear shaft is mounted on a roller race.
The turbine shaft is connected to the coin -
pressor shaft by a coupling and is supported
on a roller bearing. The coupling incor-
porates a phosphor. bronze spherical bearing
to ensure self -alignment between the turbine
and compressor assemblies.

The to rows of aerofoil section aluminium
blades are attached to to twin -steel discs'
which are shrunk on to the steel compressor
drum. The whole assembly is enclosed in a
stator casing of forged aluminium. The
casing is split on the horizontal line and con-
tains nine rows of fixed aluminium stator
blades.

A drive is taken from, the compressor front
extension shaft to the propeller reduction

flow. Consequently, combustion chambers
utilising the vapour injection principle do not
suffer from the marked deterioration in
efficiency at part throttle and altitude condi-
tions associated with the spray injection type
of combustion chamber. The flame tube
walls are cooled by internal films of air.

The combustion chambers are connected
by balance pipes. This is to equalise pres-
sure and enables starting to be carried out
by igniter plugs in any two combustion
chambers.

The combustion chamber outer casings are
of stainless steel, and the flame tubes of
"Nimonic 75." Sliding joints on the outer
leasing allow for expansion.

The Turbine
The two -stage turbine consists of two discs

The reduction gear of the " Mamba" which reduces the 15,000 r.p.m. of the compressor and
turtine to a propeller speed of 1,450. The reduction gear ratio is .097: I. The annulus gear
and two out of the three helical planet gears are visible. The gear at the rear of the planet

carrier provides the drive for the engine auxiliaries.

gear, and, via the propeller reduction gear
and a bevel,drive, to the auxiliary box.

The compressor exerts an axial thrust in
a forward direction (opposite to the direction
of the air entering the intake) and- the tur-
bine exerts a lesser thrust towards the rear of
the engine ; consequently, these two opposing
forces largely neutralise each other, and any
remaining thrust in a forward direction is
taken by the front compressor bearings, the
compressor shaft being placed under tension
by the action of the two opposing forces.
The front main bearing is oil cooled.

The Combustion System
The six combustion chambers are grouped

symmetrically round the axis of the turbine
housing at the rear of the compressor. They
have been developed by Armstrong Siddeley
Motors and differ from those used on other
gas turbines in that a vaporising principle
is employed. The fuel is vaporised and
mixed with heated air before entering the
combustion zone.

This gives many advantages over the more
usual type in which the fuel is atomised
necessitating a high-pressure pump and other
complications. For instance, vapour injec-
tion allows better control of flame than spray
injection, where the distribution is dependent
on a sensitive high-pressure atomiser and
the break-up of the fuel is dependent on fuel

of Jessops Gx8B austenitic steel. There are
115 blades on each disc secured by " fir
tree" serrations. The blades are "Nimonic
80."

The rear main bearing is cooled by air fed
from the fifth stage of the compressor which
passes via an external pipe to the outside of
the rear main bearing housing. It then
passes over and under the bearing sleeves,
finally escaping out of the forward end of
the bearing into an external pipe which trans-
fers it to the exhaust jet.

The outer face of the rear turbine disc is
cooled by air that leaks past the high pressure
labyrinth seal at the outlet of the compressor
and is fed into the centre of the turbine
clamp bolt. Air is tapped from the com-
pressor and is drawn along inside the main
shaft, and then travels between the turbine
stub shaft and clamp bolt to cool the inner
face of the twin turbine discs.

Air is bled from the combustion chamber
feed manifold and is fed via an external pipe-
line to a point in front of the turbine stub
shaft and is then transferred by holes to cool
the outer face of the front turbine disc. This
air is also used to pressurise a chamber which
prevents leakage of hot gases from the tur-
bine. An air-cooled roller bearer, lubricated
by 2 pint of metered oil per hour, runs at
some r2odeg. C. and supports the turbine
assembly.

Method of Operation
Air enters through an annular forward -fac-

ing air intake at the front of the engine and
passes in a straight flow to the compressor.

After leaving the compressor the aft%, now
at a temperature of 230 deg. C. and a press-
ure 6o1b./sq. in., passes through a diffuser
which reduces the velocity of the air. It is
then directed into the combustion chamber
manifold which feeds the six combustion
chambers.

About 1/5 of the total mass of air enters
the flame tube for primary combustion, the
remaining air flowing between the flame tube
and the outer casing.

The mixture burns inside the flame tube
at a strength by weight of approximately
15 I and at a temperature of approximately
2,000 deg. C:, the overall mixture strength,
that is, the weight of air entering the com-
bustion chambers in relation to the fuel con-
sumed, is about 55 : I at sea level take -off
static r.p.m.

The gases pass from the combustion cham-
bers into an annulus at the entry to the tur-
bine. They now flow through the nozzles and
blades of the two -stage turbine at a pressure
on entry of approximately 57.5lb./so. in.,
falling at the exit to a static pressure of
1-11b./sq. in. below atmospheric Pressure. It
is, therefore, necessary to diffuse the pressure
back to atmospheric, which is done by the
increase in area of the exhaust cone.

The absolute gas velocity on the mean
radius of the turbine disc at the first nozzle
is 2,000ft./sec. and the axial velocity at the
outlet into the exhaust cone 855ft./sec. at sea
level take -off static r.p.m.

The turbine develops about 2,700 h.p. of
which 1,65o h.p. is absorbed in driving the
compressor, leaving a balance of 1,050 h.p.

After leaving the turbine, the gases pass
to atmosphere via the exhaust cone and pro-
pelling nozzle at a velocity of about that
of a plain jet engine. Details of the drive
to the propeller will be seen under the head-
ing, Reduction Gear and Front Cover.

The Fuel System
The Mamba fuel system consists of the

following components :
1.-A submerged fuel tank pump.
2.-A low pressure filter.
3.-A fuel pump incorporating a maximum

speed governor and a maximum
pressure relief valve. '

4.-A flow control incorporating a throttle
control and an altitude -control.

5,.-An acceleration control.
6.-An isolator.
7.-A fuel distributor incorporating a pres-

sure increasing valve.
8.-Six burners.
9.-Ignition system including two torch

igniters, four spray jets and a solenoid -
operated isolator.

The low pressure filter, flow control, isolator
and dump valve are incoroorated in one unit.

The submerged tank pump delivers fuel
through the low-pressure filter to the engine
pump, which delivers it to the throttle valve
and flow control. After being metered by the
throttle valve the fuel passes through the
isolator and dump valve unit and the two -
stage starting valve to the manifold and
through the atomisers into the combustion
chambers.

Taking the various components in the
above order, we start with:
I.-The submerged fuel tank pump-this is

of the electric pulsometer type.
2.-The low pressure filter-a cylindrical

body containing a Tecalemit felt element.
3.-The fuel pump-Lucas " A " type vari-

able stroke mphi-plunger swashplate
pump incorporating a maximum engine
rotational speed governor and a maxi-
mum pressure relief valve.
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The maximum speed governor is operated
by fuel under centrifugal pressure which is
generated by the rotation of the fuel pump
rotor. If a certain prescribed r.p.m. is ex-
ceeded, this pressure operates a diaphragm.
The diaphragm lifts a bleed valve which, by
means of a servo piston in the pump, reduces
the fuel pump cam -plate angle. A reduc-
tion of this angle reduces the plunger stroke
with a consequent reduction of pump
delivery and drop in r.p.m.

The Flow Control Unit
As altitude increases, less fuel is required

by the engine. It is therefore necessary
to reduce the fuel supply and this is done
automatically. by the capsule in the flow
control unit to conform to the engine fuel
requirements under altitude conditions.

The altitude capsule operates on the pressure
drop across the throttle valve as the altitude
varies. This pressure -sensitive capsule is
housed in a chamber connected to the aircraft
pitot head.

The Throttle Valve
The throttle valve, which meters the fuel

to the engine, consists of a profiled pressure -
balanced needle whose position in an orifice
is set by the throttle lever through a rack and
pinion. The pressure drop across the orifice
is maintained constant at constant altitude
by a piston sensitive to this pressure drop.

The Acceleration Control
The acceleration control is a means of

limiting the engine speed in relation to the
fuel flow during acceleration, and is achieved
by the hydraulic control box. This contains
a fuel cam and a speed cam which link the

fuel and speed to the pilot's lever to suit
the engine characteristic, the fuel cam being
manually controlled by the pilot, the speed
cam operating through a vane -type servo
motor. This permits the oil flow to the
servo to be controlled in such a way that
the engine speed selection on the constant
speed unit can be matched to the fuel flow at
any instant to prevent surging or overshoot-
ing of the engine during acceleration periods,
irrespective of the speed with which the
pilot's lever is opened.

The Isolator Valve
This valve is for stopping the engine and

consists of a pressure -balanced piston oper-
ated by a rack and pinion. The piston
slides longitudinally in a cylinder and when
closed covers the fuel control outlet port to
the manifold and by-passes the fuel back to
the pump inlet.

Fuel Distributor
Fuel is received from the flow control

metered to suit the engine requirements.
This is fed through the pressure -increasing
valve which gives a back pressure on the
system sufficient to maintain a satisfactory
servo pressure under conditions where the
pump outlet pressure would normally be too
low. The fuel is then split by the distri-
butor into six equal quantities to give an
even combustion temperature, and then fed
to the burners.

Burners
One of these is located in the centre of

the flame tube nose -piece in each combus-
tion chamber and consists of four simple
jets which feed the vaporisers.

Starting System
A feed is taken from a point just above

the pressure increasing valve so that the fuel
is fed to the starting system before this valve
opens to the main burners. This fuel is led
through a solenoid -operated isolator, linked
electrically to the ignition system, to two
torch igniters in the combustion chambers
and four spray jets, one in each of the other
four chambers. The igniters light and fire
the spray jets through the interconnections.
The chambers warm up and the pressure
increasing valve then opens steadily and
permits fuel to enter the main burners.

When vaporisation has commenced, the
ignition is switched off and the electric
isolator closed, cutting off the starting system.
All the fuel then passes through the distri-
butor and the main burners in the usual way.

Lubrication System
A main pressure gear -type oil pump sup-

plies oil at 7o1b./sq. in. to:
I.-The propeller constant speed unit.
2.-The propeller reduction gear bearings

and to the oil jets for the reduction
gears.

3.-The Tecalemit metering pump.
4.-The high-pressure oil pump.
5.-The reducing valve with a 5 : t reduc-

tion which supplies oil at t4lb./sq. in.
to:

(a) The front main compressor bearing.
(b) The auxiliary drive bearings.

The Tecalemit metering pump feeds the
rear main_ turbine bearing with -1 pint of oil
per hour, which runs to waste. The quantity
of oil fed to the front main bearing is con-
trolled by restrictor grooves.

Novel Lighting Effects in the Home
AKING a focal point of otherwise use -

..V -1- less wall space beneath and between
two windows, a combination of incandescent
and fluorescent type lighting in this new
windowsill unit designed by Sylvania Electric
Products Inc., of America, also serves to
illuminate the painting on the wall above
it. Two 4o -watt fluorescent strip lighting
fixtures are placed end to end in a continu-
ous row across the top of the 7in.-deep wall
unit to illuminate the flowers on the lower
shelf and the knick-knacks on the top shelf,
while a combination of both fluorescent and
incandescent lighting behind a plastic panel
at the left highlights the painting and fur-
nishes additional illumination for the entire
area.

The top half of the vertical panel contains
a 200 -watt incandescent bulb and adjustable
louvres one inch deep which direct the light
to the wall and permit it to reach the paint-
ing and illuminate it at the desired angle.
A 20 -watt fluorescent lamp is placed verti-
cally along the lower half of the panel and,
by means of a narrow slot in the wood panel
perpendicular to the plastic shielding, dis-
tributes light into the hollow area along the
wall for additional illumination of the plants.

Lighting for the bookcase at the right was
designed by Sylvania Electric to serve three
specific purposes. A completely separate
shelf which fits on to the top of the bookcase,
the lighting unit, which contains one 40 -watt
fluorescent lamp and one 20 -watt fluorescent
lamp set horizontally in a continuous row,
distributes light on to the wall to illuminate
the painting above and create a decorative
effect in the room, while furnishing light for
the books beneath so that the titles can be
read easily. To provide reading light for
the chair in front of it, the bookcase itself

was built 4ft. 6in. high so that the shelf
would be at a perfect level to furnish 20
foot-candles of illumination at reading level
from a hidden source which allows no glare.
Made of plastic strip to emphasise the hori-

zontal line of the bookcase and painted the
same grey colour as the wall, the 6f t. -long
shelf is 21in. high and 8in. deep. A panel
of frosted glass shields the lamps and diffuses
the light.

Both windowsill and bookcase lighting are
plugged into outlets behind the units.

Photo Courtesy: Sylvania Electric Froaucis Inc.

The pleasing effect of concealed fluorescent lighting in the corner of a room.
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Simple Two -speed Cycle Gear
Constructional Details and Notes on Calculating Gears

By A. CRESSWELL

MOST cyclists will be familiar with the
derailleur type of two, three or four -
speed cycle gear, in which a number

of different sized sprockets are fitted to the
rear hub, according to the gear ratios required,
and in which the chain is made to ride from
one to the other of the sprockets by means of
a device including a " jockey " pulley, which,
being on a spring, takes up any slack in the
chain.

The gear described here is a modification
of the above, working on the crank instead of
the rear hub. It can only be fitted to a
machine which already has a normal hub
derailleur, as the jockey pulley of the latter
has to work for both, but, when fitted, it
will double the gear ratios available from
the rear hub. A three -speed gear, for
example, will become a six -speed.

By suitable selection of sprockets and chain -
wheels a remarkable range of ratios can be
obtained, from a " twiddler " in the forties
to a delightful top in the hundreds, which is
just right for a following wind. With the usual
top gear, in these conditions, the machine
seems to run faster than the pedals, but the
extra drive of this high top is quite
exhilarating.

First fit a double chainwheel. My two
wheels are 52 and 44 teeth respectively,
the larger being on the outside, where it is
roughly in line with the smallest sprocket.
This combination gives top gear. The smaller
chainwheel on the inside is about in line with
the largest sprocket, and this gives bottom
gear (for which the maximum drive is wanted)
with the least misalignment of the chain.
The chainwheels could be fitted in the reverse
order, as the chain drives perfectly well
at the maximum crossover, but the order given
is best.

There are several types of crank on the
market which carry detachable chainwheels,
so I will not go into detail about fitting the

4 Dia. Bolt

double wheel. Suffice it to say
that mine is the six -pin type, and
I found there was plenty of room
for both wheels provided that I
filed away a small flange inside
the smaller wheel which tended
to foul the rear forks. The main
thing is to get the chainwheels
to run in planes *in. apart, with
absolutely no wobble.

Details of Construction
The operating mechanism

(Fig. 1) consists of a cage of two
mild steel bars which encloses
the chain, as shown in Fig. 2.
Sliding sideways this cage guides
the running chain from one
chainwheel to the other, and its
bars are chamfered on the inside
leading edges to give the chain
an easy run-in.

The inner bar is 4in. by fin.
by tin., and has three holes drilled
in the positions shown in Fig. i.
The larger holes are drilled
3/16in. and threaded o B.A., the
smaller. r/r6in. and threaded 8
B.A. . The outer bar is thinner,
of lin. by 3,32in. metal, as there
is not much clearance between
the chain and the crank when the
larger wheel is in use.  Also, this
bar is bent, the longer straight
portion being tin. long, and the
throw of the crank in it 7 6in.,
which is the distance the bars
should be apart when assembled.
There are two holes only. One,
3/16in. threaded o B.A., is at the end of the
longer straight portion, while the other, a
plain lin. hole, is drilled after the bar is bent,
to come 31 -in. from the centre of the first.

The bend in the outer bar is most important,

,k4 Dia. Bore Fes- Guide
(T Piece)

No0 B.A.
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Fig. i.-Details of the operating mechanism.

Fig. 2.-A close-up view of the two -speed gear fitted to a cycle.

as it is designed to offer an inclined face to the
rising pedal -crank, should the cage be allowed
to slide out too far. This ought not to happen,
but if it did the sloping face would cause the
cage merely to be pressed back against its
spring until the crank was clear, whereas if
the cage were a plain rectangle the crank
would hit a solid obstruction and the whole
mechanism might be wrecked.

The slides for the cage consist of two
kin. diameter bolts. The shank of the upper
one is .2 15/16in. long, and it is threaded for
106in. with a o B.A. die. The lower one,
which has to reach across the rear forks, is
slightly longer (3 r ' r6in.), but is only, threaded
for 7/r6in.

These bolts run in three guides, two for
the lower, one for the upper. The lower
guides (Fig. 3) are a pair of standard stirrup -
guides for brakes of the roller -lever type,
which, as supplied, have acute bends in them.
These bends are straightened, and the holes
made an easy fit for the in. bolts. They are
fitted on the rear forks so that the bolt runs
between tyre and mudguard (see Fig. 2).

The upper guide is an aluminium T -tube
(Figs. i and 3). For those who might prefer
it, I would suggest brazing a bearing to the
frame as a substitute for the T -tube illustrated,
which is merely clipped to the seat pillar by
a band round its stem, but at the time of con-
struction I was not sure of ultimate success,
and so hesitated to spoil the finish of my
machine. However, the T -tube as fitted is
perfectly rigid, and the upright hollow stem
has turned out to be a very handy oil reservoir.

The slide bolts should be as nice a fit as
possible in the bore of the tube by being
ground in with valve paste. The front of the
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T -tube is filed away to a hollow shape,
which fits snugly to the curve of the seat
pillar, where it is held by the clip mentioned
above.

A lug which is to hold the cable guide -
tube is screwed into the rear wall of the T -
tube. This screwed lug was in my junk -box,
and so I used it, but a similar lug could equally
well be brazed or welded on. A suitable hole
is drilled in the lug to hold a length of alumin-
ium tube which guides the operating cable, and
this tube is also clamped to the seat pillar,
higher up, by a second clip.

Assembling the Parts
The mechanism is assembled as follows.

With the lower guides loosely in place, lightly
clamp the T -tube to the seat pillar. Push the
shorter bolt through the T -tube towards the
chainwheels, and, as it emerges, load it with a

Road wheel diameter, 26in.

Teeth on
rear

Teeth on chain wheel

52 5o 48 46 44sprockets

26 52 5o 48 46 44

25 54 52 5o 47.9 45.8

24 56.2 54.2 52 49.8 47.7

23 58.8 56.7 54.4 52 49.8

22 6r.5 59.1 56.7 54.5 52

21 64.5 62 59.5 57 54.5

20 67.6 65 62.4 59.8 57.2

19 71.2 68.5 65.7 63, 60.2

18 75.1 72.2 69.2 66.5 63.6

17 79.5 76.6 73.4 70.4 67.3

1

16 84.5 8x.5 78 74.8 71.5

15 90.1 86.8 83.2 79.8 76.3

14 96.5 93 89 85.5 81.7

3 104 x00 96 92 88

Table of gear ratios.

compression spring, whose strength must
be found by experiment. It should just be
strong enough to make the gear work, and
no stronger, but, as a rough indication, it
should be fairly easy to squeeze between
finger and thumb.

Now screw the bolt right into the inner
cage -bar (the straight one), using the hole
nearest the small one. Thread on two lock
nuts, and screw one down on the bar. Wind
on the outer bar until the bolt end is flush,
and screw the second lock nut back against it.
The two bars should now be lain. apart.
It is essential that the end of the bolt is
absolutely flush with the outer face of the bar,
so file it down if it protrudes.

Push the lower bolt through its guides,
and screw right into the inner bar and through
the plain hole of the outer bar, which is then
secured by a nut. Washers can be inserted
at this point to correct the spacing, but should
not be needed if the crank is right.

Tighten the upper and lower guides,
making sure that the cage slides smoothly
and returns under the influence of its spring.
When assembled correctly the cage should
rest over the teeth of the outer chainwheel,
and, by pressing it back, it should come over
the inner wheel. It should jump out smartly
when released. The chain may be enclosed
in the cage when assembling or threaded
through it afterwards, as preferred.

Operating Cable and Quadrant
The operating cable is a standard Sturmey-

Archer three -speed cable. Thread one of
the nipples with an 8 B.A. die, and lead the
cable down through the guide -tube, which
should be bent so that its lower end points
straight at the threaded hole in the
inner bar. Screw the nipple into the bar, and
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As Supplied
Fig. 4. -Lower
guide brackets.

make sure that it does not protrude inside.
Although these nipples are only lead, I have
never yet had one pull out, but it will now be
seen why the return spring should not be
stronger than is necessary! Keep the guide
tube full of grease, to reduce friction round
the bends.

The operating quadrant is also Sturmey-
Archer, which gives exactly the right travel.
The catch on the lever is filed off, and the
sides of the quadrant pinched in to create
friction, as the lever must hold the cage in any
position against the thrust of the spring.

To change gear, the lever (and so the cage)
must be moved to the limit until the change
is made, which happens, of course, only with
the chain in motion. It is then moved back
slowly until the chain is running freely. It
may be necessary to adjust the position of the
cage a little when the rear derailleur is used,
as the chain will then alter its position slightly,
and there is only 1 32in. clearance on either
side of it in the cage. However, so long as
the chainwheels run true, the gear should
give no trouble at all. Mine has made hundreds
of changes without fail, and without ever
losing the chain, which in fact is less likely
to come off than if the gear were not fitted.
As yet, the no trace of wear, as
they only bear on the chain for a second or
two as the gear is changed, and for the rest
of the time are quite free.

Calculating Gear Ratios
Now a word as to the choice

of gear ratios. A cycle " gear "
is calculated by the formula

D C
S

where D is the diameter of the
road wheel in inches, C is the
number of teeth on the chain -
wheel, and S is the number on
the rear sprocket. The answer,
strictly speaking, is only an
index, but if multiplied by PI.
(3.142) it will give the distance
in inches which the machine will
move for one turn of the pedals.
For example, a machine with
26in. wheels, a 48 chainwheel
and a 16 sprocket has a " gear "
of 78, and will move 244in., or
about loft., for one turn of the
pedals.

/00

95

90

85

80

75

870

The accompanying table gives
most of the ratios which can be
obtained with a 26in. wheel (not 55
including hub gears). The diffi-
culty in selecting a set of chain -
wheels and sprockets is to 50

produce a set of ratios with
proper intervals. After much 45

research, I now use chainwheels
of 52 and 44, with sprockets of
25, 18 and 13. These give ratios
of 45.8, 54, 63.6, 75.1, 88 and
104, which make an ideal smooth
curve when plotted as a graph
(Fig. 5). I think this combination
will be hard to beat, but try
plotting others in a similar way. Fig. 5. -Graph indicating range of Sturmey-Archer hub gears.
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Chainwheels of 5o and 44, with sprockets of
2o, 17 and 15, will, for example, give ratios
of 57.2, 65, 67.3, 76.6, 76.3 and 86.8. When
plotted, it will soon be seen that this is
useless, as it gives only four really effective
gears.

Sturmey-Archer Gears
By way of comparison, the dotted line in

the graph is a representative range of gears
as offered by a Sturmey-Archer hub gear,
with a 48 chainwheel and an 18 sprocket.
The way to work out a hub gear is first to
find the normal " gear in which sprocket
and hub rotate together. This is obtained
from the formula above. Then add one-third
of the figure found, to get the " high " gear,
and deduct one quarter of it to get the " low "
gear. Other types may be obtained with
different ratios, but this is by far the most
common.

A derailleur triple sprocket, incidentally,
can easily be screwed on to the splines of a
hub gear and nine ratios obtained, but it is
all very heavy. Also, it needs far too much
thought on the road to remember the control
settings. I have tried it, and find that sprockets
of 20, 17, and ,14, with a standard hub and a
48 chainwheel, are about the best, but it is
really much too complicated for practical
use. However, if a hub gear is already fitted,
try a two -speed gear of the " Witmy " type,
with i8 and i6 sprockets and a 46 chainwheel.
This gives a useful range of 49.9, 56.t, 66.5,
74.8, 88.7, and 99.7, and is quite simple to
handle in practice.

All hub and derailleur combinations are,
however, difficult to adjust. My sproCket
and chainwheel combination is child's play
in comparison, and is also very easy to
remember on the road, as each chainwheel
change is halfway towards the next sprocket
change -simple ! In fact, I can recommend
it as the best combination I have yet
found.
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The Cycle Show
A Review of the Fine Display of Machines and Accessories Which Were

on Show at Earls Court

TEN years is a long time to wait for
anything, especially a cycle show. I
think that the recent display has been

a good thing, not necessarily because of the
number of orders booked but because it has
enabled us to see once again the trend of
design, and the novelties and new ideas.

Emphasis was on colour. Most' of the
larger manufacturers were displaying
machines of all shades and finishes, and the
return of full flamboyant finishes on polished
chromium or nickel was much in evidence.
Panelling has now become almost an art, and
most of the manufacturers, both large and
small, were displaying machines finished with
most elaborate panelling.

Coming to exhibits of complete machines,
the " Continental " range of Armstrong
cycles seemed sound and workmanlike pro-
ductions. There was a choice of three models
in this range: "The Super," "Land's End "
and " North. Road," all frames in double
butted Reynolds " 531 " tubing throughout;
lugs were extremely neat and well feathered.
At a more modest price there was the well-
known " Moth " range, which retain many
of the features of the Continental " models,
including " 531 " tubing throughout.

Bates Bros. had a new model on display-
"The Martinet," retailing at £15 15s. (in-
cluding P.T.). It was an excellent attempt
to supply a good class lightweight at a price
within the reach of all. The well-known
B.A.R., with all the exclusive Bates' features,
including Cantiflex tubing and Diadrent forks,
costs £37 2s. 6d. In between these two models
were the " Vegrandis " at £29 19s. 6d., the
" Volante," for path racing, at £38 14s. 6d.,
and the " Vendomes " at £32 198. 6d., all
prices including purchase tax.
B.S.A. Surprises

B.S.A. Cycles, as expected, had a few sur-
prises. Three new models were featured-

The Gold Star," " Gold Flash " and " Gold
Column "; all the machines were fitted with

The Bates a. Vendomes," a lugless brazed lightweight.

By R. L. JEFFERSON

the new and neat B.S.A. calliper brakes. The
new B.S.A. four -speed Derailleur was fitted
to the " Gold Flash," and the spindle of the
freewheel hub was carried on a row of
5/ t6in. diameter ball
bearings on the driv-
ing side. Thefree-
wheel itself revolves
on two rows of
3/16in. ball bearings,
the pawls being of a
special type, spring -
less and three in num-
ber ; a gear with a
future, I think. It
was good to see the
detachable c h a i n -
wheels with fluted
cranks and one noted
the new wide -flanged
hubs and streamlined
wingnuts.

Claud Butler was
one of the few makers
displaying tandems ;
these showed much
ingenuity in overcom-
ing the shortage of
tandem spares. tugs
for these machines
have been virtually
non-existent since be-
fore the war. Another
Claud Butler feature
was the bi-laminated
frame construction,
combining the advan-
tages of brazing and
welding. The recently introduced C.D.
chainwheel set was also on view ; the cranks
were of steel, fluted, and the chainwheel was
of a non -aluminium alloy.

Dawes Cycles had a new model, " The
Commando," retailing at £33 6s. (including
P.T.), the specification including Williams

or Granby alloy
chainset, Dunlop alloy
rims, Dunlop high-
pressure tyres, Blum -
f ield " Durolite "
h u b s; Brooks Br7
saddle, Maes alloy
bend on a tin. steel
stem, " G.B." alloy
brakes, and Bluemels
alloy or celluloid
mudguards, b u i l t
throughout of Rey-
nolds " 531." The
machine was attrac-
tively finished in red
or white lustre, with
outlined lugs, two-
colour box 1 i nin g.
Frame sizes we r e
224in. and 231in., the
head and seat tube
angles being 73 deg./
71 deg. respectively.
Tourists will be glad
to see the return of
the "Efficiency " tour-
ist model, now re-
splendent in a lustre
finish and retailing at
£23 6s. 3d

Dayton Frame Jointing
The centre of attraction on the

stand was the " Amalgam " frame
process, which has been fully dealt

Dayton
jointing
with in

The new Hercules coloured cycle.

the technical Press; it has been tried and
proven a distinct success. Production costs
are much reduced by this method of frame
jointing, as sandblasting, filing and polishing
are all eliminated. All the standard range of
Daytons was shown with frames made by
this method. I particularly liked the ladies'
" Classique "; the seat and down tubes for
some distance from the bracket shell were
split and formed into a double D section.
These were welded to the extreme outer edges
of the bracket shell, thereby adding rigidity
at the point most needed.

R. 0. Harrison, the well-known Peckham
lightweight specialist, displayed " The Short -
win," a welded frame in which the down tube
is a double D from the head to the
bracket. These two tubes are joined to the
bracket shell at its extremities instead of in
the middle, which is usual practice, and the
machine, complete with steel high-pressure
rims sells at £26 13s. 6d. retail; the frame
alone costs £12 12s. A tandem, " The
Rigide," with a number of original features,
was also shown, and this sells at £46 5s. in
single gear form.

Hercules Display
Colourful in the extreme was the Hercules

display. Here nearly every shade was in
evidence-pearl blue, princess blue, royal
blue, pearl green, olive green, maroon and
orange. In the ladies' range the new pearls
and princess finishes have been specially
designed to match the coming season's new
dress shades. A new model, " The Kestrel
Super Club," weighed only 23.41b. in single
speed form; the frame size is 22in. Angles
are 73 deg. head and 71 deg. seat tubes. The
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frame is built of Reynolds " 53.1 " tubing,
26in. by ain. high-presiure steel rims are
fitted, " Phillite " pedals, alloy handlebars and
seat pillar; a pair of " G.B. " brakes com-
plete a specification which is very good value
at £25 5s. The already popular " Kestrel
Club " remains one of the best bargains in
bicycles obtainable at £14 5s., including pur-
chase tax.

Hobbs of Barbican were displaying a
welded alloy frame, and Mr. Albert Hobbs
told me that he has been experimenting with
alloy frames for over two years and has
marketed this model to test the pulse of the
cycling public. He is also a little tired of

The Bates Club frame.

the people whq are too Continental minded,
and contends that British manufacturers can
and do produce better stuff than anything
made abroad, a sentiment with which I
heartily agreed.

The name of Humber has stood for all
that is best in quality bicycles for 8o
years, and the present range worthily upholds
that tradition. Hub dynamo lighting has
proved so popular that the firm are now
offering this desirable adjunct in combination
with the Sturmey Archer four speed (F W )
gear. In the Royal Dyno-luxe range, stain-
less steel rims combiried with spokes of the
same material will assist the all-weather rider
to keep his machine in new condition.

The old -established firm of James have re-
introduced their adult tricycles.'Both the sexes
are catered for in this range; a differential
gear is fitted, and 26in. by iJin. tyres, a
gearcase and mudguards are standard equip-
ment. The " Superlax " range of bicycles

- was shctwn for the first time and came in for
its share of favourable comment.

The " Silver Ace "
New Hudson displayed a new model, the

" Silver Ace G19." Retailing at £zo 3s. I Id.,
it represents sound value; the frame is built
of Reynolds " 531 " tubing in angles of 72
deg. head and 70 deg. seat. Sizes are 2*n.
and 221in., wheels are 26in. by tiin.
Endrick rims shod with " Sprites, Maes
handlebars on a zin. steel stem, and a
Brooks B15 saddle complete a machine that
should prove popular with club folk. The
newly introduced " Hublite " was fitted on
several models and attracted much attention.

The display by Paris Cycles simply bristled
with novelties. Mr. Rensch has given his
artistic temperament full play, and the result

seen in " The Tour de France," " Profes-
sional Road Racing " and " Galibier models
came under the critical eyes of the cogno-
scenti much to Mr. Rensch's credit.

Of the dozen models listed for 1949 by
Parkes's lightweights, the " Massed Start '
attracted me. This new model has cast lugs
cut out in clover leaf design' the fork crown
is of oval section, with finely tapered blades
(optional angles of 73 deg./71 deg. or 72 deg./
70 deg. are available); the wheelbase is sen7
sible at 42in. Any combination of finish is
obtainable to order. It is retailing at £33 6s.
This new model should be much in evidence
next season.

Raleigh Display
One can only

describe the Raleigh
display as superb. The
R.R.A. shown in
stripped form scaled
under 2o1b., and
popular angles of 73
deg. head and 71 deg.
seat are used. The
frame is built through-
out of Reynolds "531"
tubing, and the speci-
fication is first class in
every respect. The
chainwheel set was, a
beautifully turned out
component, and this is
a model which I think
will be much in evi-
dence in road events.
Alternative specifiCa-
dons on the same
basic frame provide
the ideal t our in g
mount. T h e well-
known Raleigh features
of Dyno-Hub lighting,
with a battery unit,
and built-in front fork
lock proved as popu-
lar as ever. Some of

the Dyno units were shown running in both
oil and water to demonstrate their water-
proof qualities.

Good news from the Sun stand was that
the firm are commencing to manufacture
more tandem lugs and bracket interiors. This
should help to fill one of the really bad gaps
in the trade. All- the well-known models
have been further refined for 1949 in detail,
cut out and . specification, and large -flange
hubs are. standardised on the new " Wasps."
This model retails at the attractive price of
£27 15s.

The re -introduction of the " Wayfarer "

model on the Sunbeam stand will gladden
the tourist's heart. It is, of course, fitted
with the " Little Oil Bath "; the angles of
68 deg., parallel seat and head tubes ensure
comfort and easy steering. A further refine-
ment is the fitting of 3/16in. ball races in
the lower head lug ; the frame is fully brazed
up with tapered chain and seat stays.

Accessories Section
The accessories, tyre and component sec-

tion at Earls Court attracted quite as much
attention as the complete machines. I
liked the " Highway" bag on the Bayclif
stand; this was a large bag with detachable
tool roll.

Dealers will welcome an innovation by
Bayliss Wiley. On their Continental hubs
the rear flange is wider in diameter than
the front, thus permitting a spoke length
of IiJin. for front and rear in conjunction
with 27in. rims.

Clubmen will be pleased to see the new
telescopic stays fitted on Bluemel Mud-
guards; this enables perfect radius fitting of
the guard, and allows for the fitting of either
26in. or 27in. wheels.

J. B. Brooks and Co., the well-known
saddle manufacturers, were displaying their
new range of saddles, which are based on
the already popular hampion range. The
new B27 weighs tlb. 4oz., and is similar to
the old favourite B17 champion standard.
The B37 weighs ilb. 3oz. and is equiva-
lent. to the B17 narrow champion. The
B47 is the new sprinter saddle and weighs
db. 2 oz. Up to 4o per cent. in weight
reduction has been achieved by the use of
alloy and stainless steel in the chassis of the
saddles. A number of coloured saddles were
also shown.

The old -established firm of Chater-Lea
made a feature of their stainless steel pedal
which won the C.T.C. silver plaque in 1946.
In addition their very light cranks came in
for much favourable comment; hubs in
artistically coloured hiduminium were also
displayed.

Constrictors can always be relied upon to
produce something new; an entirely new
Derailleur was shown in prototype form and
will be on market in the near future;
using alloy rollers, it presents a number of
interesting points and should prove popular.
A new solid section Conloy rim weighing
'lb. 8oz.i should be useful to the tourist,
and the new " Asp " hollow rim weighing
only 14oz. will fill the bill for the racing
Man; altogether a very interesting display.

The " Phillips" Phantom (Super Club Model).
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The Hercules 3 -speed hub.

New Dunlop Tubulars
-The new Dunlop tubulars were the centre

of interest for racing men. The tyres used-

by the competitors from 16 countries during
the Olympic Games were shown. The new
range of tubulars are based ,on these, the
greatest thickness of rubber being on the
centre of the treads. The new numbers of
road tyres are: 3, 4, 5, 7, 9 and' ro in four
distinct tread patterns; the new grass track
tyre is now No. 6. The sewing of all these
tyres is now done with real Irish linen, which
materially strengthens them at a vital point.

One of the best and busiest stands at
Earls Court was that of W. F. Holdsworth.
This firm's well-known range of " Allez "
Continental accessories in pedals, bells, chain -
sets bottles, etc., was prominently displayed.
It should be remembered that this firm also
manufacture a really first-class line of light-
weight cycles, tandems and tricycles. " The
Cyclone " de luxe in the solo range, with its
extended lugwork and unique fork crown with
diamond pattern top plate was creating great
interest. A feature of this crown is that it
is constructed of mild steel plate which is,
of course, immensely stronger than a casting
of the same section. Soldsworth's have
always believed in building up a large fillet
for the joints on their welded frames, and
it is the firm's boast that they have not yet
had a breakage due to mechanical failure of
a joint. A light tricycle with wood sprints
and :tubulars, and weighing only 2741b , was
much admired. Finally, their new welded
alloy frame came in for its share of favour-
able comment. In addition to a substantial
alloy fillet the head tube is supported by two
alloy webbing plates; the crowrr is a solid
block of alloy and very neat in appearance.
A director informed me that every trader
who called at the stand wanted at least one,
so its future is assured.

" Overhill" Gears
The Overhill Engineering Co., Ltd., were

showing gears of an entirely new type. The
self -change two -speed looked a very sound
job; the change is effected by back pedalling,
no control cable or lever being fitted. The
fixed wheel three -speed Derailleur was
creating the most interest; the tautness of
the lower half of the chain _was effected by
fitting a ratchet below the chainwheel, which
controlled the catch from an auxiliary control
in the top tube. In addition, this firm dis-
played a three- or four -speed freewheel of
the splined fitted type ; a very enterprising.
firm indeed.

The Resilion people featured their new

brake lever incorpora-
ting a lock. Although
the levers were shown
fitted to Resilion
brakes it should be
noted that the levers
incorporating the lock
can be used with any
type of cable brake.
The lock" itself is of
the Yale type and
compares favourably
with the usual cycle
padlock, which can be
opened with a piece of
Wire. The price of the
co m plete lever is
17s. 6d. retail. I think
that this was one, if
not the liest, of the.
new ideas seen at Earls
Court. The weight of
the complete lever and
lock, in alloy is only
31oz., which is actu-
ally ioz. lighter than
the lever only in
steel.

Sturmey Archer
A saving of 4ioz. on the weight of a

The Phillips " Phillite " pedal.

complete hub is effected by the use of an
alloy shell shown by Sturmey Archer. These

are featured in the (ASC) 3 -speed fixed
and (FC) close ratio four -speed models.
The enlarged S.A. hubs, electrically -driven
to show the working, attracted a good deal
of attention.

H. C. Webb & Co. were showing their
new eye -bolt fitting cables to their brakes,
thus avoiding the possibility of a pulled off '

nipple. A rat -trap pedal fitted with Allen .

Key method of attachment was another good
feature.

Lightweight Market
Summing up, this was a really good show,

and as the figures show was the most success-
ful ever held; no less than 70,000 attended
on the Saturday. I think it can be said that
the larger manufacturers have entered the
lightweight market with a vengeance, and
they show themselves au f ait with all the
latest trends. I should have welcomed more

The " gents. rear brake.

Continental models, not because I think they
are better, but this would have emphasised
the superiority of British products.

Club Notes
Urmston and District Model Engineering
Society
A NEW model engineering society has

. been formed in Urrnston, Lancashire,
under the title of " The Urmston and Dis-
trict Model Engineering Society."

Activities will include the formation of an
outdoor running track for passenger -hauling
steam locomotives, and the Urmston Council
look favourably upon allowing the use of a
park for the purpose. A track for petrol -
driven model racing cars and a pool for
model sailing and power boats are also likely
to be included.

The annual subscription is 12s. for -mem-
bers, 6s. for juniors ('ages 16 to 21) and
3s. for ladies.

Secsetary: W. Taylor, 31, Hastings Drive,
Flixton, Lancs.

Southport Model and Engineering Club
THIS club's first exhibition held last Octo-

ber was a great success. The total
attendance figure was 9,788, which included
several huticired school children in organised
parties. Apart from private exhibitors a
dozen- traders had stands.

In spite of very heavy expenses in con-
nection with the hall, etc., a good profit
was made, putting the club on a sound .
financial basis.

Hon Secretary: R. Bryan Petrie, 13,
Chambres Road, Southport.

Sutton-in-Ashfield S.M.E.E
AT a meeting held on Thursday, Novem-

ber IS, at Ccirbett's - (Lathes), 83,
Outram Street, Sutton-in-Ashfield, there
was a full attendance of members, and a -
questionnaire lecture on lathe work from all
aspects, with practical demonstrations on a
5in. Atlas lathe, has been arranged to run
concurrently over the next tfitee meetings.
Lecturers will be -Mr. -F. Pearson and Mr.
A. Huffen. We can promise all members
some interesting demonstrations, as the above
persons are experts in this particulat sphere. -

A visit will be made to the Myford En-
gineering Works shortly and members inter-
ested should give their names in immedately .

so that the necessary arrangements can be
made. Hon. Secretary: J. Corbett, Cor-
bett's (Lathes); Stanton Hill, Mansfield.
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The Elements of Mechanics
and Mechanisms --15

CENTRE of Pressure.-This is the point
of application of the resultant of the
infinite number of parallel forces

caused by the pressure of a liquid upon a
containing surface at right -angles to it, and

Fig. I.-Showing the effect of
a relatively insignificant down-
wards water pressure in raising

a heavy weight.

Tighdy-fithrg
leather
diaphragm

. ti

Board

increasing from the surface of the liquid
downwards.

Distanc2 of Centre
Shape of Containing Area of Pressure

from Surface
Square or rectangle . . height
Triangle, apex upwards .. height
Triangle, apex downwards .. height
Trapezium : Side a at surface,

side b at base and parallel .. a + 3b h
a + 2b 2

Circle . H diameter
Note.-When the area considered is below
the surface of the liquid the centre of pressure
will be nearer the centre of gravity of the area,
and at infinite depth will coincide with it.

General expression for depth of centre of
pressure of any plane area =

Ewz a z
Ewz a

E (z2 a)
E (z a)

where a = area of any small portion between
horizontal lines and z its depth below the
surface. The pressure on the whole area
= wE (z a).

Approximately the pressure on an immersed
area = area x distance c. g. below surface x
wt. cu. ft. liquid.

Buoyancy and flotation-Power of Water.-
Buoyancy is the upward resultant pressure of
the water against a floating body. The centre
of buoyancy is the centre of gravity of the
displaced water.

When a solid body floats on a liquid the
weight of the liquid displaced is equal to the
weight of the body.

When a solid body is immersed in water
it displaces an equal bulk and loses weight
equal to the weight of water displaced
(Archimedes).

Specific gravity=
weight of body in air

weight of equal bulk in water.

OF weight in air -weight in water.
Solid cast iron loses 141 per cent. of its
weight when immersed in water.

Some liquids, such as sodium silicate solu-
tion (waterglass), treacle, oil, etc., are not easy
to pour and they take some time to adapt
themselves to the shape of the vessel into
which they are poured. Such liquids are
said to be viscous, a relative term because all
liquids to some extent are viscous. A thick
liquid is on the borderline between liquid
and solid; some of the tar distillates are so

thick that they
move exceeding-
ly slowly. The
question may be
asked, therefore,
whether the
liquid bitumen
is a soft solid or
a thick liquid.
The answer is
that if the sub-
stance undergoes
a spontaneous
change of form
under the action
of gravity only,
no matter how
slowly, it must
be considered as
a viscous liquid.

There are,
however, a
number of
liquids that
may be said to
b e borderline
cases. Et hyl
nitrite, C2-
1 -1. -,NO a con-
stituent of the
well-knownmedicinal
" sweet spirit of
nitre," is a
liquid whose
boiling point is

17 deg. C., that is to say, only 2 deg. above
the average room temperature (55' deg. C.).
Consequently, ethyl nitrite, existing
as it does on the fringe; as it were,
of the gaseous state, is excessively
volatile, is almost completely lack-
ing in all liquid viscosity, and needs
to be stored under stringent con-
ditions, in order to retard its ready
change -over into gas or vapour.

Other similar liquids are acetal-
dehyde (B.P. = 20.8 deg. C.), and
ethyl chloride (B.F.= 13.5 deg. C.),
both of which are in common use
in many modern laboratories, and
which, on account of their extreme
readiness to assume the gaseous
condition, have to be maintained
under conditions of slight pressure.

Hydraulics ,(Continued)
By F. J. CAMM

(All Rights Re. rued)

weight of body in air

Fig. 2.-Showing the man-
ner in which a four -layer
column of non - miscible
liquids can be formed, the
liquids ranging themselves

in order of gravity.

The Relative Weights of Liquids
Liquids vary in weight. We

know that oil floats on water, and
that mercury, which is a heavy Fig. 3.-Illustrating- the principle of the hydraulic press,
liquid, will sink to the bottom when as explained last month.

placed in a vessel of water. Now if two or more
liquids of different relative weight are poured
into a vessel, they will, provided that they
are not intermiscible, automatically separate
themselves, the lightest liquid rising to the top
of the vessel and the heaviest falling to the
bottom.

If mercury, paraffin oil and water are
shaken up together, upoh coming to rest they
will at once separate, mercury falling to the
bottom, paraffin rising to the top and the
water being sandwiched between. If methylated
spirit is poured on top of the paraffin oil
it will 'form a fourth layer, provided that it
does not come into contact with the water
layer, when it will disappear because water
and spirit are miscible.

If anything is done to lighten the heavier
fluid it will rise in the vessel. For example,
in the case of a two -layer liquid of water and
oil, where the oil will normally float on the
surface of the water, if we heat the water it
will increase in volume and become lighter.
It will consequently rise upwards and pass
through the oil layer and float on the surface
of the oil until the oil becomes heated, when
This in its turn will rise through the water
layer.
Liquid Balance

If two liquids of different relative weight
arc poured into a U-tube or any other type of
bent tube so as to meet at the bottom or middle
point of the bend, the liquids will balance
each other, and the height which each liquid
will take up will be in inverse proportion to its
relative weight, the, heavier liquid being the
lower.

Mercury is I34 times heavier than water,
and if we insert mercury' into a bent tube
with water in the other limb a balance will be
struck with 2in. of mercury in one limb and
27in. of water in the other. This relative
height will be independent of the curvature of
the tube or of their bores, that is to say, one
limb could be lin. bore and 'the other 2in.
bore, but the relative heights of the two will
be the same.

When a solid is immersed in a liquid it
will do one of three things : sink, float or stay
where it is placed. If it is heavier than the
liquid it will sink ; if it is lighter it will float ;
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Fig. 4.-Hare's apparatus for comparing the
gravities of liquids.

and if it is exactly as heavy as the liquid it
will remain in any position in the liquid at
which it may be placed.

It is, however, possible to make a lighter
object sink in a heavier liquid, and also a
heavier body float in a lighter liquid.

To take an example, a vessel has a perfectly
flat bottom, and it is filled with a quantity of
water. Now press on to the bottom of the
vessel a piece of cork having a flat surface.
The cork, although lighter than water, will
not rise to the surface, provided that no film
of water intervenes between the contacting
surfaces. The cork is pressed down by the
weight of the water on it.

If we place a small piece of lead in a small
tube closed at its upper end 'and held vertically,
at a depth of about raft. of water the lead will
swim in the tube because the water pressure
would be pressing the lead upwards with a
greater pressure than the lead would be
pressing itself downwards.

In general it may be stated that if a solid
body which normally sinks in a liquid is
plunged into that liquid to a depth as many
times greater than its thickness as the solid
body is heavier than the liquid, and if it is
in that position protected by any means
from the pressure of the fluid above it, it
will swim, because the pressure on it from
below will counterbalance the tendency of
the body to sink.

Displacement
The weight of a solid body floating on

the surface of a liquid is equal to the
weight of the liquid which it displaces. So that
it may float at rest and not merely roll round
in an unstable manner, the centre of gravity
of the solid must be in the perpendicular which
runs through the centre of gravity of that part
of the liquid which has been displaced. This
is because the upward pressure of the liquid
is in this line, and unless that pressure runs
through the centre of gravity of the solid it
cannot support the centre, hence the body
must turn round and round.

Archimedes' Principle
When a solid is plunged into a liquid the

amount of liquid which it displaces is exactly
equal to the bulk of the solid. This was
discovered by the Greek mathematician
Archimedes. It will be obvious from this
that by plunging a solid body into a known
volume of water contained in a measuring
cylinder and noting the upwards rise in the
volume of liquid we have a simple means
of measuring the bulk or the volume of an
irregular shaped body such as a piece of
concrete,.nugget of gold, etc:

It should also be clear that if a solid is
weighed in air and then weighed under water
or, for that matter, in any other liquid it will
appear to lose in weight as much as the weight

of an equal bulk of water. This apparent
loss is due to the upward pressure of the
water.

Specific Gravity
Hence, by weighing bodies in air and then

under water we can easily determine their
relative weights or their specific gravities.
The latter is the ratio of the weight of any
given volume of the substance to the weight
of the same volume of a standard substance.
For liquids and solids this standard substance
is usually water at a temperature of o deg. C.
or 15 deg. C.,. which is ordinary room
temperature. In the case of a gas the standard
substance is usually dry air or hydrogen.

In order to determine the specific gravity
of a liquid, we must know (a) the weight,
W, of a given volume, V, of the liquid, and
(b) the weight of the same volume of water.

Specific gravity, therefore, is clearly merely
a simple ratio between two weights. Thus-

Specific gravity= -
V

In all cases of specific gravity determination,
accurate temperature conditions must be
observed. Usually, in practice, it is sufficient
to carry out specific gravity determinations
at room temperature.

A simple method of taking specific gravities
of liquids is by means of the specific gravity
bottle. The bottle has a definite capacity,
usually of 5o ccs. of liquid. It has a glass
stopper drilled with a fine aperture through
it. The bottle is filled with the liquid whose

Fig. 5.-Illustrating the balancing of a large
mass of water by a much smaller mass.

specific gravity is to be determined and the
stopper is inserted, care being taken to avoid
all air bubbles. Then the bottle is weighed.
This weight we will call The same bottle
is then cleaned out and filled with distilled
water. It is again weighed. Let this weight
be W'. Also, let the weight of the bottle
alone be W.

Under the above conditions, W' -
W represents the weight of the liquid
whose specific gravity is under de-
termination. W equals the weight
of the same volume of water. Hence,
the specific gravity is given by the
expression :

W1-W
w

Sprengel Tube
A Sprengel tube (Fig. 7) is sometimes

used for determining specific gravity.
As will be seen from the diagram,
this consists of a U-tube of glass, one
end of which is drawn out to form a
capillary tube. The tube is filled with
the liquid whose specific gravity (S.G.
for short) it is desired to determine,
merely by dipping the fine nozzle
under the liquid and gently sucking
the wider end of the tube until the
liquid completely fills the tube to the
scratch mark. The tube is then wiped
and weighed. Next it is emptied and
filled with distilled water and again

weighed. From these two weights the specific
gravity of the liquid may be very accurately
determined.

Hare's Apparatus
Another simple method of comparing

specific gravities is by means of Hare's
Apparatus. As will be seen from the
diagram Fig. 4, this consists of an inverted
U-tube having a central downwards limb.
The opposite tubes each dip into the .liquids
whose S.G.s are to be compared.  On
sucking gently at the middle limb while the
clip is open, the respective liquids are drawn
up into the tubes. The clip is, then closed
and the heights of the liquids compared.
The heights of these liquids (above the levelsin.of the liquids their reservoirs) are inversely
as their respective specific gravities. Thus, if
one liquid rose in its tube too mm. and.
the other 90 mm., the ratio of the S.G.s of
the liquids would be o.9 to i.o.

The Hydrometer
The hydrometer is an instrument which

sinks to different depths in liquids of different
gravities. They are termed hydrometers of
variable immersion. They are also known as
lactometers, urinometers, alcoholnzeters, areo-
meters, according to the nature of the liquid
whose specific gravity it is desired to estimate.

In principle, the hydrometer comprises a
hollow glass or brass tube which is weighted
at the bottom (usually with lead shot) and
is provided at the top with a long graduated
scale upon which specific gravities can be
read off directly. The hydrometer is merely
placed in the liquid as gently as possible and
allowed to come to rest. The scale reading
at the portion of its stem which just makes
contact with the liquid surface represents the
specific gravity of the liquid under test.

It is usual to employ these hydrometers in
sets. Thus, one instrument is graduated from
t.000 to 1.050, another from 0.950 to Loco
(for liquids lighter than water), and so on.
This is necessary in view of the fact that a
hydrometer giving all possible readings would
be a relatively inaccurate instrument.

All these hydrometer sets are usually
graduated for temperatures of 15.5 deg. C.
(or 6o deg. F.), and in works testing it is, for
the sake of reasonable accuracy, essential to
see that the liquids under test at least fairly
closely approach these prescribed tempera-

' tures when the determination is made.

Summary of the Laws of Fluids
Boyle's Law.-The volume of a gas varies

inversely as the pressure or the pressure of a
gas is proportional to its density. In other
words, the pressure on a given mass of gas at

Fig. 6.-Apparatus demonstrating the fact ,that a
liquid transmits an applied pressure in all directions.
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constant temperature is inversely proportional
to its volume.

It has been found that Boyle's Law is not
true in every case. While being nearly accurate
for the so-called permanent gases, such as
oxygen, hydrogen, etc., it varies for gases
capable of condensation to a liquid at ordinary
temperatures by the application of pressure ;
such a gas is carbonic acid. The law is most
nearly fulfilled when the temperature of the
gas is farthest removed from its point of
condensation.

Charles' Law.-All gases expand equally,
and the volume varies directly as the absolute
temperature.

Boyle's is sometimes called the first law of
gases and Charles' the second law.

Dalton.-A gas at any temperature increases
in volume for a rise of i deg. by a constant
fraction of its volume at that temperature.

Gay-Lussac.-The augmentation of volume
which a gas receives when the temperature
increases i deg. is a certain fixed proportion
of its initial volume at o deg. C.

Under a constant pressure all gases expand
uniformly with equal additions of heat, and
with a constant volume all gases increase
equally in pressure for equal increments of
heat.

Avogadro's Law (also attributed to Ampere
and Gay-Lussac).-Equal volumes of all
substances, when in the gaseous state and
under like conditions of pressure and tem-
perature, contain the same number of
molecules.

Graham's Law.-The diffusion of gases is
inversely as the square root of their densities.

Poisson's Law.-If air is suddenly com-
pressed it rises proportionally in temperature,
and if suddenly allowed to expand it falls
in temperature.

Henry's Law.-The quantity of a gas taken
up by a given quantity of a liquid is pro-
portional to the pressure under which the
adsorption takes place.

Combination of Boyle's and Charles' Law.-
Relation between volume, pressure, and
temperature when changes occur.

P = original pressure in inches of mercury
or other unit.

Fig. io.-A capillary -tube viscosimeter used
for "fine" determinations of viscosity in

absolute units.

Fig. 7.-A Sprengel tube for the determination
of liquid specific gravities.

P'= new pressure in same units.
V = original volume in cubic inches or other

units.
V'= new volume in same units.
C = original temperature in

centigrade units.
C'= new temperature in same units.
Note.-For Fahrenheit units the

constant will be 459.
Boyle's Law : PV =a constant.

P P' V P'=  P'=P - '
-  V'=V

V V'

Charles' Law :
V V

C'- PV
Diffusion of Gases.-Gases diffuse inversely

as the square root of their densities. The
atoms of a gas repel each other as the fifth
power of the distance between them diminishes.

Summary of Hydraulics.-The quantities
discharged from different apertures of similar
character vary directly as the areas, and
as 1/head.

On account of friction, a small orifice dis-
charges proportionally less water ; and of
several orifices having the same area that with
the smallest perimeter discharges most-
hence a circular orifice is most advantageous.

Water issuing from a sharp -edged circular
aperture is contracted in area at distance of

273+C 273 + C'

.v._17273 +
273+C V `

Combined Formulce :
V (273-1-C')
v' 273+C

v,_vP
P' \.273+C

P'V'(273 + C) - 273PV

Seratch
Mark

diameter from orifice, from r to
(Bossut 0.666
Venturi o.63 t) This is called "Vena con-
Eytelwein 0.64

tracta " ; the vein contracts more with greater
head, therefore discharge is slightly diminished
below theoretical discharge due to altitude or
head. When the orifice is not sharp -edged, the
contraction is partially suppressed and the flow
increased. Water flowing from pipe sectional
area A into one of less sectional area a will have
a coefficient of contraction

Fig.

-(2.618 -1.61812) - 0.618

9.-An industrial viscosimeter used for th.
purpose of determining oil viscosities.

when A is infinite, say, a large tank.
The discharge through a tuhe of diameter

length is the same as through a simple orifice of
equal diameter. The discharge increases up
to a length of four diameters.

The discharges through horizontal conduit
pipes are directly as the A/head and inversely
as 1/length. To have perceptible and con-
tinuous discharge, head must not be less than
length
- . Vertical bends discharge less water
1,3oo
than horizontal, and horizontal bends less than
straight pipes.

The discharge through pipes varies approx-
imately as dia.'.

In prismatic vessels twice as much is
discharged from the same orifice if the vessel
be kept full during the time it would take to
empty itself,

Note.-The formula which appeared in the
caption under .a lever of the first order on
page 356 of our August issue is incorrect.
Owing to a printer's error it was given as

W - Fl + Qx
i; t should read W- FL + Qx.

(To be continued)

Seconds taken
to refill

Start Finish

Fig. 8.-Diagram illustrating the principle of the modern industrial
viscosimeter. The time taken to discharge a given volume of liquid is noted.
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Power Model Aircra
Engines Building a Monocoque

Model Flying Technique

By C. E. BOWDEN, A.I.Mech.E.

(Concluded from Page 83, December issue)

THE connecting wire can be 12 s.w:g.
spring steel. The triangular plate is
Sin. across from wing tip wire to wire,

arid 2in. deep to where the horn for the main
control wire is situated. This can just be seen
in the photograph: The two wires to the wing
tip should be nearer the front than the rear
of the wing. The important thing is that
the C.G. point shall be only just behind the
leading edge of the wing. In other words,
balance the model on the finger tips so that
the fingers are just behind the leading edge
and not one-third or one-half the chord
from the leading edge as in the case of a
free -flight model. A control line Model has
to be what is termed nose heavy.

Fig. 25.-The first
over the plan, and
paper is interposed

I have fitted the con-
trol -plate on its pivot
bolt and very tho-
roughly reinforced it
with plastic wood and
cement because the
control plate and its
pivot take the very
considerable load., of
centrifugal f or c e
when flying. The two
wires can be seen go-
ing out to the wing
tip. The fuselage wire
in this model is run
internally to connect

t

Fig. 28.-The control plate and connecting wires to wing tip and
elevator are, now fitted internally on this model in order to reduce drag.
The pivot bolt -is eery well reinforced with plastic wood- to resist the
pull of centrifugal force which may be considerable on a fast model.

up the tail -plane ele-
vator horn. ThiS is to
reduce drag as the
model in question is of
the fast -stunt type.
The hollowed - out
block balsa can be

.seen, --although this
model has also been
made up on the plank-
ing system ifi one case.
The top half of- the
fuselage is a similarly
hollowed -out block,
which is eventually
cemented in position.
It should be realised
that the front of_ the
two control wires
is hidden in the

stage -is .to cement in the ribs to the bottom spar photograph by the

then add the top .spar. A. piece of grease -proof leading, edge sheet
to prevent cement damaging the plan. covering.

Rectangular Control -line Wing
As has already been remarked, the rect-

angular wing with symmetrical stream -lined
section is the most popular for stunt models.
It suits all types where smooth flying is re-
quired. Many modellers will therefore wish
to fit this type, although it is not absolutely
necessary to keep to the rectangular shape.
It is best to visualise building in four stages.

Stage I.-Fig. 25 shows my " Bowden
Stunt Bus " plan laid out on a building
board or flat surface with the Bin. balsa ribs
cemented in position over the plan on to the
bottom of the two central 3/16in. spars. The
top spar is then added. Note that the con-
trol gear goes inside the wing, therefore the
ribs with holes to accommodate the wires
are located on the left, because being right-
handed I fly my models in an anti -clockwise
direction. Some people fly clockwise.

Stage 2.-Now we add the two -sheet
balsa laminated wing tips. These are made
of three layers of *in. sheet laminated with
two brass guide tubes cemented in the cen-
tre left-hand lamination.

Stage 3.-The leading edge is next covered
top and bottom with r/ t6in. sheet balsa of
the lightweight kind. The trailing edge is
similarly treated top and bottom.

Stage 4.-It will be noticed in Fig. 28 that

Fig. 26.-The laminated sheet balsa wing tips
are _fitted with two brass guide tubes cemented
in the left laminatjon. These guide tubes are
for the wing control wires. The control lines
are attached to the ends of these -wires.

Engines for Control -line Models
Diesel engines are very suitable for the

smaller type model because they cut out the -
weight of ignition gear and incidentally save
a great deal of trouble.

The Americans have developed the glow -
plug motor, which has no ignition batteries
or coil when the model is in flight. We in
this country are now following suit with an
excellent glow -plug made by the famous -
K.L.G. firm, and several. other firms are
entering this field. A special fuel is required
and a normal petrol engine having a suitable
compression ratio. It is most intriguing to
have a petrol motor start up with only a
battery (and no coil) which is disconnected as
soon as the engine gets going. The engine
then runs without any aid other than a
glowing plug in the cylinder head, which is
kept glowing by the heat of gas combustion.
Like the diesel, the elimination of electrical
gear weight is most advantageous for flying
models. -

Then there is the spark -ignition type of
large engine of to c.c., with its huge power,

Fig. 27.-The leading edge and trailing edge
are covered on top and bottom with sheet balsa.
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and with its complication and weight of igni-
tion gear, necessitating a large model. Re-
cently a to c.c. hot petrol motor on American
lines has been developed in Britain called the
" Nordec." This motor will fill a long -felt
want for the speed enthusiasts.

Perhaps it is best to recommend the com-
plete novice to power modelling to start off
with a model of small to medium size,
around r8in. to 24in. wing span, fitted with
the simple diesel engine from t c.c. to about
2 C.C. I feel sure larger models will follow as
experience is gained. I personally keep the
lot in my hangar, including jet -motor models,

Building a Monocoque Model
The three illustrations, Figs. ,29 to 31,

show how very simple the stages of building
a small model from two layers of solid balsa
block on a central crutch can be. The
method comes out rather heavy for large
Models, in which case the planked or rect-
angular sheet fuselage is preferable.

The first stage can be seen in Fig. 29. A
central crutch of sheet balsa is cut to the
plan shape of the fuselage. The bottom and
top are then cut out to the outline side ele-
vation of the fuselage from soft block balsa,
as seen in the photograph. The tail and wing
on this little model of t8in. span were also
made of solid sheet balsa.

In Fig. 3o the rounded -off fuselage, carved
by a sharp knife and sanded down smooth,
can be seen. The wire undercarriage with
plastic wood reinforcement to take landing
shocks is fitted to the crutch. The final stage
is to cement in the wing, tail and fin, and
then to thoroughly fillet these components
with plastic wood and cement. The whole
can then either be covered with silk or fabric
and doped with clear glider dope followed
by coloured dope, which process makes a
very strong job ; or the fuselage, etc., can be
given a coat of filler dirgct to the wood,
rubbed down and finished with coloured
dope.

Flying the Model
I remember when I first decided to try

control -line flying I had read several early
articles from abroad and at home telling one
of the dire consequences of taking the model
off in any position of the circle except down
wind. Consequently I believed the business
must be fraught with much danger to the
model if I did not get it off before it came
into the up -wind part of the circle. Like
many people I therefore set about my first
flight with many mental difficulties !

Most of this advice is pure bunk. The real
thing that matters is to have the model pro-
perly balanced, a bit nose heavy, and with a
tendency to turn outwards. Then let it fly
itself off and do not over -move the handle'
until you have got the feel of the thing.
Just keep the arm steadily out to start with
and the control handle more or less central,
with the model flying round low down. If
the model' tries to climb at the beginning,

Fig. 29.-Solid
block balsa is
used for this little
Model's fuselage.
Top and bottom
are cemented on
to a central

crutch.

stalled position up wind. In actual fact, my
garden circuit has -a nasty funnel or two of
wind coming -through lanes of trees, and yet
I fly in all weathers and always take off for
convenience sake from the same spot where
the trip line is permanently situated. Trim the
model as I have previously described and
choose a calm day for'the first flight. The rest
will come' with a little practice. Remember,
lateral stability is automatically looked after
for you, and all you have, to do is to keep the

speed up and look

Fig. N.-The fuselage is glued together and the block balsa is carved
to an oval form, being finally sanded smooth.

gently nose it down,
but above all things
do not pull on the

stick " wildly. A
d e c en t 1 y lined -up
model will fly itself.
When the feel of the
thing is obtained you
can start putting over
the stunt stuff. Re-
member to keep the
engine going at full
bore, as a good pull
and speed keeps the
lines taut and under
control. If the lines
come in on one
because of a violent
cross wind or because
the right offsets of fin
and engine are not
given, or because the
motor dies, then one
must step smartly
back to tauten the
lines and regain control. Connect up the
lines so that a pull back on the top of the
control handle causes the elevator to go
up and therefore makes the model climb.
A pulling back of the bottom of the handle
should pull the elevator down and so dive
the model.

Choose a calm day to try' the first flight,
and you can then take off where you like.
As you get used to trimming your model
and flying it you will not worry about reason-
able winds. You will get in the automatic
habit of not ballooning the model up in a

a f t e r longitudinal
trim. If you want a
bit of extra speed for
a manoeuvre just lead
a little with the wrist
in a whipping action.
This will speed up
the model by added
centrifugal force.

Recently the motor
cut on my " Stunt
Bus " when I was
giving a demonstra-
tion flight in front of
a fair crowd of locals.
As the model is very
streamlined and slips
through the air easily,
I " whipped " h e r
around with' a slight
lead of the wrist for
four or five laps
before I decided to
land. Someone in *

Fig. 3E-The model now has wing, tail and fin cemented in. Fillets
of plastic wood strengthen and improve appearance. The fin should
be laminated or of three-ply to withstand possible blows from landing

turnovers !

the crowd said, " Why have a motor at all! "
In fact, Jim Walker, the American father
of control-lining,,has recently introduced a
" training ship ", without engine that can be
stunted in almost any manoeuvres. The
control lines go through the end of a short
fishing -type rod which gives the extra
" whipping " action required.

In conclusion, it is hoped that many
readers of these notes will have become suffi-
ciently interested' for them to take part in
this fascinating pastime of control - line
flying.

WORKSHOP CALCULATIONS TABLES AND FORMUL/E
Eighth Edition

by F. J. CAMM
A handbook dealing with methods of calculation, solution to workshop problems, and the
rules and formulae necessary in various workshop processes..It contains all the information

a mechanic normally requires.
From all booksellers, 6;'- net, by post 676 from the publisher,

GEORGE NEWNES, LTD. (Book Dept.), Tower House, Southampton St., W.C.2.
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World Air News
New Hawker Jet -fighters : The

Nene-Viking : Rocket Motors
for. Models

By KENNETH W. GATLAND

WHEN the prototype of a new fighter is
ready for testing, two to three years
have elapsed since the initial design.

Many months of exacting flight trials then lie
ahead, and it is a time of continuous anxiety.

For the experimental design staff, the

January, 1949

Fig. 2.-Britain's newest naval fighter, the Hawker N7/46. It is probably the fastest and
longest ranging of its kind in the world.

aircraft is already a thing of the past. There
may be modifications necessary in the light
of its trials, but largely the job is off their
hands and though;s' turn to the next project.
It is left to the production drawing office-
in conjunction with the planning and process
departments - to " productionise ' the
machine and get it into service. Sheet -metal
parts that were manufactured by hand for the
prototype will be blanked out in quantity
and certain fittings originally machined from
solid bar will be cast. Everything possible
will be done to reduce man-hours in the
construction.

There will be no contract, however, until
the specification has been thoroughly proved
in flight, and discrepancy in any branch of
the performance will be sufficient to set
production back, due to modification and
retesting of the prototype, or even to foreclose
it altogether. The machine must also come
fully up to operational standards; and if it
happens to be a naval fighter, these standards
include folding wings and facilities for deck -
landing and accelerated take -off. The design
in this case is far more critical because range
is all-important, and yet obviously this must
not be allowed to impair speed and combat
efficiency.

Even more acute are the problems if the
machine is jet -powered, for whilst the
turbo -jet permits exceptionally high speeds
and fast rate of climb, it does so only at the
penalty of a high fuel consumption. To
bring the range up to that of a modern
propeller -driven fighter, such as the Sea
Fury, will require more than double the fuel
load.

The Hawker N.7!46
In the Hawker N.7/46, we have the

example of a fully " navalised " aircraft
which not only retains the ' high-speed
performance characteristics of contemporary
land -based jet -fighters, but offers substantially
improved range.

Fig. 1.-A side view of the Hawker N7/46
above the clouds. These fine studies of the
N7/46 were taken by Mr. Cyril Peckham,

Hawker Siddeley chief photographer.

First photographs to be released (Figs. t,
2 and 3) indicate that the salient points of the
design are a mid -wing, a circular -section
fuselage that becomes elliptical towards the
tail, and a short divided intake and exhaust .
system. These features blend together in a
way that is pleasing to the eye and highly
efficient both aerodynamically and in the
internal capacity for fuel and equipment.
Air intakes for the Nene II turbo -jet, installed
in the fuselage, are situated in the wing roots,
and the exhaust is divided to eject from twin
nozzles, one on each side of the fuselage in the
wing trailing edge. Elimination of the
customary tail -pipe has thus afforded valuable
space aft of the engine for fuel besides
decreasing frictional losses (due to the shorter
duct system) and improving the over-all
aerodynamic effect. For all that, the leading
dimensions are practically the same as the
Hawker Sea Fury-the N.7-" has a span of
36ft. 6in. and a length of 38ft. 4in.-and will

Fig. 3.-Seen against a cloud background, the Hawker N7/46 expresses both
grace and speed.
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Fig. 4,-The Nene-powered experimental Viking.

therefore not impair present facilities of
deck -handling and stowage.

The aircraft has folding wings, is equipped
for deck landing and accelerated take -off,
and, as in the case of Sea Fury, will have a
land -based companion, which omits these
features. An experimental version with swept -
back wings, known as the E.38'46, is also being
produced.

The Nene-Viking
To Britain-and the house of Vickers -

Armstrong, in particular-falls the honour of
producing the first all -jet airliner, the Nene-
Viking (Fig. 4). The machine made its first
public appearance on July 25th, and broke all
records for the London -Paris run with an
average speed of nearly 400 m.p.h. Though
the adaptation is purely experimental, much
valuable data will be provided to bring

forward the day when British jet -liners
operate along the air routes. Several turbo-
jet and prop -jet commercial aircraft are
nearing completion in this country and this is
assuredly one field in which we are far in
advance of our American friends.

Model Rocket Motor
The solid -fuel rocket propellant for models,

referred to in the September issue, is now
obtainable in kits manufactured by Wilmot,
Mansour and Co., Ltd., of Salisbury Road,
Totton, Hants, and developed by I.C.I.,
from starter cartridges used in aircraft.
These guanidine nitrate pellet charges burn
slowly and when used in the special combustion
chambers provided, give consistent thrust for
periods up to 4o to 5o seconds. An aluminium -
alloy motor is supplied complete with mount-
ing clip, a quantity of fuel pellets, igniter

wicks and accessories, and there are three
sizes.

(I)" Jetex too," weight (complete
with charge) . . oz.
Thrust .. . . I loz.
Duration .. .. 15 secs.
Motor length 2fin.

(2) " Jetex 200," weight (complete
with charge) tioz.
Thrust .. .. 20Z.
Duration .. .. 39 secs.
Motor length .. 2 gin.

(3) " Jetex 350 " weight (complete
with charge) 3ioz.
Thrust .. 3ioz.
Duration .. .. 5o secs.
Motor length
The average jet -velocity- is 4,000 ft./sec.,

and should for any reason the combustion
pressure exceed a certain maximum, the
motors incorporate a safety device which is
guarantee against explosion.

In comparison with the ordinary black -
powder rocket with its rapid, inconsistent and
often dangerous combustion, the " Jetex "
pellet is infinitely more effective and safe in
use. Its special virtue for the aeromodeller
is the length of powered flight that can be
obtained from a single charge. Even the
'smallest pellet, weighing loz., will thrust for
15 seconds and with a properly designed model
this may easily result in flights of over a
minute.

The compact motor units are equally
adaptable to flying scale models as to duration.
The De Havilland " Vampire " is one example
that might usefully be attempted whilst twin -
engine designs are certainly not precluded.
There is, of course, no torque reaction and so
long as both motors are properly ignited
before release of the model, troubles should
be few.

A Simple Chuck
By R. E. BEALL

WISHING to utilise a rotary converter
as an electric lathe, I devised a
simply made chuck from parts of

an old sparking plug. My converter had one
extending spindle on which a cooling fan
was keyed and secured by a hexagon lock -
nut. The cooling fan I reversed and, by the
aid of my new power, the
blades were removed, the
remaining portion being left
to make a faceplate, as
shown in Fig. 1.

For a chuck I dis-
mantled an old sparking
plug, the two parts I
required being the body
and lock -nut. The latter
part I tackled first by filing
an hexagonal hole to corres-
pond to the lock -nut on the
converter spindle. A good
fit was essential to ensure
true running of the chuck.
'Having done this, the
motor was used to cut away
the hexagon portion, leav-
ing only the treaded part
(Fig. 2), which has to just
disappear inside the body
of the chuck.

With the body now
attached, the screwed por-
tion of the main part of the
plug was removed back to
the flange. The internal
diameter was then opened

out to 9/16in., and four grub screws fitted
with tapered points. Finally, L -section bolts
to secure the chuck to the faceplate were
fitted in three places, so as to ensure positive
drive should it be required to reverse the
rotation of the motor. This is done by
simply changing over the series leads.

Fan with
blades
removed.
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Fig. 2.
Screw
Section tiled
to tit lock
nut on spindle.
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Chuck

Face plate.

I
Cut thro hese

Derails of a simple chuck.

"Bristol" Aircraft in Berlin
Air Lift

TWO " Bristol " Type 17o aircraft, oper-
ated by Silver City Airways, are work-

ing in the Berlin air lift, carrying coal and
newsprint from Wunsdorf to the German
capital and returning with varying loads of
freight.

Three complete crews, under Capt. C. I.
Hopkins, have been allocated to operate the
two aircraft, each crew doing two days'
duty followed by a day's rest. Each Type
170 operates three round trips in a day's'
flying, a typical working day extending &Om
0730 hours (take -off from Wunsdorf) to 2030
hours (final touch -down at Wunsdorf).

Aircraft leave for Gatow from Wunsdorf
in waves every four hours throughout the
twenty-four hours, Mr. A. G. Langfield
(B.A.C. Technical Sales), stated. The
complete cycle for each aircraft is four
hours. Waves of aircraft using Gatow come
from three fields, and at both Gatow and
Wunsdorf the " Bristol " aircraft often wait
for twenty minutes or more in a line of air-
craft, motors running, awaiting take -off. The
route 'follows a " dog -legged " course over the
British zone and down the northern air cor-
ridor to Berlin, a distance of zoo miles.
Height is maintained at I,000 feet and the
aircraft have to avoid flying directly over
Russian airfields. The return route to
Wunsdorf is rather shorter, the journey con-
sisting of flying practically due west down
the central corridor. ..

" Bristol " Fteighter aircraft are now under
consideration, it is understood, for the job
of carrying heavy freight such as new
machinery, lathes, guillotines and profilers,
manufactured in Berlin, to other parts of
Germany.
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Letters from Readers
" Another Mechanical Paradox "

SIR,-I am obliged to Mr. Good, of
Edinburgh, for calling my attention to

an error in the drawing illustrating my
article " Another Mechanical Paradox " in
the October issue of PRACTICAL MECHANICS.

The gears " e " and " f " should be rather
smaller than shown in the drawing and should
not mesh with one another.

An intermediate gearwheel should then
be placed on a stud fixed to the cage at the
rear of these " e " and " f " gearwheels.

The intermediate gearwheel, meshing with
gears " e " and " f " makes the rotation of
the shaft " k " anti -clockwise and thus gives
the stated results at the terminal shaft " j."-
H. J. ANDREW (Oldham).

Glazing Photo Prints
SIR,-With reference to your answer to -

the photographic query on glossy prints
(page 28 of the October issue of PRACTICAL
MECHANICS), I would like to make one or
two suggestions.

I invariably glaze my own prints and
enlargements, and I am quite sure that the
use of chemicals is not required.

I take the print whilst wet from the final
wash and place it on a mirror or piece of plate
glass that has been polished.

For polishing I use a soft cloth and french
chalk or any fine powder (proprietary
insecticide powders are just as good !).

The wet print is squeegeed to remove excess
water and air bubbles.

By this means I have excellent results
from V.P. film prints to whole plate
enlargements.-P. D. FOULKES (Manchester).

Re-cellulosing a Car
SIR,-With reference to the reply about

cellulosing a car, given by F. Dawber
to J. Jacklin, of Grimsby.

I note that he mentions rubbing down
broken paintwork to the bare metal and
then spraying on one coat of primer.

I am very much afraid that his broken
patches would still show through the final
coat. Surely the proper method would be
to fill up the bare metal parts that he
has rubbed down with knife stopper to
slightly above the surface of his old coat
of, cellulose, then rub down to the same
level.

Then if he sprays a coat of filler over
the whole car and rubs down again before
applying colour he will fill up any scratches
on the old paintwork and get a much better
finish.-J. A. CARR (Horley).

New Coil -spring Wire Motor
SIR,-With reference to the articles on the

above motor, I suggest that for the
same weight such a motor can be made
about twice as powerful by dispensing
altogether with the long screw and threaded
sleeve and fitting another and larger diameter
coil spring outside the existing spring, with
a tube " floating " between the two springs ;
join together, say, the left -ends of the two
springs, fit ratchet and handle on right-hand
end of the smaller spring, and driving spur
wheel on the right-hand end of the larger
spring, whose diameter is such that its axial
motion is about equal to that of the smaller
spring.

I should like to point out, however, that
a spring of rectangular section can store
more energy per unit weight Of spring steel
than one of circular section, because the
portions of the circular section near the
neutral axis are comparatively useless as
regards bending.-G. H. CHILD (Hove).

"Elements of Mechanics"
SIR,-Your series "Element s of

Mechanics " is one of the most
delightful and useful that I have ever read,
and I am moved to put forward a rather
interesting theory.

It concerns the screwdriver. Is it true
or not that a long handle helps leverage ?
On the face of it the diameter of the handle
is always stated to be the sole factor, but
I am not so sure that this is true.

A long handle enables the blade to he
tilted, without leaving the slot, until a
leverage is obtained by using the driver
as if it were placed horizontally. Would
you consider this proposition to be
reasonable?-PROF. A. M. Low (London,
W.).

Lost Power -driven Model Aeroplane
SIR,-Since the middle of September I

have been trying to locate the owner
of a power -driven model aeroplane which
I recovered from the incoming tide on the
shores of Morecambe Bay.

It is a good model and hardly damaged,
containing a small motor which also appears
to be in good condition, and I feel sure
the owner would welcome an opportunity
to regain possession of his model. I know
many modellers read your articles on model
aeroplanes, and the design of this craft is
similar to models I have seen described and
photographed in PRACTICAL MECHANICS.

I have a feeling this model may have come
from the Isle of Man, for a display was
held there at the time I found this model,
but this has no supporting evidence,-
J. OCKLESHAW (Jar.), (Holly Bank, 25,
Tarbock Road, Huyton, nr. Liverpool).

Columbium (Niobium) Metal
SIR,-We should like to refer to the reply

given to an inquirer printed in your
" Queries " column on page 61 of the
November issue of PRACTICAL MECHANICS.
In reply to your correspondent, it is stated
that niobium metal was not available in
this country. We hasten to correct this
impression as this company is able to give
immediate delivery from stock of columbium
(niobium) metal in, powder form and also

the pure columbium (niobium) oxide. We
are enclosing a booklet showing the rarer
metals and chemicals in the supply of which
we specialise, and trust that you will find
this booklet useful for reference purposes.
We are specialists in dealing with all the
compounds of the rarer metals, and we
shall be happy to give you, or any of your
inquirers, any further information on this
subject.-NEW METALS & CHEMICALS, LTD.
(16, Northumberland Avenue, London,

Hot-air Engines
SIR,-I am glad to know that your readers

are interested in hot-air engines, for I
am convinced that the hot-air engine in its
latest form will replace the spark ignition
internal combustion engine. It is more
efficient, simpler, silent, and can burn any
fuel. When conventional engines fail it is
generally ignition, carburation; or valves that
are faulty. Ignition on the hot-air engine
can be got with a match. Carburation is
no problem since combustion is outside the
engine, not in it. Finally, there are no valves

-to burn out.
The engine uses the well-known principle

of compressing air in a cold cylinder and
allowing it to expand in a hot one, thus
releasing a balance of mechanical energy. In
the latest development all the knowledge of
heat transfer gained in the last generation
has been applied so that the maximum heat
transfer to, or from, the working fluid is
tone in the shortest posSible time. This
makes a small high-speed engine a possi-
bility. A further saving of fuel is obtained
by a regenerator, which stores heat abstracted
from the working fluid on its way from the
hot cylinder to the cold, and gives it up
again on the reverse stroke.

A theoretical account of the engine is
given in 'Phillips Technical Review," Vol.
8, No. 5, May, 1946, in a paper by Rinia
entitled " Air Engines." I understand that
some motor manufacturers in this country
are interested, but according to the Daily
Graphic recently, the Ford company have
a model on road test at Dearborn, U.S.A. -
C. H. Bucx, Birmingham.

Books Received
Toys You Can Make of Wood. By Lawry

Turpin. Published by Sir Isaac Pitman
and Sons, Ltd., 152 pages. Price 7s. 6d.
net.
THIS useful and instructive book contains

many easy to follow designs for making a
variety of toys including dolls' furniture,
tanks, trains, boats, games, and many other
playthings for the youngsters. Odd scraps of
wood are the chief materials used, and the
toys can be made with the minimum of tools.
To help the constructor there are numerous
diagrams and half -tone illustrations.

Johnson " Wellcome " Photographic Year
Book, 1949. Published by Johnson and
Sons, Hendon. Price 4s., plus is.
purchase tax.
ALL the familiar features of this valued

pocket diary have been retained. The
diary itself, the pages for recording exposure
data, and the " Wellcome Exposure Calcu-
lator with the accompanying pages giving the
hour -by -hour light variations for every
month in the year are, iiof course, included.
There is a hew section in which are described
some of the popular Johnson photographic,

chemical preparations and equipment, with
notes on their characteristics.

Jewellery Repairing. By W. A. Jackson.
Published by Heywood and Coy., Ltd.,
142 pages. Price x7s. 6d. net.
THE author of this book is a craftsman

who has spent a lifetime on jewellery
repair work. The book covers the processes
of soldering, casting, gilding, plating, cleaning
and polishing and, in addition, it includes
practical information on the repair of many
types of jewellery such as brooches, rings
and necklaces. A feature of the book is the
excellent line and half -tone illustrations.

MASTERING MORSE
By the Editor of

PRACTICAL MECHANICS

3rd EDITION

This handbook, written with special regard for service
requirements, will enable even the beginner rapidly
to become proficient in sending and receiving.

Of all Booksellers, or by post 1/2 from
GEORGE NEWNES, LTD, (Book Dept.),
Tower House, Southampton Street,

London, W.C.2

/-
net

"-
net
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THE WORLD OF MODELS
Harrow and Wembley Models
Exhibition : Display of Canal and

River Craft Models

By " MOT I LUS"
THE Midland town of Northampton

had a distinguished visitor last autumn
in the person of the Rt. Hon. Sir

Basil Brooke, Bart., C.B.E., M.C., D.L.,
M.P., Prime Minister of Northern Ireland.
During hiS short stay, Sir' Basil took the
opportunity of seeing something of the
various industries for which Northampton
is famous ; he included in his tour a tannery,
shoe factory, the Northampton branch of
British Timken roller -bearing works, and
also the craft model works of Bassett-Lowke,
Ltd., While at this last port of call, Sir
Basil was fortunate in being able to see a
huge scale model of the famous Cunard
White Star liner, Queen Elizabeth, nearing
completion. This model was being built
to the order of the builders of the ship,
Messrs. John Brown and Co., of Clydebank,
and to a scale of 3/16in. to ift., or 1164th
actual size. It was a full -hull model, over
t7ft. long and complete with all external
details. Sir Basil was fascinated with the
work of the craftsmen concerned and was
very pleased to be presented (by Mr. W. J.
Bassett-Lowke) with a miniature, waterline

Fig. 1.-Sir Basil Brooke, Prime Minister of Northern Ireland, on his visit to see the large-
scale model of the " Queen Elizabeth," nearing completion.

tained many high standard exhibits, which
have now come to be expected from this
accomplished society. Such an exhibition
is usually regarded as a stimulus for member-
ship, and at Wembley many potential new

Fig. 2 (Above).-An excellent model at the
Harrow and Wembley Exhibition : an
L:N.E.R. 34in. gauge Pacific " locomotive,
unfinished. This was awarded a silver medal

in the Locomotive Section.
Fig. 3 (Right).-Mr. S. A. Walter's lin. to

-Wt. scale model fire engine and escape, which
won the Open and. Challenge cups in the
General Section.

Photos by C. R. L. Coles.

model of the Queen Elizabeth as a souvenir
of his visit (Fig. r). A still larger model
of the same ship is now in course of construc-
tion for the Cunard White Star offices in
New York, U.S.A., where it will proudly
fill a place as the largest model of the largest
ship in the world.

Model Display at Wembley
The Harrow and Wembley Society of

Model Engineers- is a very active body,
with nearly a hundred members. Their
exhibition at Wesley Hall, Wembley, con -

members were contacted and it is hoped that
as a result membership will attain and surpass
the hundred mark.

There was a large variety of exhibits,
with working models well to the fore. Alto-
gether, there were some hundred and twenty
models, divided into six sections : locomotives,
petrol engines, general, marine, miniature
railways and handicrafts. Among them were
several loan models, and the Kodak Society
of Experimental Engineers and Craftsmen,
who always keep in close touch with the
Harrow and Wembley Society, had a special
display devoted to work of their members.

A Fine Model " Pacific " Loco.
The number of working models seemed

unusually high for an exhibition of this
kind. LoComotive models, of course, are
included in this category, and in this section
an outstanding entry was Mr. F. Cottain's
now well-known 31in. gauge " King " class
Great Western hicomotive (Fig. 2). Readers
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Fig. 4.-Models of various types in barges In
use on British canals.

will remember that Mr. Cottam won a silver
medal and also the " Curwen " Cup for this
model at the 1948 Model Engineer Exhibition,
and he won further well -deserved awards
at the Wembley exhibition, gaining the
Open Cup and the Challenge Cup in the
Locomotive Section. Another attraction in
this section was Mr. W. Herridge's sin.
gauge locomotive which was working under
steam and jacked up to enable onlookers to
examine interior details. Several other models
were kept running under compressed air.

An out -of -the -ordinary model in the general
section was Mr. S. A. Walter's sin. scale
extending Bayley fire engine (Fig. 3), for
which he was awarded the Open Cup and
Challenge Cup for the section : a just reward
for an outstanding model.

A novel change from the usual " precision "
models was afforded by two fine toys made
by Mr. C. R. Fox (exhibition manager).
One of these was a road roller motored by
clockwork, and the other an automatic sand
tipper which conveyed sand tidily down a
sharp ramp. Petrol engines were well
represented, of varying sizes and capacities,
the Open Cup being given to Mr. M. C.
Payne, of the Edgware Society of Model
and Experimental Engineers, for his 15 cc.
petrol engine. A high standard of efficiency
and good workmanship seems to have been
attained in this section.

In the marine section, honours went to
the Kodak Society, an Open Cup and silver
medal being won by Mr. T. W. Karran for
models of a naval cutter and naval schooner.
As Mr. Karran is descended from a line
of sea captains, he is no doubt able to add
that indefinable yet so essential " atmosphere "
to his craftsmanship.

The Harrow Model Railway Society
contributed some interesting exhibits in the
miniature railway section, with some good
examples of precision work.

An unusual award given by the Harrow
and Wembley Society is the' " Walter "
Cup, which is offered for the work of a non -
prizewinner on any previous occasion. This
time the cup went to Mr. L. J. Lawrance,
for his Min. gauge 0-4-o tank locomotive.
I am also ,indebted to Mr. Lawrance for
some comprehensive notes on the prize-
winners, etc., at this successful exhibition.

A Unique Exhibition
During the past twelve months or so, a

unique exhibition has been touring the
country, connected with our canals and
,waterways. Opening in London in October,
59473 and sponsored by the Inland Waterways
Association, the exhibition moved to many
provincial towns and cities. It is designed

elaborately decorated crockery and intricate
crochetwork. Included in the furniture exhi-
bits is an ancient after cabin stove, lent by
Mr. F. Nurser, of Braunston ; it is the type
of stove used in the boats until replaced
by the modern range. Among the accoutre-
ments of this tall, narrow, heating device
are a brass poker, " horse " and ash box
and also a pair of brass plates, one larger
than the other ; the larger one was used
to draw up the fire, while the smaller was
used for " keeping the fire in."

Several models are included in the exhi-
bition, showing various types of canal and
river craft (Fig. 4). Some have been made
in the dockyards of boat companies and
others fashioned by boatmen themselves.
One ancient wooden model represents a

5.-An excellent glass -case display model of a 2-6-4 class 4P tank locomotive, operating
on the London and Midland Region of British Railways. Scale : sin. to ift.

to represent life on our canals and rivers
to -day, and contains a large collection of
photographs and paintings as well as maps
both ancient and modern. There are speci-
mens of boat furniture, utensils and gear,
painted in the traditional style with its bold
designs and bright colours, so beloved by
all the boatmen ; also examples of their

Severn tug of about 5840 and was carved
by a Mr. Thomas Drinkwater, who used to
ply his barge between Bristol and Bewdley ;
he had made the model during enforced
idleness, awaiting cargo.

In addition to the boat models, there is also
an excellent example of a perspective model,
representing Cosgrove Lock on the Grand

1'ig. 6.-Skilled Modelnzakers in a Northampton factory assembling Trix oo gauge loco-
motives for model railways. These are all American type models being specially made for

export to the U.S.A.
Photo by courtesy of the Northamptonshire Evening Telegraph.
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Tunction Canal (now the Grand Union Canal).
Perspective modelling is an art as well as a
craft, and requires much skill, patience and
good judgment ; some fine specimens are to
be found nowadays in the South Kensington
Science Museum. The model of Cosgrove
Lock was built by the late Mr. J. Ivester
Lloyd and lent to the exhibition by Lt. -Cdr.
J. Ivester Lloyd, D.S.C., R.N.V.R.

The whole exhibition achieves its purpose
very well : that is, to give an insight into the
life around our waterways, which have been
so sadly neglected as a means of transport
and which have, in many cases, been allowed
to become dilapidated and unsafe for water
traffic. Properly maintained, they could be
used to relieve road and rail traffic for goods
that are not urgently required and which
could be carried by this slow but cheap
method of transport.

Much spadework is being done towards this
end by the Inland Waterways Association,
which is also doing all it can to inform the
general public of the possibilities of this form
of transport, and to endeavour to have the
waterways restored for river and canal
cruising at holiday -times. The British canals
are a very important asset to our transport
system. Thirty years ago there were nearly
five thousand miles of waterways in Britain,
but to -day there are about half that number
of miles navigable, although water transport is

still responsible for 121 million tons of goods
in a year.

A Royal Commission was appointed in
1906 to consider the future of our waterways,
and the Commission recommended that we
should follow the example of France and
Germany and rescue our canals from disuse
and decay. The scheme included joining up
the Rivers Humber, Mersey, Severn and
Thames, and provided for new canals being
built to complete this system. Nothing was
done then, but with a view to the post-war
reconstruction of the country, the late
Mr. Frank Pick prepared a report on the
present condition of canals and the improve-
ment necessary to enable them again to occupy
a position in the transport facilities of this
country. The report is now being considered
by the Rivers and Canals Section of the
Ministry of Transport, and there is every
hope that our waterways may come into their
own again, both as a commercial asset to
relieve road and rail traffic, and as a means
of recreation.

Show -case Model Locomotives
Before the advent of nationalisation of the

railways in this country, Messrs. Bassett-
Lowke, Ltd. were engaged in making some
scale -model locomotives for the L.M.S.
Railway Co., now the London & Midland

Region of British Railways. The series is
being continued, as planned, and will represent
some of the best-known locomotives used on
this section of the railway. They include the
re -built " Royal Scot," with taper boiler ; the
latest " Pacific " type, and several goods and
tank locomotives. All the models are to a
uniform scale of in. to ift. 21in. gauge,
and they include all external detail, being
finished in the style of the L.M.S. Railway
as it was immediately prior to nationalisation.
Being specially made for display purposes
at railway stations, exhibitions, etc., they are
all working models and are operated by
electrical mechanism installed in the base of
the glass showcase. I am sure these models
will prove a great attraction to young and old,
as models of this kind always have,done when
on display. Our illustration, Fig. 5, shows one
of the model tank locomotives before insertion
in its showcase. ,

I feel sure that all lovers of table railways
are wondering when there will be sufficient
supplies of Trix and Dublo trains on the
market to satisfy their ever-increasing urgent
requirements, either to install new railways or
to add to existing pre -war -layouts. I am afraid
that from the information I have received the
drive for export is still an important priority
for earning dollars. The illustration, Fig. 6,
shows some of the American type Trix loco-
motives being assembled " for export only " !

Trade Notes
Masonite Rawl Anchor

THIS new device, for fixing surface fit-
ments to Masonite panelling, fibre

boards, sheet metal, plastic boards, etc., is
marketed by Stedall and Company, Ltd.,
Charles Street, Manchester. Operating on
the bolt and nut principle it is adaptable to
any material tin. or less in thickness, in
which ordinary screws will not hold, and

1.11V011.r1t

Method of fitting a Masonite Rawl Anchor

where the back of the mate;ial is not access-
ible. The accompanying sketches show how
the anchor device is fitted : The anchor and
screw (t) are pushed through a pre -drilled
-tole in the board or panel (2). By the use of
a collapsing tool, or a screwdriver, the anchor
is then drawn inwards to form a wing nut
(3 and 4) which becomes permanently fitted
to the board.

Masonite Rawl Anchors are obtainable in
London from Farmer, Stedall and Company,
547, St. John Street, E.C.r. '

Progress of Scales and Slide Rules
REMARKABLE improvements in the

dimensional stability of scales and slide
rules are foreshadowed by the results of tests
carried out ,at the National Physical Labor-
atory on scales produced from bakelite lamin-

ated, compared with examples made from
traditional materials such as boxwood and
mahogany. A series of scales and slide rules
using bakelite laminated is now in produc-
tion by Blundell Rules, Ltd., of Luton, and
one of the standard t2in. scales was sub-
mitted to the National Physical Laboratory
for comparative test to determine the dimen-
sional change when subjected to extreme con-

ditions of humidity.
The tests extended

over a period of three
weeks, and in addition
to the Blundell scale,
good straight grain

4 specimens of n e w
boxwood, old b o x -
wood and a boxwood-
ivorine scale were in-
cluded. For one week
the scales were sub-
jected to an atmo-
sphere of 95 per cent.
humidity, being then
immediately t r an s-
ferred to an atmo-
sphere of 25 per cent.
humidity for twelve
days, returning to the
original 95 per cent.

humidity for one day.. Dimensional changes
on each type of scale were recorded
daily, and the results summarised by
totalling the range of variation. Dis-
parity in the resulting figures was remark-
able in that the range of variation shown
by the bakelite laminated scale was only
0.003 inch, the comparative results for the
remaining test specimens being new box-
wood 0.017 inch, old boxwood 0.054 inch
and bolikood-ivorine 0.033 inch. T h e
summing up of the National Physical Labor-
atory test on this points out that it will
readily be seen that the Blundell scale is
considerably superior, particularly as the
small changes which occurred in it took place
in the course of a day or two.

On the grounds of stability, which may
reasonably be considered as the outstanding

requirement for scales and measuring devices,
bakelite laminated has been established by
an independent authority of the standing
of the National Physical Laboratory as
superior to natural materials. The other
factors to be considered are its all-round
strength and durability. On these counts,
too, the laminated plastics material is
superior. It has a specific tensile
comparable with steel, a high cross -breaking
strength, and is non -brittle. More impor-
tant still, it is consistent in its properties
and does not require ageing to achieve
stability. Being impervious to rot, attacks
of insects and corrosion, the durability of
the rule is indefinite.

In the production of Blundell scales and
slide rules many interesting design features
may be noted. The graduations appear on
a pure white ground which is itself based
on synthetic resin permanently fused to the
bakelite laminated blank, providing a dense,
hard surface which is resistant to- knocks,
grease and water.

In the slide rules a neat tensioning device
has been incorporated. This patented fea-
ture allows for the tension to be adjusted
by means of two springs which are readily
accessible. In the 6in. slide rule, the over-all
dimensions of which are too small to allow
for the incorporation of the device, small
brass studs are fitted where necessary to
ensure correct grip between body and slide.

DUSTBIN
MENACE

Waste paper thrown out

as rubbish, means dollars

lost to Britain --so

SAVE EVERY SCRAP
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OUERIEScvea
ENQUIRIES
A stamped addressed envelope, three penny
stamps, and the query coupon from the current
issue, which appears on page 32 (THE CYCLIST),
must be enclosed with every letter containing a
query. Every query and drawing which is sent
must bear the name and address of the reader.
Send your queries to the Editor, PRACTICAL
MECHANICS, Geo. Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

Bleaching Ivory
COULD you please inform me how I can re -

whiten ivory that has yellowed with age ?
I am making a miniature piano and would like

to use ivory for the keyboard.
If there is no way of whitening ivory, such as by

bleaching, could you suggest a substitute for the
keyboard ?-J. E. Veale (Newquay).
BY far the best way of bleaching ivory is to place

the pieces on the grass where they will get plenty
of brilliant sunshine together with the night dews.
This will bring them within two or three weeks to a
very good whiteness.

Alternatively, make up a mixture of strong ammonia,
pact; hydrogen peroxide, 2 parts. Brush this over

the ivory surface whilst the ivory is exposed to sunlight.
Indeed, this treatment may be very well combined
with the slower " grass " method 'described above,
particularly when the ivory is very much yellowed.

A much quicker method is to lay over the ivory
material a paste of chloride of lime and water. After
this has almost dried, sprinkle on the surface a solution
of acetic acid, I part ; water, 3 parts. Again, this
method is more effective if conducted in full sunlight.
The method can be repeated over and over again,
but it is likely to roughen the ivory surface.

There is no real substitute for good ivory. White
celluloid may be used, and would, doubtless, be effective
in the case of a miniature piano such as you describe.
There are also white plastic materials which have been
used by pianoforte key manufacturers. You might
be able to obtain supplies of, such materials from the
following manufacturers of pianoforte keys :

Messrs. Thomas Paine & Sons, Ltd., 32 and 4r,
Camden Mews, Camden Square, London,N.W.a ;
Messrs. Pinder & Harris,Ltd., 5 and 6, Workshops,
Grosvenor Rise East, althamstow, London, E.t7;
Messrs. W. & C. Stevenson, Ltd., Lawrence Road,
South Tottenham, London, N.15.

Cleaning Old Brass Band Instruments
COULD you please supply me with a formula

for cleaning old brass band instruments
which have been in storage for a considerable
time, and are very much discoloured by a dark
brown film ?-L. Churchill (Stepney).
BRASS band instruments are always lacquered for

the protecion ofthe brasswork, and, unfortunately,
any cleaning agent would remove the lacquer so that the
instruments would have to be re -lacquered, either
professionally or by yourself.

We take it that you have tried ordinary means, of
removing the dirt from the instruments,,means such as
soap and water washing. It would appear from what
you say that the lacquer itself has discoloured. This
being the case, it will have to be removed if the
instruments are to be brightened up.

The best methocllof going about the sob is to wipe
the instruments over with a cloth charged with a 5o : 50
mixturc of strong ammonia and water. This may be
found very effective. Alternatively, you can use a
solution made by dissolving 5 parts of caustic soda in
95 parts of water. Either (or both) of these liquids
will remove most of the dirt and discoloration. The
treatment should be' followed up by a rubbing down
with methylated spirit, and finally by rubbing over
with a soft cloth charged with putty powder or whiting
damped with water to put a final polish on the brass -
work. The brass will then want re -lacquering. If you
wish to do this for yourself, you can use a clear cellulose
lacquer obtained from a paint shop. Put it on very
thinly, and have the instrument slightly warmed before
doing so.

Remember, of course, that every trace of the caustic
soda or ammonia solution must be got rid of before
proceeding any further. This is best done by immersing
the whole instrument in running water for about an
hour.

Green Patina on Copper Articles
CAN you give me a chemical formula which will

guarantee an antique green patina on articles
formed from pure copper sheet ? I have in mind
the verdigris effect produced by the surface corro-
sion seen on copper fiashings exposed to the
atmosphere over a period.

I might mention that I have tried many recipes,
but none has been even a partial success. -
M. C. Connor (Killiney Village, Eire).

METALLIC copper sprayed with dilute acetic
acid and suspended in an atmosphere of moist

' carbon dioxide will patinise very readily, the colour
of the patina being a rather full green.

A bluer green patina is produced in the following
manner:

Ammonium acetate .. 3o parts (by weight)
Common salt to
Magnesium chloride .. 3 /5 )3Cream of tartal .. to
Copper acetate .. to
Dilute acetic acid (a in 3) too
The above solution is mopped on to the copper sheet

and the latter is then suspended for between 24 and
40 hours. The surface will become covered with vary-
ing tints. It should then be lightly brushed with a fine
wire brush. When the desired shade of coating ha 3 been
obtained it should be painted over lightly with a solu-
tion of paraffin wax in white spirit.

To a large extent, the chemical patinising of copper
is unreliable. One can never obtain any pre -determined
shade, which, we think, forms the underlying reason
for the ill -success of so many formula given for this
purpose.

Flash Powder : Touch Papers
(I) I shall be grateful if you could inform me

of the composition of professional flash
powder for use in flashlight photography. The
powder I have been buying does not seem intensive
enough for photographing large groups, and
appears to be very temperamental when touch-
ing off. (2) Also, could you tell me how to make
the touch or flash paper ?-J. Seal (Birmingham).

FLASH powder has,become obsolete for a large
amount of flashlight photography; its place

has been taken by the " safe " flash bulbs in which
thin aluminium foil is ignited in a low-pressure atmo-

(1)

Readers are asked to note that we have
discontinued our electrical query service.
Replies that appear in these pages from
time to time are old ones, and are pub-
lished as being of general interest. Will
readers requiring information on other
subjects please be as brief as possible
with their enquiries.

sphere of oxygen, a small battery being sufficient to
achieve this end. Intense light without smoke is thus
obtained.

However, since you -equine an actual powder, here
is a good formula :

Potassium nitrate .. 12 parts (by weight)
Potassium perchlorate 12
Magnesium powder .. so
Grind and sieve each ingredient separately to the fin-

est powder. Then mix carefully, using a feather to stir
the mixture. All the ingredients must be perfectly dry
and the mixed flash powder must be stored in a dry bottle
having a well -fitting stopper.

All flash powders are somewhat temperamental in
pergormance. This is mainly because they absorb
moisture, which has a potent depressing effect on the
rapidity of their combustion.

(2) You can make a slow touch paper by dissolving
two parts of potassium nitrate and half part of potas-
sium perchlorate in four parts of water and by soaking
thin tissue paper in this solution. The solution will keep
indefinitely and may be used again and again. The
paper is dried without heat, and then touched off with a
match.

To make a quick touch paper,'soak thin paper or
cotton wool for from five to to minutes (not more)
in the following acid mixture :

Nitric acid, conc. go c.c.
Sulphuric acid, conc.
The acid mixture should be at a temperature of

65 deg. C. to 7o deg. C. (t49 deg. F. to r58 deg. F.).
Wash the treated paper for an hour in running water
in order to get rid of every trace of acid. Then dry
slowly. Cotton wool may be used instead of paper, if
desired. It is most essential to give the material a
thorough washing after the acid treatment, otherwise
it may tend to detonate. It is quite safe, however, if it
is free from acid traces, and when ignited it burns almost
instantaneously.

Hard Baking Varnish
COULD you please give me a formula for a good
N- hard baking insulating varnish suitable for
newly wound armatures, wound with enamel
covered wire ? I find that shellac and methy-
lated spirit is unsuitable owing to the spirit attack-
ing the enamel covering. -R. Withington
(Doncaster).
IT you paint the enamel -wound armatures with a

cellulose solution you will find that the spirit
of a thick shellac solution will not attack them. These
cellulose solutions can now be purchased from paint
supply shops, or you can make up such a solution by
dissolving scrap celluloid in a mixture of equal parts of
acetone and amyl acetate.

A black baking varnish can be made by dissolving a
mixture of equal parts of hard bitumen and stearine
pitch in naphtha?' Stearine pitch may be used alone, if
desired. On baking for four or five hours, it hardens
and becomes infusible.

You might also care to make use of one of the
synthetic resin varnishes which have high insulative
properties, particularly after baking. You should
inquire for particulars of these from Bakelite, Ltd.,
x8, Grosvenor Gardens, London, S.W.'. It is possible
that Catalin, Ltd., Waltham Abbey, Essex, may
also be able to supply a ready -prepared varnish suitable
for your needs.
- Other makers of hard stoving enamels are Titanine,
Ltd., Colindale, London, N.W.9.

Anti -freezing Liquids
CAN you give me a formula for making an

inexpensive anti -freezing mixture for use in
stationary engines ?

I have heard that diesel oil and some other
fluid make a successful mixture, but am rather
dubious about this. -J. Johnson (Liphook).
'HE following liquid has good anti -freezing

properties:
Glycerine ..
Methylated spirits ..
Water
Urea
Tertiary butyl alcohol 4
Sodium carbonate .. I part
Another liquid, as under, which is based on mixed

solutions of chemical salts has a freezing -point of minus
37 deg. C.

(a) Di -potassium phosphate .. 70 parts
Mono -potassium phosphate 21

ater too
(b) Potassium carbonate .. 5 parts

Sodium pyrophosphate .. 2
Boric acid .. . x
Potassium hydroxide .. 2.8

Dissolve (b) in the solution (a).
A very simple anti -freeze solution may be made up

by mixing two parts of diethyiene glycol and one part

85 parts
2

14 25

4
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of water. Diethylene glycol can be obtained from
General Metallurgical and Chemical, Ltd., 120,
Moorgate, London, E.C.2.

Gold -Plating Solution
T HAVE procured a small quantity of gold
A cyanide of potassium (go per cent.) for the
purpose of, gold electro-plating small articles.
Could you please tell me what is the correct
strength of solution to make up, and whether
such a solution would keep ?-G. H. Dreiv
(Lytham).
THE working strength of a gold-plating solution is,

within reasonable limits, quite immaterial As
an average, a good working strength is a solution which
contains about 3.4 grams fine gold per litre. Such a
solution should have a total KCN content of ro grams
per litre.

The addition of about r per cent. of sodium phosphate
to the solution is advantageous, since this gives rise to
complex gold salts which reduce the number of metallic
ions in solution at any given time and thereby increase
the density of the gold deposit.

The solution is best worked at a temperature of around
6o deg. C. (140 deg. F.). Below this temperature, the
deposited gold is inclined to be somewhat " cold "
and yellowish, but between 60-7o deg. C. the shade of
the metal warms up considerably and becomes " fuller."

The anode should be of platinum, which remains
insoluble in the solution, and small additions of the
gold -potassium cyanide should, be made from time
to time. The voltage should not exceed 1.5. Only a few
milliamps of current are required. If the current
is too heavy, it produces " burning " of the gold, with
a sort of rust -red appearance. It may also give rise o
a powdery deposit.

All gold salts are very easily reduced to the metallic
state. Hence gold solution should only be made up in
distilled water and should be kept in- perfectly clean,
glass -stoppered amber bottles which are kept away
from light in a dark cupboard. Given this treatment,
a gold solution can be used over and ovet again, a
little of the fresh gold cyanide being added from time
to time to make up for the gold abstracted from the
solution by deposition.

The Camera Lucida
CAN you give me any assistance in the method-' of using a " Camera Lucida." The one I have
is of French manufacture, and swivels. It is tele-
scopic and is provided with a small prism, and
has a carrier for magnifying and reducing lenses
of which there are 12.

I understand its use is for copying objects, the
images of which apparently appear on drawing
paper underneath.-H. R. Simmons (Rochester).
THE instrument you have seems to be an elaborate

type of camera lucida, such as was popular on the
Continent during the latter half of the last century.

The camera lucida in its original form was the inven-
tion of Dr. Wollaston, a London chemist and physician,
at the beginning of the last century. Its use, as you
surmise is for making direct copies of landscapes and
other objects which are projected on to a sheet of paper
or card by means of the lens of the instrument. The lens
is focused either on a back screen or on a flat surface.
In the former case, the screen is covered with transparent
paper; in the latter instance, a sheet of white drawing
paper is pinned down. By means of a pencil or pen an
outline and as many details as may be desired of the
projected image is inscribed on the paper. The different
lenses which your instrument has are for the purpose of
giving different angles of view and for making objects
look bigger or smaller. Similarly, the reducing lens and
the magnifying lens are for the same purpose. The
prism is to project images through a right angle.

The instrument is very simple to use, although
there is little demand for it at the present day. However,
yours appears to be a very good type of camera lucida,
and if you are interested in drawing and sketching
from nature, it should be of great assistance to you.

Cork " Composition" Flooring
COULD you advise me regarding the converting

of granulated cork into a suitable covering
for the floors of kitchens and bathrooms ? Is the
size of the particles of cork of importance, also
could a complete floor be laid or one made up
of blocks ? Would the covering be suitable for
smooth concrete or wood floorboard bases ?-
R. Georgeson (Southport)
GRANULATED cork may be mixed with ordinary

cement for use as a flooring material, but a better
method would be to make it an ingredient of a " compo-
sition " floor. It can be done in this way :-

Mix together equal parts of the granulated cork
and calcined magnesite. Slake the mixture to mortar
consistency with a solution made by dissolving 40 parts
of magnesium chloride in 6o parts of water. The product
is then trowelled into position. If desired, you can
colour it permanently by incorporating some red oxide
or other mineral colour with it. The material hardens
in about 3o hours and may be walked on after two days.
Sawdust may be mixed with the cork material if
desired.

The cqrk granules should NOT be all of the same
size. They should be fairly fine so that they will interlock
well when mixed with the magnesite. An actual powder
is not required. The granules should be fin. downwards.

This material could be laid as a complete floor, and,
also, in the form of pre -cast blocks. If you lay it as a
complete floor, do NOT place it around metal objects,
such as iron waterpipes,since it is apt to set up corrosion
and to become discoloured in such areas.

The material can be laid on any type of firm founda-
tion-concrete, wood, asphalte, etc.

Unfortunately, all magnesium materials are difficult
to get at the present day. You might try Messrs. James
S. Beard, Ltd., 16, Great Ancoats Street, Manchester, or
alternatively, Messrs. J. W. Towers and Co., Ltd.,
Victoria House, Widnes. It is possible, also, that
magnesite may be obtainable from Messrs. A. M. Mac-
carthy, 37, Sandford Road, Moseley, Birmingham, 13.

Acetylene Lighting
T HAVE fitted up an acetylene venerator in my

workshop and the burner jet is a motor cycle
type. I want a better light and shall be glad if
you could advise me how to purify this gas so that
I can fit a gas mantle ?-A. Dunn (Kelty).
JOU cannot use acetylene with an incandescent

mantle for the reason that the gas burns with a
smoky flame. Also, you cannot purify acetylerfe chemi-
cally without running -the risk of forming' explosive
compounds. As a matter of fact, the acetylene gas
generated from ordinary calcium carbide is of a fairly
high standard of purity and is suitable for all illuminating
purposes.

Normally, acetylene gives a very brilliant flame
when burnt in a properly -designed burner. If you
cannot get this flame there must be something wrong
with your burner. It would be best for you to discard
the old burner and to procure a new one from your
nearest cycle depot.

Do not dabble with acetylene by trying to purify
it. The gas is poisonotrs and, under certain conditions
can be explosive. Even if you used the purest acetylene
made by chemical methods, it would not give any
better light. It is the burner, which counts.

Small Air -Compressor Plant
THE accompanying sketch shows a compressor I

have constructed employing two ex-R.A.F. air
compressors (capable of up to 200 lb. pressure),
using two fqam extinguishers as air tanks coupled
together wifh lin. bore copper tube.

Safety valve
Air gauge

Outlet-

Fodin
extinguisher

cylinders-0! !IIisms e:iirl-I.PAC

motor

Twin *V *pulley

Small Air -compressor Plant (J. Hoult).
The 1 h.p. A.r% motor (1,40o r.p.m.), is fitted with

a twin 3 in. puffy and the compressors are fitted
with din. pulle?s. The two compressors with this
coupling produce 55 lb. pressure at peak. I wish
to obtain 60 lb. pressure, constant, for operating
a paint -spray gun.

Can you tell me how to obtain this pressure ?
The reservoirs are approximately zzin. long

and Tin. diameter.-J. Hoult (Edmonton).
JOUR letter does not give details of the size of the

air compressors nor the quantity of air required.
It is evident, however, that the two compressors are
not delivering sufficient air to maintain the pressure at
the spray -gun. You may be able to increase the output
sufficiently by raising the speed of the compressors
provided their mechanical construction is sufficiently
robust to permit running at 4 higgjltter speed. The power
required to drive the coopiprsss s will be increased at
a higher speed, and it iv possi le that a larger motor
may be required. It is, of course, also possible that the
compressors are not large emugh to deliver the required
amount of air at any practical speed.

Fishsilver Essence
CAN you inform me regarding the procedure

for making fishsilver (essence d'orient) as
used in manufacturing artificial pearls ?-O.
Blum (London, N.).
THE fishsilver essence which you name is a product

based on fish scales, usually herring scales. It
is made in the following way :

Norwegian herring scales .. zoo parts (by weight).
Ethyl propionate .. 150
Nitrocellulose .. 1.5

The above charge is placed in a slow -stirring
apparatus and stirred therein for 3o minutes. The
liquid containing suspended matter is then poured off
and retained. The fish scales are similarly treated
twice more. The combined liquids containing the
suspended matter from this fish scale treatment now
contain all the " fish silver " removed from the scales.
The liquid is then revolved at very high speed to
remove the supended fish silver from the liquid by
means of centrifugal force. For this purpose, a
laboratory centrifuge is necessary.

" Satin" -finish Paint
VARIOUS wooden toys, such 'as animal cut-outs

and play bricks are finished with a " satin"
like coloured surface. I believe this is a vegetable
dye which is non -injurious to children.

I shall be greatly obliged to you if you can
supply details of this particular finish, together
with the possible source of supply of the necessary
materials.-S. J. R. Allery (Horley).
THE " satin " finish on toy blocks which you

describe is merely a sprayed -on cellulose paint.
The paint is specially formulated. It is lacking in
cellulose and it has a high speed of evaporation.
Consequently, it dries " rough " and non -glossy.
Ordinary mineral colours (non-poisonous) are used-
that is to say, the ordinary colours of the " paint -box"
type. These can be obtained (in large amounts) from
Messrs. Cowan Brothers, Ltd., Stratford, London,
E.'s. For smaller amounts, try Dryad Handicraft?,
Ltd., St. Nicholas Street, Leicester, and also Messrs.
Reeves and Sons, Ltd., r 8, Ashwin Street, London, E.B.

For a suitable clear cellulose lacquer (satin finish) to
mix with the colours, apply to Messrs. Nobles and
Hoare, Ltd., 3, Cromwell Road, London, S.E.r.

Darkening Pewter
wilu, you please inform me how to darken

pewter to give it an antique appearance, as
some new pieces I have bought have been polished
and clash with my old pieces.-S. E. Cox
(Peterborough).
A GOOD way of darkening modern pewter is to

bury it 4ft. deep in ordinary soil for 8-12 weeks.
Another method-a quicker one-is to boil together

equal amounts of lime and sulphur in a saucepan
with sufficient water to cover them amply. After
five minutes' gentle simmering, a yellow liquid will
be formed. Filter this off, and dilute it with about
six or seven times its bulk of water. Mop this solution
on to the pewter. It will quickly darken the metal.
If the action is too intense, dilute the yellow liquid
further. If it is not strong enough, use the yellow
liquid at greater strength. The pewter must, of course,
be quite free from grease and oil before this treatment
is applied, otherwise patchy results may be obtained.

Recovering Silver from Hypo Bath
T AM trying to recover silver from a used hypo

fixing -bath. I have added a solution of
sodium sulphide to the hypo and have obtained
a precipitate of silver -sulphide in the form of a
black mud which is supposed to contain about
5o per cent. of metallic silver.

Could you please let me know how to obtain the
pure silver from this mud ? I have tried heating
a little of it in a crucible over a bunsen burner,
but have obtained only a grey ash.-G. Bashford
(Havre -des -Pas, Jersey, C.I.).
TAKE the mud -like black precipitate of silver

sulphide and stir it into a large basin of hot
water. Then allow the precipitate to settle to the
bottom of the basin, and afterwards syphon off the
water. Do this half a dozen times, the object being to
dissolve away all the soluble impurities clinging to
the precipitate. After the final washing, heat the
sulphide mud to bright red heat in a crucible for
several hours. The residue will consist of metallic
silver (in powder form). This will be contaminated
with a little silver oxide and a little unchanged silver
sulphide. If you wish to obtain absolutely pure silver
from it, dissolve the residue above named in warm
dilute nitric acid (one in four). A solution of silver
nitrate will be formed. Filter this; allow it to cool
and then suspend strips of pure zinc in the solution.
Pure silver will be precipitated on the zinc. It may then
be brushed off, washed in water and then very gently
dried (without undue heat). It will take the form of
a fine grey powder.

In order to obtain silver in coherent metallic form,
you will have to heat the powder very strongly under
a sin. layer of a mixture of equal parts of sodium
carbonate and charcoal.

Pyroxylin -based Filler
CAN you give me some information regarding

pyroxylin -based filler ?
It is used as a bond between canvas and cedar

wood in small boat work, and I would like to
know a little of its composition.

Is it obtainable in England ?-L. Patterson
(Auckland, N.Z.).
PYROXYLIN is gun -cotton or cellulose nitrate.

Actually, it is a mixture of cellulose nitrates.
When dissolved in a mixture of about equal parts of
ether and alcohol it forms the liquid known as
" collodion." This is the " pyroxylin -based filler"
which you mention. Collodion is water-resistant, it
can be used (with or without admixture of wood flour
or other fine material) for wood -filling purposes, or it
can be used directly as a cement or adhesive. It is
expensive, and it has the disadvantage of drying very
rapidly, so much so that it is difficult to manipulate.
Under the name of " collodion " you should be able
to get it from any wholesale chemical firm. English
supply firms are : Messrs. Griffin and Tatlock, Ltd.,
Kemble Street, Kingsway, London, W.C.2, or Messrs.
J. W. Towers, Ltd., Victoria House, '13( idnes, Lancs.

You should be able to make an cot ally good cement
or filler (and a slower -drying cne by dissolving scrap
celluloid in a mixture of aprroximately equal parts
(by volume) of acetone and amyl acetate.
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Institute of Housing
Journalism
Languages
Mathematics
Matriculation
Metallurgy
Mining, All Subjects

Mining, Electrical Engineering
Motor Engineering
Municipal and County Engineers
Naval Architecture
Novel Writing
Plastics
Play Writing
Plumbing '
Police, Special Course
Preceptors, College of
Press Tool Work
Production Engineering
Pumps and Pumping Mathinery
Quantity Surveying-Institute of

Quantity Surveyors Exams.
Radio Service Engineering
Radio (Short Wave)
Road Making and Maintenance
Salesmanship I.S.M.A.
Sanitation
School Attendance Officer
Secretarial Examinations
Sheet Metal Work
Shipbuilding
Shorthand (Pitman's)
Short Story Writing
Social Welfare
Speaking in Public
Structural Engineering
Surveying
Teachers of Handicrafts
Telecommunications

(City and Guilds)
Television
Transport Inst. Examinations
Viewers, Gaugers, Inspectors
Weights and Measures Inspectors
Welding
Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony
Works Managers.

If you do not see your own requirements above, write
on any subject. Full particulars free.

Direct Mail to DEPT. 76

Bennett Rolle
SHEFFIELD

to us

HEADPHONES WHICH
UPHOLD BRITISH PRESTIGE

TYPE 'K

S. 1.4. BROWN, Txpe

Moving Coil Headphones, supply
that High Fidelity Reproduction
demanded for DX work, monitor-
ing and laboratory purposes, etc.

OUTSTANDING
CHARACTERISTICS

D.C. RESISTANCE 47 Ohms.

IMPEDANCE 52 Ohm:. at 1,003 c.p.s.

SENSITIVITY, 1.2 x 10-12 watts at I kc.
.0002 Dyne/cm2.

PRICE £5.5.0 PER PAIR

Your local dealer can supply.

Descriptive Literature on request.

For details of other S. G. Brown Headphones (prices
from 301- to 631-) write for illustrated Brochure " P.M."

Telephone : Watford 7241

SHAKESPEARE STREET, WATFORD, HERTS

20 GNS Set including I Master Unit
and I extension. Micro-

phone and additional extensions£2 I5s. each.

Sensational advance
in INTER -OFFICE
COMMUNICATION
SYSTEMS

*SPENCER COATES
INTER - OFFICE RELAY SYSTEM

Offers.-Life-like rendering of the human
voice.Instantaneous Communication to any
extension.No dialling-complete freedom to
carry on with job in hand. No rental fees
-installation becomes your own property.
 Guaranteed for one year. Complete after -
sales service. Low installation charge,

Illustrated booklet sent on request to :
BUCKINGHAM INTERNATIONAL TRADING CORP. LTD.,
3-4, Lincolns Inn Fields, Kingsway, London, W.C.2. Tel. : Hol. 3258

*Patents applied for.

PRACTICE YOURSELF INTO A CRAFTSMAN
And Inspire Youth to Enjoy Making Things !

Here are a few interesting jobs away from the humdrum :-
MAKE a Wire Recorder and copy your friends' best records, B.B.C. gems, or
wedding services, etc. The wire can be used over and over again after magnetically
wiping out previous recording. Constructional gen, 5/-: synchronous motors for
drive, 45!- : Alnico wiping magnets. 2/6 ; suitable pulleys. and 1/6 ; capstans,
61 ; international standard spools for wire, 7/6 : magazine of " Crown " recording
wire sufficient for half-hour run. 55/-. Total cost should not exceed £15. Your
present amplifier can be used, and a saving Made here.
MAKE an Exposure Meter for 30/-. Kit of parts with assembly gen, 15/-, or parts
separately : microammeter. 7/6 : selenium cell. 6/- two resistors, 1/6.
MAKE a Garden Waterfall with water tumbling over rocks into a lily pool.
Electric water -pumps, 350 galls. per hour. 24 volts for safety against possible shocks.
32/6 each : step-down transformer from 230 v. to 24 v.. 321. Post and packing, 1/6.
MAKE a Batteryless Foolproof Receiver which will drowse the kiddies to sleep.
Batteryless crystal diode valve, 2/6: .0005 miniature variable condensers, 4/6
coil wire, 1/6 ; phones, 4/11: .001 condenser, 1/- ; kit of parts with assembly gen,
16/, and gen for a 1 -valve loudspeaker set for the bedside. Kit of parts. 83-17.6.
MAKE a Trickle Charger which is never idle day or night. It works the doorbell
and will at the same time trickle -charge a 2- or 4 -volt accumulator. Kit of parts
and gen. 14/-.
MAKE a Steel Guitar. Components for an electric sound head, 12/6, which
connects to pick-up sockets on your radio or amplifier : also contact mikes for
attaching to fiddles. 'cello, bass, piano, etc., 10/6.
MAKE a Robot Secretary. Just stand your telephone on the robot like a teapot
on its stand, and the conversation of the distant speaker is amplified loud enough
to hear without holding handset. All components and gen in stock. Total cost, £5.
STILL AVAILABLE.-* h.p. 230 v. A.C. motors. 23.12.6, Plus 5/ -carriage ; sewing -
machine motors, 230 v., 25/- ; micro -telephones, no batteries required, fine for bed-
ridden, house to workshop,%afe to kitchen, only 2,6 each, 4 for 9/6.
Callers welcome to see home-made television for 815-220. or home-made wire
recorder, etc. Phone, asking quickest way to come : ILF 2066.
PARK RADIO of MANOR PARK. 676-8, ROMFORD ROAD, LONDON. E.12
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a NEW tool
FOR THE HOME WORKSHOP

THE

BURGESS
vibro-
tool

Complete with
standard engraving

point.
5216

De Luxe Kit
97/6

The Vibro-Tool enables you to write
on Steel, Glass, Wood or Plastics as

easily as writing with a pencil.
Operates off 220-250 volt, 50 cycle,
A.G. Supply. Just connect to any

electric light socket or plug point.
Sele distributors for Scotland : H. A.

Dawson -Bowman, 8110. Beech Avenue.
Glasgow, S. I.

BURGESS PRODUCTS COMPANY LTD.
Vibrc-Tool Deit., Hinckley, Leicester

Ex -WD
6 VALVE
SUPERHET
Complete, less valves and crystal.
Can be adapted for 4 -station
push-button Receiver. Full of
useful components.

Plus 1/6
postage

Data Book, 1/6. Above set can be 00/2
supplied with valves. Post free

PUMP fort
exhausting,compressing
or liquid pumping ; 12 Assorted ELEC-
solid brass. Auto- TRO MAGNETIC
matic; springloaded. RELAYS and CON -
Length 6in., 7 16 TACTORS. 12/9
diameter lin. I
TRIPODS. 3ft. high erected. Brass thread
and cap, web sling. Wood or metal. 0/6

Reduced price, u
EX -RAF
CLOCK UNIT

Contact opens and
closes at eachmovement of
balance wheel.Packed In
CASKET of strong
bakelite or solid
oak with sponge
padding. Size of
actual motor -
diameter 31" x 1"

deep. Casket 6" x x 5". 12/6
Post free, complete.

SMALL TYPE PRISMS as used 1 ig
in opera glasses. etc. " pr.
NO C.O.D. UNDER {I. Write (Dept. K)

INSTRUMENT CO.
244 HARROW ROAD, LONDON, W.2

CLAXTON HORN.
Ideal for Motor
Boats, etc.
Operated by 7 /1 6leather strap.   /
Plus 2/6 postage.

akeri
SOLIZItT

CIO
\. 

,.  i s  `
ONLY HEAT REQUIRED TO COMPLETE THE JOB

OBTAINABLE FROM ALL IRONMONGERS
Established 1834

SIR Wm. BURNETT X. CO. (Chemicals) LTD.

GREAT WEST ROAD, ISLEWORT41; MIDDLESEX
BELFAST TORONTO MELBOURNE
JOHANNESBURG WELLINGTON N.Z.

The Hallam
'Super Nine" Engine

EASILY MADE FROM OUR CASTINGS

J. HALLAM & SON
UPTON, POOLE, DORSET,
MINIATURE PETROL ENGINES for

Aeroplanes, Boats and Race Cars.
Send 6d. for New List.

CHEMISTRY APPARATUS
Send Stamp for

COMPLETE PRICE LIST

bi.rak` p Booklets:
"Experi-
ments" 7d.
"Formulas"

rod.
" Home
Chemistry "

2/3

Post Paid

BECK(Scientific Dept. A)

60 HIGH STREET,
Stoke Newington, London, N.16

ADANA PRINTING MACHINES
Print in the odd hours with an
Adana -still the most absorbing

of crafts. No. 1 II/S
-Machine 14.10.0.

No. 2 H/S Machine
£9 . 15 . 0. Will pay -

for itself in a month or
two. Send for illus-
trated folder to

Dept. P.M. 18.
Adana (Printing Machines), Ltd.

15/18, 'Church St., 'Twickenham, Mdx.

Smee's

You can sell with confidence and
recommenciii4UBILEE"

the
Palen( Worm DriveHose Clip

For Satisfaction
and a Water-
tight Connection
Remember the Name
JUBILEE Worm
Drive Hose Clips
Remember the Fact
There's never a
drip through a
JUBILEE", CLIP
L. Robinson & Co
(Gillingham) Ltd
30, London Chambers.
Gillingham, Kent.

MODELS
MAKERS.

A really useful high quality variable
resistance for controlling speed of

motors driving models, trains, etc.

HIGH QUALITY
VARIABLE RESISTANCE

This 50 ohm variable resistance will carry
up to 2 amps. and is mounted in a black
crackle box with fluted PRICE
I ain. dia. knob. The box la
also has "onioff " switch VI %A each
and two sockets. post free.
Send 2)d. stomp for new lists of electrical
bargains.

A. J. S. McMILLAN,
5, OAKFIELD ROAD, BRISTOL, 8

TRANSFORMERS
Thompson Transformers of various
outputs to suit your requirements.
Special Sizes for Trains and Motors.
12 v. or 20 v, Ii amps. ... 20/-
12 v. or 20 v. 21 amok. ... 25/-
6 v. 7 amp. Ground Heater 25/ -
Step -up or Down 60 watts 21/ -

Rectifiers from 12/6.
Stamp for List and Quotation.

T. W. THOMPSON & CO., 176, Green-
wich High Road,' Greenwich,

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
BEST BRITISH BARGAINS

THE ORIENTOR. A positional aerial
remote control. Adjust your beam from
your chair ; geared enclosed knob and
4in. dial with window, folding handle,
position friction lock, first -grade job, Ill-.
DYNAMOS. D.C., 12 volt 10 amp.,
1,400 r.p.m., £2 ; 30 volts 5 amp., 1,500
r.p.m., £4 ; 24 volts 30 amp., 2,000 r.p.m.,
£21101- ; 24 volts 40 amp., 800/1,000 r.p.m.,
£121101- ; 50170 volts 10 amps., 1,000
r.p.m., £18. Special 12 volt 10 amp.
dynamo, 60011,000 r.p.m. for Windmill
work, C.A.V., weight 24 lbs., 101in. x Sin.,
with double -ended shaft, £5.
SMALL MOTORS. Smaing machine
type, square construction with pulley belt
and bracket easily connected to ordinary
domestic sewing machine, 1125 h.p.,
230 volts A.C. new, £41101-. Foot control,
551-; 50 volt A.G. series motors. 1112
h.p., with double -ended shaft, governor
fitted on one end, £3.
MOTOR COMPRESSOR. 230 volt

atop. D.C. Higgs' motor, belt -driving
Curtis compressor, 2/in. x 2/in., 60 lbs.
pressure, 400 r.p.m., on channel iron
base, £18.
CRYPTO CONVERTER. A.C.1D.C.
230 volts, 50 cycles, S.P. input, 240 volts
D.C., 480 watts, 1,420 r.p.m., £81101-,
carriage extra. Converters, A.C.1D.C.,
210 volts D.C. input, 23129 volts, 1318
amps. D.C. output, by Woods, £31101-,
carriage extra.
GAUGES. Bourdon air gauge plus 8
minus, 7 lbs., 716. Tin. diameter vacuum,
30 lbs. pressure, 15 lbs. per sq. inch, brass
case, 251- ; 2in. brass case gauges, 20
lbs., SI-.
RESISTANCES. Variable, panel mount-
ing wire wound on porcelain former,
10 ohms I amp., 216. Slider resistances,
6 ohms 6 amps., 17/6. 3 ohms 10 amp.,
1716. 1.2 ohm 15 amp., 1216. II ohm
41 amp., 1216.
DIMMERS. Panel dimmers totally en-
closed for valves, small light controls, or
safety switches on test circuits, 100 ohms
4' amp., 50 ohms 1 amp., 216 each.
RELAYS. G.P.O. model 10 relays,

I make contact and 10 with 2 break
contact, on strip and in metal case, 201 -
for 20 relays.
SOLDERING IRONS. New 230 volt or
110 volt, with flex and plug, 151-.
CIRCUIT TESTER. Self-contained Govt.
model, unused. 61 x 31 x 2 -/in., almost
pocket size, useful for all electrical circuits,
totally enclosed in polished wood box with
carrying strap and contact switch, 1216,
with battery.
METER MOVEMENTS. D.C., highly
sensitive, 100 micro -amps movement only,
with pointer, 616, or two in case, 1016.
MICROPHONES. The New Lesdix
table mike, high-grade carbon inset, in
bakelite case and mounted on bakelite base
with transformer. A charming table model,
1216. G.P.O. mike buttons, 316. Insets,
216. Tannoy hand mike, multi -carbon inset
in metal case, with switch in handle, 10/-.
Transformer, 1016 extra.
BATTERY CHARGER KIT. Keep your
accumulator in good condition from 230
volt A.C. mains, double wound trans-
former, metal rectifier, ballast resistance,
terminals and base plate, 2 volt 1 amp.,
211- ; 6 volt 1 amp., 351-, with connection
diagram.
TELEPH ONES for House or Office. Con-
structors' Parts for your own set-up.
Ex-G.P.O. stocks, wall type, comprising
Bracket Mike, Transformer and Condenser,
Magneto Bell in walnut cabinet, 8in. x 6in.
x 3in., fitted terminals and connections,
Switch Hook and Contacts, Hand Magneto
Generator and G.P.O. Receiver, 351- per
pair, with wiring diagram.
ELECTRO MAGNETS. Powerful IIC
electro-magnet 6125 volts D.C. with screw -
in solenoid core, weight 1 lb. 10 ozs.,
21 x Ilin., will lift 7-28 lbs., type No. 1, 41- ;
small 216 -volt D.C. electro-magnet, weight
10 ozs., lift I a to 4 lbs., 716. Solenoid Coils
of 27 gauge wire, 6 ozs., weight, 21- each.
THE NEW LESDIX
Boudoir Crystal Set in
bakelite case, condenser
tuning, crystal detector,
wound coil and terminals
1716 each. High resis-
tance headphones for
crystal reception, light
weight, bakelite case
and cap. metal headbands and cord, 1216 pair.

 PARCELS. 10 lb. useful oddments for the
junk box. All clean, dismantled from
Government and other surplus apparatus,
717 post free. (Not for Overseas buyers.)

Please Include postage for mail orders.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
214, Queenstown Road, London, S.W.8.

Telephone : MACauloy 2159.
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TYRRYE F
PUORRSE

EVE
AND PURPOSE

DUNLOP
SPRITE

Cover 8/9d.

XSPECIFY A
DUNLOP SADDLE
ON YOUR
NEW MACHINE X

DUNLOP
TOURIST

SPRITE
Cover 10"6d.

DUNLOP
SPORTS

Cover 714d.

DUNLOP
TUBULAR RACING
No. 2 45 10d.

DUNLOP
ROAD RACING
(HIGH PRESSURE)

Cover 10 6d.

DUNLOP
TANDEM

Cover 1012d.

- EACH THE
BEST IN /TS CLASS

DUNLOP
CYCLE TYRES

SE/328

THE "FLUXITE QUINS

AT WORK

Not a hole in this basin," cried
EE,

"A fine job by FLUXITE, and
Inc."

" Good grcicious !" cried
00.

" Now what shall I do ?
You've ruined my colander, see!

For all SOLDERING work -you need FLUXITE-the paste flux
-with which even dirty metals are soldered and " tinned." For
the jointing of lead -without solder ; and the " running " of white
metal bearings -without " tinning " the bearing. It is suitable
for ALL METALS -excepting ALUMINIUM -and can be used
with safety on ELECTRICAL and other sensitive apparatus.

pith Fluorite joints can be "wiped "
successfully that are impossible

by any other method
Used for over 40 years in Government works and by leading
engineers and manufacturers. Of all Ironmongers -in tins,
10d., 1/6 and 3/..

TO CYCLISTS I For stronger wheels that
411. will remain round and true, here's a time -
tested tip. Tie the spokes where they cross
with fine wire AND SOLDER. It's simple-,
with FLUXITE-but IMPORTANT.

THE"FLUXITE"
GUN puts-FLUX-
ITE where you
want it by a simple

pressure.

Price 1/6 or filled
2/6

ALL MECHANICS WILL HAVE

FLUXITE
IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

Write for Book on the ART OF SOFT'. SOLDERING and (or Leaflets on
CASE -HARDENING STEEL and TEMPERING TOOLS with FLUXITE.

Also on WIPED JOINTS." Price Id. Each.
FLUXITE LTD., Dept. P.M., Bermondsey Street, S.E.I

LATHES CORBETT'S (LATHES), Stanton Hill, MANSFIELD
Tel. : Sutton-in-Ashfield 583.

Have for IMMEDIATE DELIVERY (NO WAITING)
LITTLE JOHN Sin. x 24jn. Motorised Lathes, 230:25011150 or 44013/50, £13711010.
D.C. MOTORISATIONS, £142110/0. Sets of 8 Speedicut H.S. Lathe Tools, 3716.
HALIFAX Sin. x 24in. Motorised as above, £9511010. D.C. Motorisations, £10011010.
BOXFORD 4Iin. x 21 in. B.G.S.C., price £8911010 (less motor). The English South -
bend Lathe.
PERFECTO 4in. lathe, vee drive, built on clshaft, 166/1010 (less motor), 16 speeds,
* h.p. 23011150 motors, 1,425 r.p.m., £811010 ; h.p. motors, £1011816.
MYFORD DRUMMOND 31in. x I 6in. flat and vee drive, price £521019 ; 31in.
x 28in., 15911010. On motorised -stand (less motor), 17411010 , 31, in. x I 6in. treadle
lathes on stand, £681219 ; 31in. x 28in. treadle ditto, £7511219.
GRAYSON 31in. x 18in. and Countershaft, 13811010. Vee drive and bench
motor unit, £5011716,,) h.p. motors, 230-25011150, price £611010, 1,425 r.p.m. 1 h.p.
23011150 motors. £811010, a h.p. 230-25011150, 11011816.
FLEXISPEED I lin. centre,£71616. FLEXISPEED MAJOR 2,1in. x I2in price
£1611510.
WIZARD I lin. Centre, £911010 and Super Adept I lin. Sin. Independent Chucks,
£211916. Atlas Sin. x I8in. and Sin. x 24in. Lathes also available, fully motorised.
WINFIELD 41in. x I8in. and WILLIMOTT 31in. x 20in. B.G.S.C. Lathes, price
£4511010.
Hours of business 8 a.m. to 6.30 p.m. Saturdays close 6.0 p.m. Send 6d. in stamps

for leaflets and S.A.E. and state requirements.
All the above lathes carriage extra. Chucks supplied and fitted. Send your enquiry
for centre lathe turning, milling or other precision work to Showrooms :

CORBETT'S (LATHES), MANSFIELD

PLASTICS (MANCHESTER) LTD.
11, Whitworth Street, Manchester 1.

Tel: Cen. 0272-1725.
THE LEADING PLASTICS STOCKISTS FOR
THE MODEL MAKER AND HOBBYIST

As Official Stockists for
IMPERIAL CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES, LTD.
ERINOID, LTD., and UTILEX, LTD.

WE STOCK ! ! !

" PERSPEX", (Acrylic Sheet). Clear and all colours sheet and rod.
From thick upwards (Standard I.C.I. prices).

" CRINOTHENE " (Brand of Polythene). This is a ductile embossed
sheet about .015 thick in all colours. Sold by the yard, 34in. wide,
used for lampshades, bags, etc., etc.

" CASEIN " Sheet, Rod and Tubes, etc.
CAST RESIN in a variety of shades and forms.
P.V.C. SHEETING (Admiralty Specification) for Curtains, Aprons,

Rainwear, Shower Curtains, etc.
ACETATE FILM and SHEET. All colours, plain and embossed, for

Lampshades, Fabricating, etc.
Lacquers and Dyes for " Perspex " (Acrylic Resin). Cements, Polishes,

Luminescent Powders, Transfers, Instructional Manuals, etc.
FREE PRICE LISTS AND INFORMATION ON REQUEST.
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All letters should be addressed to
the Editor, " THE CYCLIST,"
Qeorge Newnes, Ltd., Tower House;
SouthamptonS(re&,Strand,London,

W.C.2.
Phone : Temple Bar 4363

Telegrams : Nemin'es, Rand. London
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Comments of the Month

The Cycle Show
FTER a hiatus of so years it was to

be expected that the Cycle Show
" would be an outstanding success and
so it has proved to be, for the total attend-
ance was 177,223 compared with the previous
record of 117,319. Export orders flowed in
from over 36 countries, and a delegation
from the U.S.S.R. asked for a quotation for
7,000 bicycles. It undoubtedly, in the words
of the president, Mr. George Wilson, " was
the most successful and colourful show of
our whole series since 1911."

Everyone was anxious to examine the
development of British bicycles during the
past 10 years. The great change in the
finishes was most notable, and bicycles
generally were brighter and lighter. The
demand by buyers was for a complete range
of colours, although in Switzerland a black
or a green bicycle is still regarded as a sign
of quality.

Gears are more generally favoured than
they were in 1938, and we observe a notable
advance in lighting equipment. It is hoped
that the Government will consult trade
organisations in regard to the negotiations of
any commercial treaties in view of the pos-
sible competition from ex -enemy countries
such as Japan and Germany. In France
to -day it is almost impossible to introduce
new goods and it is difficult to obtain per-
mission to supply sufficient spares to service
United Kingdom bicycles which have been
in the hands of the French public for many
years.

The Minister of Supply, Mr. Strauss,
speaking at a luncheon given by the British
Cycle and Motor Cycle Manufacturers' and
Traders' Union during the run of the Show,
emphasised the difficulties of steel allocation,
in reply to Mr. George Wilson, the President,
who had stated that the threatened cut in
steel supplies would undermine the great
efforts made by the cycle industry.

Mr. Strauss said that while he could not
announce any immediate increase in the allo-
cations of steel to the cycle and motor -cycle
industries their claims for extra supplies
would have sympathetic consideration as soon
as the position improved. In the last Io
years British bicycles had moved from third
place in world production to a firm first
place. In 1938, when the last exhibition was
held, the country produced 1,500,000
bicycles; of which about soo,000 went over-
seas. In 1946 more than 2,000,000 cycles
were produced, and this year Britain was
making them at an annual rate of 2,750,000
machines; all but 5,000,000 of these were
going abroad to swell Britain's foreign cur-
rency resources.

The motor -cycle industry now held first
place in world production, compared with
second in 1938. We were sending 75,000
motor -cycles overseas this year, each one of

By F. J. C.

them a tribute to British workmanship and
engineering skill.

There was a nicer atmosphere about the
Show than hitherto. There were more parties
with the party spirit, all delighted that once
again they can look forward to this high
spot in the cycling calendar. There' was
little to criticise. The organisation and
general arrangement of the exhibits were on
a high level, and an example to the organ-
isers of other exhibitions. The Show cata-
logue was something more than a catalogue.
It is almost a miniature textbook on the
industry as well as a guide to the industry,
and as such it will be kept by all those who
visited the Show. For ourselves we- think
that Wednesday is a bad opening and closing
day, butt no doubt the organisers have to fit
in with other exhibitions. It would have
been wiser to have got in two Saturdays,
that is to say, to have opened on the Wednes-
day and closed on the Saturday week.

There was a noteworthy increase in the
number of women visitors, and manufacturers
reported a growin demand for ladies'
models.

The Paris -London Race
AT the N.C.U. General Council meeting

last year the Paris -London race came
in for a good deal of comment, and the
Racing and Records Committee's report was
attacked by one o the delegates, who after
considerable argument secured a vote in
favour of substituting " News Chronicle "
for R.T.T.C. in the report.

It was stated that it had not been found
possible to arrange with the R.T.T.C. condi-
tions for the race. We think, however, this
is not so much a question of conditions of
the race but of N.C.U.-R.T.T.C. jealousies
and the clash of personalities.

The dispute which led to the cancellation
of the race indicates more clearly than ever
the need for only one controlling body. As
the R.T.T.C. is the only body controlling
racing on the road, we fail to see why the
N.C.U. should be permitted to have a finger
in the pie. It is ultra vires and non -locus
standi-as the N.C.U. love such terms as
" proclaimed,': " amnesty," etc.

It was also stated at the meeting that Mr.
E. J. Southcott will not seek re-election as
President this year. He received the Union's
Gold Badge of honour. The subject of the
doping of riders was the basis of a resolution
calling for action, and it is proposed to pre-
pare a plan for presentation to the Union
Cycliste Internationale on the subject of the
use of dangerous drugs.

Sir Alfred Bower
SIR ALFRED BOWER, the late Lord

Mayor of London, had been a cyclist all
his life if we can call a cyclist one who rides
a tricycle as well as a bicycle. Sir Alfred
Bower achieved fame on the three-wheeler,

and it was a subject in which he remained
keenly interested all his life. Certainly as
a nonagenarian he was a good advertisement
for the health -promoting qualities of cycling.
He originally rode a " bone shaker "; indeed,
there was nothing else when he first took to
two wheels. He served his apprenticeship,
in fact, on almost every make of bicycle and
tricycle. He was also a keen member of
several clubs. In looking through the files
of Bicycling News- I find that he was a
member of the Ripley Road Club, the Tan-
dem Wheelers, The Crescent B.C., and a
number of others.

He raced on the ordinary at the Crystal
Palace towards the end of the eighties. As
the result of a cycling accident he was in-

 capacitated for a time and upon recovery
adopted the three-wheeler. 'By 1887 he
attacked the world's tricycle records and
many of them fell to his onslaught.
They were at distances from 25 miles to
15o miles, and it says much for his great
ability that his times exceeded those for what
should have been the faster two -wheeler.
Bower was a genial man and quite an
authority on cycle sport. He frequently
attended the Dinners of the Fellowship of
Old Time Cyclists of which he was a
member.

Changes at the B.L.R.C.

AS we go to prqg§ we learn that steps are
being taken -10 remodel the London

section of the B.L.R.C., which has been the
cause of most of the trouble within the move-
ment. A member of this section informed
us " not to be surprised if drastic changes
are made at the A.G.M."

Whether these changes take place or not
they are long overdue. At least one of their
officials writes offensive letters in answer to
criticism, whilst many others have done their
best to lienate the sympathies of their most
ardent supporters and of the Press. This is
not healthy for the B.L.R.C. within whose:
ranks a struggle is going on for domination,
mastery, and proprietorship. It is these
things which have caused trouble within the
N.C.U. and other bodies, and reduced them
to a state of weakness. The B.L.R.C. is a
new body which should have profited by the
mistakes of these- other organisations. It
is not too late for them to do so. The
conduct at some of their meetings is un-
constitutional and undemocratic. We doubt,
in fact, whether they could be upheld in
law, notwithstanding the fact that they are
merely domestic tribunals. Some of their
" decisions " could undoubtedly be set aside.
We are unwavering in our belief in massed -
start racing, and we have given it our un-
stinted support from the very start, but we
certainly cannot be expected to support
internecine conflicts and the methods to
which we have drawn attention on more
than one occasion.
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Cyclists Do It "Free !
" '1' WOULD like to see the idea extended to cover

A the bicycle, as I don't see why the man who
provides himself with his own internal combustion
engine should be excluded," said a member of Hunt-
ingdon Rural District Council when the council
considered payments to be made to councillors travelling
to meetings from a distance. The council decided upon
scales of payments to be made for travelling for private
cars according to the size of the cars, but refused to
pay anything to councillors who cycle to meetings.

Training Them Young
'TODDLERS

at the Kesteven County Council
nursery school at Wyndham Park, Grantham, are

being taught the rules of the road almost as soon as
they can walk. The paths in the nark are used as roads
and model traffic lights that really do change colour
give added fun to the lessons on road sense. The
father of one of the children is now setting to work
to make a Belisha beacon and by the time the children
get their first cycles they should be perfectly trained.

Road Race !
WHEN March (Cambs) strates' Court heard a

summons against a local cyclist for riding without
a rear light, a police constable told them he chased the
offender on his own bicycle and eventually ran him to
earth, completely exhausted. When the lightless
cyclist had recovered his breath, he gasped out to his
pursuer : " There's no doubt about it. There's no
messing about with you chaps ! " A fine of 3os. was
imposed, which will probably make the offender
decide to keep himself in proper training in future.

Dirt Track Cycling
TIRISTOL TOWN COUNCIL have received for their
-LP consideration an application from " a pioneer
of the new sport of dirt track cycle racing " for
permission to use a piece of waste ground for weekly
meetings. The application has been approved by the
appropriate committee of the council, and a track is
to be laid out on top of a rubbish tip, using as a surface
waste materials. The sport has also become popular
at Bradford, where teatns taking part in races have
formed their own board of control, and have organised
an insurance scheme to cover any possible injuries to
riders.

Earn As You-Ride !
NORTHAMPTONSHIRE Education authority has

 decided to offer ten -shilling prizes to children
attending schools in the county who have the best -kept
cycle during the winter months, ending on March 3Ist.
Good running order of the cycles will be considered
as well as mere outward cleanliness.

Fairyland !
AMERICAN roads will soon look like fairyland if a

suggested scheme for using a new type of lamp
for obstructions and warnings is adopted. The lamps
look like the old-fashioned type of round beehive
and the bulbs used are filled with neon gas. A special
switching arrangement makes them blink on and off
120 times a minute. Red will, of course, be the colour
used for obstructions on the road, but gold, green,
blue and white lamps will also be available for other
warning purposes.
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For Crazy Motorists
THERE are few cyclists who have not, at one time or

another, been almost flung into the road by the
careless opening of a car door just as they drew level.
Thinking things over, Mr. Sidney W. Nobbs, a Norwich
insurance official, decided that a car with a sliding
door would be less of a menace on the road, so he set
to work and designed such a door. Now his car has a
door which slides back in the same way as a motor -coach
door and is a menace to no one, while making it much
easier to get into and out of the car in a confined space.

East Midlands " 25"
WINNER of the East Midlands Clarion Club's

" 25 " had on September 26th, was a Doncaster
visitor. A. Martin, of Doncaster Wheelers, with a time
oft hr. 3 mins. 56 secs. Leicestershire riders G. Porter
(Forest), J. Clarke (Forest) and T. Bird (Leicestershire
R.C.) were respectively first, second and third in the
handicap section of the event. R. Cassey put up the
best show of the Clarion Club riders, tieing for third
place.

-Hinckle-5, Road Race
THERE was very good support from cycling

enthusiasts for the first 6o -mile road race over a
to -mile circuit round Hinckley, Leics, organised by
Hinckley Cycling Club. The event, known as the
South Leicestershire Road Race, is the first of its kind
to be held in the district and 4o riders from seven
well-known 'slobs in the Midlands took part, including
nine from the local club. The winner was E. Fumiss,
a young Nottingham rider, with a time of 2 hrs. 38 mins.
3 secs. and, an average speed of 24 miles an hour over
the course. Second came E. S. Pitcher, of Stonebridge
Club, while third was F. Parker, of Trent Olympic,
the club of which Furniss is a member. A true
continental touch to the proceedings was added by
Pat Bradley, of theIlinckley Club, who greeted Fumiss

kiss.
ttshe end, of the race with a bouquet of flowers and a

Value ,For Money
PECAUSE of the difficulty of obtaining spares to" fit, a 49 -year -old bicycle has just had to be taken
off the road by a Hull cyclist. The machine was made
in 1899 and was ridden regularly by the present owner's
father-in-law right up to the beginning of the last war.
Then the present owner took it over and has ridden it
every day right up to a few weeks ago, and if only.spares
were obtainable the machine would stall be on the road
and a credit to the old-time craftsmen-but not doing
much to keep present-day manufacturers in business.

Adjustable Handlebars
MDUFAUX, a Swiss inventor who lives in Geneva,
IYA. has taken out a patent for adjustable handlebars
for bicycles. Instead of being firmly fixed at the
centre, the handlebars are meshed at the steering
column with two gears, so enabling the handlebars to
be raised or lowered quickly to suit the tastes of the
rider. A finger control releases a catch and allows the
handlebars to be adjusted and when they are set they
automatically lock in whatever position they are put.

Twisting, Old Man River
THE bulb growing district around Spalding is to be
A given a new look by the diversion of the River

Welland at a cost of some £750,000. A new cut, two

miles long, is to be made to divert the river, and over
this new length of river eight bridges will be built to
carry road and rail traffic.

Wayward Youth !
ACYCLIST who appeared before Peterborough

magistrates was asked how long he had been
riding a bicycle, and replied : " Ever since they came
out. I am 68 and this is the first time I have seen a
place like this ! " For failing to observe a halt sign
he was fined 5s.

His Lucky Day
THE guardian angel of a North Lincolnshire farmer
A must have been on duty the other day, with all

buttons polished and an alert and angelic expression.
The farmer was cycling home, at peace with the world
and having forgotten for a time all about controls and
shortages, when an overtaking car knocked him down.
His machine was completely smashed and he himself
was pinned beneath the car without any of the wheels
touching him. Rescuers who got him out found he
was completely unhurt. The cycle's only use was to
swill the local scrap metal collection.

More Cycle Parks
MEMBERS of Stamford (Lines) Town Council

have agreed that cycle parks are a necessity
for the town, and the council's next annual estimates
include the sum of £45 to cover the cost of cycle stands
on one of the town's car parks. In addition, the
council are asking for suggestions from owners of
property in the town regarding the provision of addi-
tional cycle parks.

Thriving Club
THE reportpresented to members of Peterborough

Clarion Cycling Club covering the past year
show that during the past twelve months the membership
of the club has practically doubled. There is much
keenness among the members, both on the road, and
in social affairs. The new general secretary of the club
is Mr. H. Berridge, of Peterborough, with Mr. P. W.
Goodale, the former secretary, as assistant secretary.

Poor Salesman
AMAN who appeared before Hinckley (Leics)

magistrates on a charge of receiving a stolen cycle
was stated by the police to hay.,, tried to sell the machine
to a detective. The detective was in a Nuneaton cycle
shop when the man asked him : " Do you want to buy
a bike ? You can have it for r5s." This bargain- offer
aroused the detective's suspicions and when he made
enquiries he found that the man's girl friend had stolen
the machine. It also came to light that the man had
five previous convictions, and had only been , out of
prison for three weeks.

Cycle Agent's Move
MR. GORDON DRAPER, cycle agent, Great

Barford, Bedfordshire, has transferred his
business, as from November 1st, to more convenient
premises in Bedford Hill, Great Barford, adjoining
his house.

Boston Council Gives In
AFTER more lively argument, Boston Town Council

decided, at their November meeting, to reverse
the decision of their October meeting and to provide
cycle stands in the Market Place. The stands are to
be of the sunken type, which are flush with the carriage-
way, in spite of the suggestions of a few diehards that
they will collect rubbish,. form death traps for pedes-
trians and similar hortors. Supporters of the scheme
said the council catered for motorists so why not for
cyclists, and pointed out that most of the congestion
in the Market Place was due to the careless parking
of cars. One supporter said he had never heard such
blarney in his life " at the suggestion that the stands
would " clutter up " the Market Place, and added that
the opposers of the scheme would be the first to grumble
if they had nowhere to park their cars.

Lucky Break !
A MEVBER of an East Midlands cycling club had

visions of a long and weary walk back home when
a spindle broke many miles from home. It was a
Sunday and all the shops were closed but he decided
to have a look round one of those dumps of scrap
which decorate most villages, and there his luck changed.
Among the scrap were the remains of an ancient bicycle
and in the bicycle was a spindle which, when cleaned
up, made a satisfactory temporary repair.

More Support Wanted
QTRENUOUS efforts are being made to. revive the
1.-7 Walton Athletic and Cycling Club, whose head-
quarters are at Walton, Peterborough, and to restore
it to its old place among the clubs of the Eastern Coun-
ties. It was formed in 1934 and prospered until the
outbreak of the war when, like the majority of other
clubs, it passed into a state of what the War Office is
pleased to call " suspended animation." Somehow,
since the war, the club has never really come to life
again.

Another 21st
PRODS ORTH (Yorks) Racing Cycling Club
" have celebrated their 21st birthday by holding a
dinner and dance in conjunction with their prize
presentation at Doncaster Corn Exchange. Various

(Continued on page 32).
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Around the Wheelworld

R.T.T.C. Championships
ACCORDING to the report of the

National Committee of the R.T.T.C.
the championships, whilst they have pro-
duced sterling performances, have given the
Committee serious concern. The present-
day difficultieg such as the cost of transport,
do not encounge riders to travel long dis-
tances, and as a result the representative
character of the championships may be
reduced. -

It is thought that condition 8 of the
B.A.R. Competition prevents men riding in
non -championship events at the champion-
ship distance on the same days to gain some
advantage over the men who are riding in
the National cycle events. This, however, is
only part of the difficulty.

In the meantime, the National Committee
has decided to abandon for next year its
original scheme of offering the champion-
ships in turn to every area of the country.
This is a pity, because I feel, with the Com-
mittee, that this would have had an effect in
stimulating interest in the titles.

It has been decided to keep the t949
championships in a general central area of
the country, thus minimising the amount of
travel necessary from all the populous dis-
tricts.

There has been a widespread demand to
have the championships regularly on certain
fixed courses and dates each year.

Measurement of Courses
THE R.T.T.C. also expresses concern at

the number of cases this season in
in which courses have been found short of
the correct measurement after the events
have taken place. I am convinced that the
present system of measurement is wrong.
Every course should be measured by an
approved instrument such as an Odometer
by a member of the R.T.T.C. Council. It
should not be left to local individuals. The
present system leaves the door wide open to
those dishonest individuals anxious to secure
some advantage over the others.

It is not so many years ago since this
journal undertook an independent measure-
ment of the Paddington track ; only to find
that the official measurement was much out.
This upsets a record which, thanks to us, was
restored to its rightful owner.

It is time that the R.T.T.C. purchased
some accurate apparatus and employed the
services of a competent surveyor in each
area. That is the only real solution.

Ivor Thomas, M.P., at the Roadfarers' Club
R. IVOR THOMAS, M.P., gave an

interesting lecture on the Future of
Civil Aviation at the Roadfarers' Club
Luncheon at the Savoy Hotel on November
26th. He amused his listeners by stating,
as a Socialist M.P., that so far from people
being surprised that he had left the Party
he was surprised that he had ever joined it!

Over 120 members and guests were pre-
sent, under the chairmanship of the presi-
dent, Lord Brabazon of Tara.

N.C.U. at the Crossroads
HERE were many severe criticisms of

Headquarters at the N.C.U. General
Council meeting recently. There were com-
plaints that expenditure continues to rise,
queries from Centres were not fully
answered and that the councillors' ex-
kenses were on the generous side. There
was also bitter criticism of the cancellation

By ICARUS

of the Paris -London race. A proposal that
the Racing and Records Committee be cen-
sured for reinstating Harris over the heads of
the Olympic Committee and for dropping
Marshall without a trial was defeated 31-18.

A three-man sub -committee was formed to
negotiate a new agreement with the R.T.T.C.
in an effort to avoid a schism between the
two bodies.

A resolution calling for the termination
of the existing agreement between the two
bodies was dropped in favour of an amend-
ment which read: " The N.C.U. and
R.T.T.C. mutually agree to lapse the current
agreement and to negotiate a new agree-
ment on the basis of that submitted to the
N.C.U. Council and initialled by the presi-
dent."

It is a pity that someone did not propose
the liquidation of the N.C.U. in order to
reconstruct. It seems incapable of handling
the management of track racing or of ex-
pressing the views of the cycling movement.
Instead, it seeks to adopt a dictatorial atti-

and will withstand the abuse resulting from
the thoughtlessness of kids. They ride en
the side walks and pavements. . . . When a
boy or girl reaches the age of 14 he or she
graduates automatically to the family motor-
car, and by the age of x7 usually manage
to have a car of their own."
The " Ostrich "
THERE are many inns in this country

bearing the name " Ostrich," but the
original title of most of them was Hospice.
Such houses have descended from the treat
hostelries of the Middle Ages, which were
originally attached to monasteries, abbeys,
and other religious foundations, and were
devoted to the refreshment and entertainment
of pilgrims and wayfarers generally. The
guest house of the modern abbey or priory
takes the place of these old hospices. One
of the hostelries of this name is situated in
the sleepy little village of Colnbrook, Bucks,
and I have known it for many years. It was
once the headquarters of my club, and I

Mr. Ivor Thomas, M.P., giving his lecture at the recent Roadfarers' Club luncheon
at the Savoy Hotel.

tude, and to impose its will against the views
of the majority.
Cycling in America
IWAS interested to receive some comments

on the position of cycling and the
cycling industry in America from a corre-
spondent who lives in that country. Here
are some of them:

" Practically every American worker owns
and drives a motor -car. . . . Very few adults
ride bicycles. . . . Motor -car traffic on the
highways moves at speeds of from 5o to 7o
miles an hour, and on holidays the roads are
jammed with motor -cars. The roads are
first-class. . . . Distances are great, hence the
use of the motor -car. The highways are not
a comfortable place for cyclists; for most of
them it is tantamount to suicide. It is diffi-
cult to find a place in which to ride a bicycle
with safety or comfort. . . . We have nothing
to speak of in the way of law to protect the
cyclist, no cycling organisations to fight for
their rights . . . We have a pitifully small
group of enthusiasts who carry on. . . . The
bulk of cycling is in the toy class, strong
heavy machines to convey children to school,

have often visited it as a guest of other clubs
who hold their meeting's there.

I was therefore interested to notice that
Mr. F. J. Camm has just written an interest-
ing little monograph on the history of this
old inn, which was built in the year 1106,
and not 1117 as claimed by the breWers. It
achieved fame mostly because of the murders
(6o of them). I was also astonished to learn
that this old inn was the subject of the very
first novel to be written in the English
language, namely, " Thomas of Reading," by
Thomas Deloney, who deals with the murder
of a rich clothier named Thomas Cole, of
Reading, in the famous Blue Room of the
Ostrich, which had a tilting bed and a boiling
cauldron beneath. I was also interested to
learn that a full length novel entitled "At
the Sign of the Ostrich " was written by
Charles James and published by Chapman
and Hall in 1895. I wish I could find a
copy of this book.

James also wrote another boOk entitled
" Two on a Tandem," and if any reader has
a copy I should like to borrow it. The book-
let on the Ostrich is published at is.
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Wayside Thoughts
By F. J. URRY

The Best Of It
THE summer has gone into history-and what a

summer ! Yet I've no complaints to offer, for it
has given to me renewed health and vigour and some
happy days along the road. When a man feels the
fitness of well-being growing within him the weather
is of very minor importance to his immediate outlook,
and that is exactly how I felt one hot day in August-
the last day of that too short spell-when riding coatless
with a younger companion along As, where the little
blobs of melted tar sucked at the passing wheels. We
had the luck of the road, a light breeze abaft, 9 satis-
factory tea at a well-known spot, and in the cooler
evening, with thunder clouds gathering on the horizon,
a welcome meal and a comfortable bed to end an
afternoon journey to the Welsh Borders, with the
prospect of four days' idle pottering. We were using
Church Stretton as a harbour from which to make
excursions, for I was supposed to be a convalescent still
and limit the mileage to fit the state. But it was all
nonsense, for when a man can ride 65 miles in a trifle
over six hours, including the tea interlude, there is
nothing much the matter with him. That afternoon
of palpitating heat with the air trembling in tiny waves
was the last of the series for the time being, for the
next morning we woke to the beat of rain and a greatly
lowered temperature. But `what did that matter ?
We were among the hills of Salop, with food in our
bags and a primus stove, and all the ways of a delectable
county to choose from. Before to o'clock the rain
had ceased, and the storm clouds went smoking over
the hills as we took the way to Marshbrook and quietly
climbed the long slope to Plowden and the Onny
valley, where half a dozen thunderstorms crowded
round, sending us to shelter in the thick hedges
while the threshing rain went over.

Over the Top
THE storm rolled away, but the rain persisted for

'another hour or so, and capes became necessary
long before Bishop's Castle, that curious old burg on the
slope of a hill. We passed through for Bishop's Moat, a
long climb from whence the great views stretch widely ;
but half -way up that acclivity the rain became vicious, so
we borrowed a cottage and in its sheltered porch cooked
our lamb -chops and tomatoes and made our tea, changed
cigarettes with the occupier, and wore the storm out in
comforting the appetites all cyclists acquire. The
Moat views were vignetted greyly in the rain clouds,
but there was compensation in the freshness of the
air and the scent of good earth drinking the rain. It
ceased but ever threatened, so the macs were festooned
round the bars ready for immediate action, although
they were not required until after we had taken our tea
on the banks of the tiny West Onny near Linley. Those
lanes that run, or rather trickle, round the flanks of the
Longmynd possess a charm and beauty far more intimate
than the main roads, and we lingered along them so
that it was late afternoon when we came to Bridges
and decided, despite a drizzle, to storm the ridge of
the .Longmynd once more. It is a long pull up from
Ratlinghope, and long before we gained the Keeper's
Hut the drizzle had developed into a thick, soaking mist,
shutting out all but the near visions and completely
eliminating the fine view of the Stiperstones and
Caradoc. Still I enjoyed the long ascent, for I was fit
once more, and that delight wiped away every other
little disappointment. As we dropped out of the clouds
on the rough descent of the Burway, so the rain 'ceased
and we were rid of the macks once more. Up that hard
climb we cheered on numerous cyclists making the last
leg of their journey over the mountain to the Youth
Hostel at Bridges, and it was good to see youth and
beauty making light of the long trail and charging the
air with their banter.

Eveni ncs

r'\ retc.)ry -Marsh..
gleiuceattithisre.

The broad tree lined street .
On the right it the fine White Hart
Hotel where King Charles I.
Staled on July 2..1641 .

Easy Miles
IT was better next day. The hills emerged from the

mist and Caradoc was limed against a blue -grey
sky, while the great Severn Plain shoWed its well -loved
features of the Wrekin and the tiny ridge of Rockall. We
went over the green roads across the Betchcott Hills
under the flanks of the Longmynd, a drover's road of
old time with its weather -worn milestones, and beneath
the carpet of turf the hard metal of its ancient con-
struction. It was lovely. Very little sun, but a kind
of pearly fight with an easy breeze and a promise of
warmth if the sun could only break through. In a little
hollow where a stream emerged we cooked our lunch
and made our tea, and thereafter lay on the heather
with the long ridge of the Stiperstones as the bordering
picture ; and we were vary happy and worried nothing
of the fact that probably less than seven miles had
occubied the morning, mostly walking. It was so good
indeed and so delightfully quiet that we found another
knoll and stream but a couple of miles away and nursed
it until teatime, after which we slid over the grass tracks
down Plush Hill, past the combe of Jinlye to All Stretton
and a satisfactory dinner. That was a good day of less
than zq miles, proof indeed that distance is the
least counting factor in pleasant touring ; it is what as we climbed into damp macs after a breakfast
you see and remember. ,We were due to meet part of of pre-war quality, and the wind was still N.E., with a
the family for a picnic lunch on the Monday, the venue bite in it. We passed again through Slaidburn, rode
under the brow of Brown Clees. It did not actually the long hill on the Settle road, turned right fot Bolton
rain, but all the hills were under cloud and the mists by Bowland, and there saw a gleam in the grey clouds
spread moisture everywhere. We elected to take the  that almost promised sunshine. It came too as we
lanes. Crossing ridge after ridge through Rushbury, glissaded into Gisburn and took aboard a little drink
Lower and Upper Stanway, Hungerford, and over the and food to comfort us,- for the wind was still wild and
Corve Vale road for 'Tugford, and then the long ascent cold: A fleck -of sunshine here and there lit the way for
by Heath (with its beautiful Norman chapel) and us, and a very lovely way too, but better still the breeze
Abdon for Hillside. And there was the lunch, spread went north, and before we found Skipton and lunch
beneath a great oak to keep it dry, and the provender it had veered a trifle west of that point and we were
was compensation for the mist -filled valleys we had running freely with it. Once more I Saw Bolton Abbey
expected to see under the August sunshine. Yet it by the swollen Wharf under storm eh -lids, climbed the
was all good, including a gallop back to Church Stretton long moorland road to the head of Blubberhouses and
by way of Ditton Priors, Brockton and Longville, with sailed down to the tiny village' and a first-class tea at
a wind to help and sather a better promise for the- Lower Lane, and then the easy, wind -assisted ride to
morrow, when we had to depart. Harrogate. But there were no rests on the way, for the

wind had the temper of October in its teeth and the
sunshine would not stay long with us.More Rain and Wind

THE promise did not materialise, for a south -wester
came loaded with water, and all our little plans for

a twisting -journey through the lanes went west, so it
was the old way home, and for zo miles we sailed
into that watery air. Then by Atcham Bridge, almost
without warning the rain ceased and the wind went
north, coming with some strength right into our laps,
and making the long Wellington slopes a grade stiffer.
Ten miles beyond the industrial smother of Oakengates,
we took our last meal of the little tour under a laneside
fence by Ivetsey Bank, and in 3o more miles came
home. And with what satisfaction ? I can only tell
you that the experience made me gay with the know-
ledge there were years of riding in me yet, given reason-
able luck, and a threat of a change in my personal mode
of locomotion was indefinitely postponed, for which a
prayer went up of real thankfulness. For I love this
cycling game-it is so free and so active, so changeful
in its outlook with time to note the changes and appre-
ciate them, and so personally controlled that you -can fit
it precisely into the mood of the moment, and finally
the sense of satisfaction is among the most desirable
acquisitions in the human make-up. And withal, it
is everybody's game if they care to play it, with all the
land their own as they pass its beauty by.

New Ground
AWEEK later, full of confidence in my ability to

push the wind away or climb respectable gradients
without hurt, I was entraining for Lancaster with a
good friend and his r4 -year -old hopeful, with
a view of crossing the land to York to attend the great
rally of the C.T.C. (70 years old), and the A.I.T. (5o
years old). I had never been through the Trough of
Bowland, for my journeys north had always been a
hurried passage to the Border, the Lakes, the East
Riding or the Northumbrian countryside, arid mostly
in the way of train assistance to those delectable lands.
It was new country to me, and I had reckoned on a full
two days' journey to see -and absorb it, to sit on banks
and smoke while the August sunshine flowed over me
and the warm winds fanned my brow. But the weather
had a say in the matter. After A railway tea of buns
and weak liquid we left Lancaster in the teeth of a
north -wester as wet as a mountain stream, and for
miles it seemed to the we climbed towards the moors,
up unridable hills into that gale, with flapping macs,
and stung eyes as we glared into the loud and rain -
shattered air. We were nearly two hours making
Marshaw, and our feeble tea had by then worn thin.
But Marshaw would have nothing to do with us (prob-
ably because we did not know where to go),- so it was
Dunsop Bridge seven miles away. Ala ! what a pity the
awful weather limited our vision and the gale,-the
fag -end of the storms that devastated the N.E. Border
-kept us bent and bowed up the long slopes before the
startling drop to the river Ribble. For it is -a great land
through which the walloping road reels and winds, wide
spaces of rock and moor and mountain torrent to delight
the townsman, with all around the comely ridges of the
Pennines, at our passing seen only for a moment as the
smoke of storm drifted over their ridges. That cafe at
Dunsop Bridge told us in definite Yorkshire phraseology
we were too late for tea and there was no accommodatipn
short of Newton, four miles ahead over the waving land.

Foolish Fellows
//LINGER by now was the predominating feeling ;

a crust of dry bread would have been' welcome.
What fools we were not to pack iron rations. My burly
friend from Bournemouth offered to haste his way to
Newton and test its resources. My shouted instruction
was "Leave your bicycle on our road, so that we shall
know." He didn't or we didn't see it ; so on we went
to Slaidburn, a couple of miles consisting of two long
hills up and down. No companion to cheer us in Slaid-
burn, and he had the route maps. The one hotel would
not take pity on our plight, and the rain still came
at us in a 45 degree angle. Then I spotted a well-
known sign and the luck changed. The good man
knew me and gave us food and tea and a meed of
sympathy,in our predicament, so that we could think
clearly again. After sustenance I sent our young
scout back to Newton to search for his parent, and in
the meantime partly dried myself out and completely
satisfied an erstwhile aching appetite. In due course the
courier returned ; there was a bed awaiting at Newton
and a fire, and the promise of breakfast on the morrow.
So we went joyfully back on the wings of the storm, and
nothing mattered that our strategy had badly slipped
up and made lamp -lighting necessary. It certainly
was a hopeless evening, and as we dried' out in that
comfortable cottage we consoled ourselves with the
thought that August weather could not long sustain this
rough and damp temper.

With Slight Improvement
BUT it was raining fiercely enough the next morning

And So Home
MEXT morning we came to Knaresborough and." walked through its gorge and by its Dripping
Wall, what time the rain threshed fiercely, so we spent
an hour taking coffee. At Green Hammerton we found
lunch and lingered to let the storms blow out ;.* and
they did, so we came to the noble city of York dry as
an old hone and ready for the celebrations of which
you have heard long ago. I had to be home on the
Monday Evening, and would like to have crossed the
Trough from cast to -west, but half a gale from the S.W.
persuaded me that a straight run back was wisdom
and would give me the chance to see if I could still
ride a decent mileage into the' wind without flagging.
It is a featureless journey by Doncaster, Bawtry and
Nottingham to Birmingham, yet I enjoyed every yard
of it, for the farther I went the fitter I felt. I made the
87 miles to Nottingham very comfortably, lingering
only on the last leg where the road runs by the verges of
Sherwood Forest, and was home for an early tea the
next day: The 145 miles of good riding gave me the
complete satisfaction that I'm still a respectable, if
rather ancient, cyclist, with sufficient miles in my
legs to carry the badge of a tourist with comfort and
happiness.
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APEX
'SUPERLITE'
CELLULOID PUMP

15 BLACK

Thick Celluloid
Beautifully Polished

Light of Weight
but of

robust construction
' SUPERLITE ' 15in.
CELLULOID (with C /
solid drawn brass Jr'
plunger tube) each
IN WHITE AND
COLOURS ... 516

'LASTWEL' CELLULOID
(with steel split
plunger tube) 15i n., 4/6

each

BAILEY'S "SUPER"
CELLULOID MUDGUARD

mow. Part. aunde).

The World Famous

BAILEY'S
`SUPER'

PUMP
is BLACK

Steel Lined
Celluloid Covered

Lining is Solid drawn
cartridge fashion, the ends
being solid with the barrel.

Cannot warp nor leak
BAILEY'S 'SUPER' (Steel
lined and Celluloid
covered)
IN WHITE AND

I5in. each 5/6

COLOURS ... 61 -

BRASS PUMP, Nickel
Plated or Black enamelled
(with steel split A
plunger tube) each -r

Coloured, same price.

"PI PLEASE

NOTE
Apex Celluloid
Mudguards are
again obtain-

able.

IN WHITE
OR BLACK

In Wide or Narrow Section. Plain or ribbed,
1116 pair. Wide Fitted Reflector, 1316 pair.

APEX INFLATOR Co. Ltd.
ALDRIDGE ROAD, PERRY BARR,

BIRMINGHAM 22B

There's no mistaking the brilliant beam
of the Philidyne Lighting Set. Even at
walking speed it gives a bright, useful
beam. The streamlined headlamp is
beautifully made and has space for a
stand - by battery for parking and
traffic halts. The highly - efficient
dynamo is dustproof, waterproof, self-
lubricating, and will give you thousands
of miles of trouble -free cycle lighting.

"Here
comes

Daddy's

Philidyne "

Export commitments are making heavy
demands on available production which
is helping to pay for vital imports- but
Philidyne is well worth waiting for.
Make your reservations now.

Ask for,PHILIDYNE by name
Reg3trade Mark

PHILIPS ELECTRICAL LIMITED
CENTURY HOUSE. SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON, W.C.2.

(442)

`No other Cycle tyre

really satisfies me now'

The Firestone cycle tyre has an insulated

cord body, with deep tread for long life,

safe riding and easy rolling. Tubes are

circular -moulded - tailor-made to avoid

wrinkling-fitted with

rubber -base valves.

BEST8 Bfelte TOMORROW
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Frank Southall,
Britain's famous record breaker

with his Hercules Kestrel

Hercules
Makers of the New Kestrel Club Lightweight
Models which were the outstanding success

of Earls Court
Kestrel Club Model £I4.15.0 Kestrel Super Club Lightweight Model £25.5.0.

Prices include Purchase Tax. (Speed Gears extra.)
THE HERCULES CYCLE & MOTOR CO. LTD., ASTON, BIRMINGHAM
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CYCLORAMA H:EL

A picturesque view

" Roadfarers " Again
AFEW days ago I had the pleasure Of

'attending a " Roadfarers' Club "
luncheon, and listened with intense interest
to an informative address by Mr. Ivor
Thomas, M.P., who has expert knowledge of
civil aviation and this was his subject. An un-
usually large audience was' kept enthralled by
a comprehensive review of the general posi-
tion, the place which civil aviation should
rightly hold in the national economy, and a
survey of the future possibilities. Mr.
Thomas did not paint too rosy a picture, and
it was evident that he realised the dark
tunnel through which civil aviation in this
coqntry is unfortunately passing; but he did
give his audience hope for the futures and
though, possibly, few of his hearers were
" flying -minded, the topicality, and the sin-
cerity of the speakers' words made a deep
impression, and I felt that it was all to the
good that so vital a subject should be venti-
lated at a Roadfarers' gathering. Again . . .

warm congratulations to " Chief Roadfarer
Camm " and the able secretary, Mr. West,
for organising such a function.

New Year Resolutions
WE all make them . . . and break them!

But for the ardent cyclist there are
always one or two excellent New Year reso-
lutions which should appeal. In the first
place, how good to resolve, in the very early
days of the year, to give a little more atten-
tion to tyres ! How neglected they still are
by a great number of quite keen riders! And
yet, to obtain maximum efficiency from cycle
tyres, very little trouble is needed. . . .

" Under -inflation " is still the chief cause of
premature wear, despite the constant concen-
tration of the tyre manufacturers on this sub-
ject. Again, I would commend another New
Year resolution . . . give a little more atten-
tion to the saddle! Broken springs, sagging
tops . . . these do not make for riding com-
fort! Thirdly, I often think -it quite amaz-
ing that so many riders are so sparing of
Oil. So . . . for New Year resolution No. 3,
I suggest the wording, " I will use the oil -can
more regularly." Now, in case I may be
accused of " preaching," I will leave New
Year resolutions alone!

of Virginia Water

Festive Windows
WEare not quite back to the " Christ -
massy " windows ,of old, but there is

a distinct advance over the past year or two.
This last Christmas I was Overjoyed to see
so many cycle -dealers' windows wearing a
festive air and a Yuletide atmosphere: it
was wonderful what a bit of coloured crêpe
paper could accomplish, and several windows
I inspected with care deserved high praise
for ingenious display ideas and methods. The
streets of most of our towns do need
brightening up, and I believe that the retail
trader can do much to impart a more cheerful
air . . . and it should never be forgotten
that colour is a real aid to sales!

Looking Back at the Cycle Show
TN retrospect, I think that the show was

good ..'. very good. It afforded definite
proof, if proof were needed, that the British
cycle industry is very much alive: the ranges
of models were impressive, and if we have
now reached a stage when we cannot legiti-
mately expect fundamental revolutionary
changes in design, or really startling new
developments, the machines nevertheless
showed that our designers still have many
bright ideas, and that, working on the
accepted and proved designs, they can impose
numerous and beneficial " refinements " of
real value to the rider. Colour was one of
the dominant notes of the show, and I could
not help thinking, as I toured the various
stands, how bright and gay were the bikes of
to -day, as compared with the models of my
youth . . usually a sombre black, relieved
only by fine lines of red or gold. I welcome
this " colour age," as I welcome the more
sensible cycling garb of the present genera-
tion. . .

Nocturne in January
EVERY month is a good cycling month to

the true lover of the countryside. I am
very fond of a night ride in January, when
there is just a trace of frost, and the road is
iron hard, and the moon is up. Good, on
such. .a night, to ride out into the quiet world,
and feel the pleasant nip of the night air
on one's cheeks, and observe the stern beauty

of the. bare trees, and the welcoming twinkle
of lights from cottage windows .. . and, par-
ticularly, the red blinds of the inn windows,
beckoning one to warmth and cheer and com-
fort inside. Maybe the pool by Bracken
Farm is frozen over, and one may look for-
ward joyously to some skating. As one rides
along, a stray rabbit darts across the road by
Coppice End, and from a ruined barn comes
the hoot of a wakeful owl. Yes! salute to
January . . . and all the joys of the road
which are to come. . . .

The Oldest Cycle Dealer

NO! I cannot give his -name, and it may
well be that there are many claiinants

to the proud title. But I do think that it
would be intensely interesting if we could
hear from some of the veterans in the retail
end of the business, and endeavour to ascer-
tain who actually is the oldest working dealer
to -day. It is quite certain that there are.
many retail businesses, still actively engaged
in the selling of cycles; which were estab-
lished in the very earliest pioneer days. I
know of several, but I would commend the
idea that a correspondence on this subject
would be of real interest to many cyclists,
and to many men who have spent their lives
in the industry. Now . . . what about it ?

An Invitation from Southgate Again

IT is always a pleasure when a speaker at
club gatherings and'social functions con-

nected with cycling gets a request for a
return visit! The Southgate Club, which
has a long and honoured history, again kindly
invited me to speak at their annual meeting,
but most unfortunately I could not accept,
owing to a prior engagement. What good
memories I have of my last visit, in Novem-
ber of 1947! A cheery crowd, a great dis-
tribution of handsome prizes, some excellent
speeches . . and a most enjoyable repast!
Nothing like a crowd of ardent cycling boys
to ensure a pleasant evening round a festive
board! I shall look forward -to my South-
gate visit next year . . . if I am invited!
Meanwhile, all good luck to a great and
thriving club.

A Pleasure Ahead

HAVE just fixed up with an old cycling
friend to tour with him in Norfolk

some time in the spring.. Now, I love Nor-
folk . . . its good coast -line, its old villages,
its numerous ancient churches, its little inns
. . . and I love, too, that wild, untamed part
known as Breckland, where the birds know
they have sanctuary. So, some day maybe in
April or May, I shall journey forth into
Norfolk, where King Coal has no dominion,
and where life is still rural and even primi-
tive . . . for one must go to East Anglia to
find the true essential England of our fore-
fathers, defying the march of noisy indus-
trialism, content with the tilling of the
immemorial land.

A NEW VEST POCKET BOOK
JUST PUBLISHED

NEWNES METRIC &
- DECIMAL TABLES

By F. J. CAMM
3/6 or 3/9 by post from

Geo. Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton St., Strand, W.C.2.
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My Point of
By " WAYFARER "

'liw alaptroack.1-6

Leatiterhea.d,
A viCtv frornthe old bridge. le little inn.
(centre/is the well known:Ye Oldc R.unnit,

- Norte. "tile words Of Hkelilatioa poet .o..F.
Henry MT: time remain true foe ati .gar

it dill
Xeeps open house
76 trove/lees ,to eiirkert,
7h Sweaters, to rwinker.r,
Ana's//good a/e drinkers'.

Far-, -7=41-

s.w .e.ressefk.

Vnaiew

Mountain -moving
THE Weather. Correspondent of The Times wrote

the other day of snow " covering the higher
slopes of Skiddaw in the Isle a Man.', Is this an
example of that faith which can move mountains-
or is it just " Pure ignorance, Madam," as Dr. Johnson
would say I Those of us who have cycled round the
T.T. course, in competition or for sheer pleasure,
know only too well that it is Snaefell, and not Skiddaw,
which gives us something to think about on the climb
out of Ramsey and a feeling akin to delirium during the
subsequent long swoop down to Governor's Bridge.

Nodding
ONE day last August I left the little farm at which

I was staying in the Dysynni Valley, Mid -Wales,
and set forth to do a day's ride of 6o or 7o miles, having
as company for the first -hour a west country boy who
was also a tempbrary inhabitant of the said ,farm.
(Digression :- He occupied a large bed in the single
guest -room which the farmhouse has to offer. I,
from choice, and, in accordance with, custom, slept
in the little wooden hut standing on the hillside about
30 yards from the house. At this point it would be
irrelevant to say-as I am now going to say-that I
prefer going to bed in that little wooden hut, because
of the sense. of solitude and remoteness and isolation
it provides. On occasion, too, it has almost imbued me
with a sense of fear, for on tempestuous nights the
possibility of the whole outfit being -blown away and
deposited in the next valley has impressed itself on my
mind. What a nuisance it would be to have to walk
back, unshaven and unwashed, to the farm for breakfast !
End of digression.)

My temporary companion and I made our way
through that slit in the mountains whereby, curiously
enough, the River Dysynni travels in order to quit
the valley in which it was born to reach the valley to
which it gives its name. After crossing the low ridge
of that route through the gap, the lane-and it is no
more than a lane, and rough at that-divides, the right
branch plunging abruptly into the grey village of.
Abergynolyn, while the left branch strikes off in the
direction of Tal-y-llyn, joining the main road along the
floor of the valley near a picturesque cottage which almost
sits in the River Dysynni. My intention had been, as
usual, to take the left fork, there being no purpose in
traversing two sides of a vague triangle when one would
suffice, but my young friend (who, as it transpired
later, wanted to buy and despatch a picture -postcard)
took the right fork and I followed. He floated serenely
down the hill on his free -wheel, and disappeared from
sight. He did not see the next act in what might very
well have been a tragedy. On the other hand, I had a
" close-up " of the affair, which intimately concerned
me. The unexpected change of route must have
caught me on the wrong foot, and, before I could say

" Jack Robinson," my bicycle was running beyond my
control.

I have the reputation of being a quick' thinker.
Certainly, on that occasion, I thought with extreme
rapidity-and the indecision which often enough
characterises my cycling movements vanished into thin
air. I realised like lightning that I must " get out "
somehow. fieing no longer sufficiently agile to jump
backwards off a bicycle going at speed, I deliberately
crashed into the roadside bank, and-with much less
deliberation !--lay down. My head banged on a bit
of Wales which, fortunately, happened to be very soft.
I was on my feet in a jiffy and found myself apparently
sound in wind and limb. My fork lamp bracket,
which had taken pert of the bump, was crumpled,
and my ice-cream jacket was even less white than usual ;
and that was the extent of my " injuries." Walking
soberly-very soberly-down the hill into Abergynolyn,'
I rejoined my companion, who was blissfully ignorant
that anything untoward had occurred ; nor did I

,enlighten him.
If this incident was a case of " Jove nodding," then

it must not recur. There can be no safe encores to .

such a proceeding !

Old Hands at the Game
T NEVER did set much store by the psalmist's
L arbitrary suggestion that " three score years
and ten " is the maximum age of man-especially
when I recall the vast number of human beings who
die in middle age, though they still walk about, and
go through the motions of earning their keep ! And
I was very interested to learn the other day of an old
Cheshire friend of mine (now living in the Isle of
Man) who, at the age of 77, has just bought a new
bicycle. Then, almost simultaneously, I was reminded
of the case of the president of my first -claim cycling
club. Bert Green is secretive on the subject of age,
but he admits that his 'years are not quite the same
number as his gear -76. He is very nimble on a
bicycle. The Anfield Bicycle Club holds a maximum
of sz or 53 runs a year-the total is governed by the
number of Saturdays-and for the last 36 years Green
has achieved an average attendance of 5o runs a year.

Again, we must not forget the case of Sid Capener,
an ex -president of the Speedwell B.C., which is still
to be seen regularly cluttering up the roads of Warwick-
shire at week -ends, and who puts up wonderful rides
in order to attend old timers' rallies. Another of the
" old gang " is our own F.J.U., who, though a mere
chicken compared with the three above -mentioned,
is a moat regular and consistent (and persistent) trundler
of bicycles. And yet another-but my innate modesty
calls a halt at this point I Our pastime, however, is
a grand game, but the pity of it is that so many potential
old-time cyclists throw in their hand before they reach
the age of 3o. What a tremendous loss is theirs !

Misplaced Delight
THE very reliable dramatic critic of the Birmingham

Post is filled with righteous indignation on account
of the reception accorded at one of the local picture -
houses to the showing of the Crown Unit Film prodtic-
tion dealing with road safety. " At each narrow
escape of a thc;;;Thtless walker, a howl of laughter went
up from the audience ; arid when a cyclist with his
head down crashed into a vehicle they shouted- with
delight and drowned the voice of the commentator for
at cleast 15 seconds. This. was an official film designed
to help in keeping death off the road." (My italics.)

The writer returns to the point, finding some possible
explanation in the circumstance that the exhibition
took place on a Sunday night, " when the city cinemas
are visited by a large number of suburban adolescents
who are ready to laugh at anything," and he deplores
the fact that 2,000 young people roared at the sight
of a man's head crashing into a wagon, " and the
laughter continued even when he fell, a crumpled heap,
into the road." I share this condemnation of a men-
tality which makes well-nigh hopeless any organised
attempt to " keep death off the road." If all these
tragedies which disfigure our national life, which
strongly deny our niuch-vaunted culture, and which
(as to an immense percentage) are totally unnecessary,
are but the occasion for laughter with the nit -wits
who frequent Sunday cinemas, then it is a poor look -out
for the future of humanity.

True is it that " the empty vessel makes the most
sound," the proof of which saying any cyclist can
discover by riding a bicycle with a flat back tyre through
suburbia. The loud guffaws which proceed from the
open-mouthed idiots (as yet uncertified, of course)
on the side -walk tell their own story. To them sii,ch
a sight is excruciatingly funny.

Forgotten Again
ABRITISH RAILWAYS advertisement says:

" Autumn is fast . fading. Therd's only the
prospect of Christmas to brighten the drab, daily round
of winter." Just fancy that ! Yet thousands of
cyclists, who are to be found awheel each week -end
all the year round, know that Christmas is not the
only ray of light during this so-called " drab " season.
With the aid of a bicycle, winter can indeed be bright
and cheerful and full of colour, and along the road
there await the cyclist a hundred -and -one pleasures.
Try it, and see for -yourself !

There Are Others
TN the course of an article about the Yukon, which
A I - was reading in a Scottish periodical the other
day, I came across this fragment : " The beat hotel,
the White Horse Inn, is expensive and uncomfortable;
the others have little to commend them." There is -
no need, however, to travel some 6,000 miles in order
to parallel that state of affairs, as we cyclists know full
well!

Paragrams
(Continued from page 26).

speakers traced the prOgress of the club since it was
formed in rea7 and guests included riders from Birming-
ham, Leicester and Middlesbrough; as well as from
neighbouring clubs. Considerable progress has been
made during the past three years,sparticularly in track
.racing, and over £t,000 worth of prizes, with many
trophies, have been won during the period.

Tests Too Easy ?
MEMBERS of Leicester and County Accidents

Prevention Council have suggested that the safe
cycling scheme for boys and girls attending Leicester
schools is not as .successful as it might be. The Chief
Constable, as the Council's secretary, said the boy
cyclist was one of the biggest dangers on the road
to -day and should be taught to use his cycle properly,
and it was generally considered that the tests are too
easy. The opinion of several local schoolteachers is
that the safety medal is too easy to win and not worth
having when won, and it is now proposed that the tests
shall be made harder, and shall be held on the unopened
roads of a new housing estate.

Bigger Rear Lights?
TN his report of road accidents in the Isle of Ely

up to the end of October this year, the Chief
Constable comments on the fact that several accidents
have beets caused by faulty rearlights. He suggests
that rearlights on all vehicles, including bicycles,
should not be less than two inches in diameter and ought
to be clearly visible for a distance of at least on yards.
He also says that car sidelights are too small and they
also ought to he two inches in diameter. The County
Road Safety Committee agreed with the Chief Con-
stable's remarks regarding vehicle lighting and decided
to send a resolution on the subject to the Ministry of
Transport.

"Practical Mechanics" Advice Bureau COUPON
This coupon is available until Jan. 31st, 1949,
and must be attaohed to all letters containing
queries, together with 3 penny stamps. A
stamped, addressed envelope must also be enclosed.
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TARGET BLOWPIPES

The, " Target " FINE
FLAME Gas Blowpipe
(self -blowing) is ideal for
all those small and deli-
cate soldering and brazing
jobs essential to model mak-
ing. Fine intense flame easily
melts small copper rivets. Sold-
ering and small brazing jobs done
in no time. PRICE Is. Id. each.
POST FREE.
The " Target " FIERCE FLAME Gas
Blowpipe (self -blowing). For soldering
and brazing LARGER Jobs.
Gives a fierce roaring 4 -inch
flame. Guaranteed to melt
I in. copper tube. PRICE
(with full instructions),
3s. thi. each. POST FREE.
Retailers Enquiries Welcomed

TARGET MFG. CO.,
Wollaston, Wellingborough

(Dept. P.M.)

CAN YOU PLAY THE PIANO
If you are a music lover, why
have you nut acquired thin
enjoyableaccomplishment and
great aerial asset I notibtlene
because the prospect of prac
tii e ! practice I practice ! hoe
dismayed and discouraged
-you. My elms is seldom less

than EOM mils. I have taught over
77,000 by poet in a third the time,
with a quarter the work, at a tenth
the expense of the ordinary methods
of dull, mechanical, wearisome practice,
AND I CAN TEACH YOU. Ordinary
musical notations only used, no
freakish methods, enabling you to
read and play at eight any standard

musical compoisition.
,.end for FREE

Boole sad
advice. Say
Moderate,
Elementary,
or Beginner.

Mr, H. BECKER, (Dept. 758), 60. Fleet St., E.C.4.

MAKE MONEY IN TOUR
- WORKSHOP

Sets of clear Diagrams and Instruc-
tions for making easily from readily

obtainable materials only.
1. Toy and Model Makers'

Lathe .. 3/6
2. Toy and Table Model Fret

Jig Saw Machine ... 3,6
3. Ball Bearing Circular Saw 3/6
4. Wind Charger -any Car

Dynamo
5. Table Model Torch Battery 3/6

Operated Cigarette Lighter
and 6 Lengths of Element
Wire -.... 3/6

t1. Tubular Furniture- (all
OR ANY THREE for 91 -

All the above are well tested, simple to
make and as represented, and have
given entire satisfaction for nearly
six years. As represented or immediate

refund. Posted promptly.
P. M. BARIIAM, Bridge Avenue,
St. Sampson's, GUERNSEY, C.I

2/6

ELECTRIC IMPULSE MOTORS
Three of many
methods of con-
nection are : (1)
Motor will run
automatically at
90-60 revs. perminute -for
driving models,
etc. (2) Motor will

uncanni y and automatically take up
the same position as an external 4 -way
switch. (3) Two motors will always be
In the same angular position. Thus
visible remote control of model rail-
way turntables, etc., is easy.
Motors work from torch batteries or
mains transformer and rectifier. They
are small size, 3in. x 3in. x Din., but are
very powerful. Price with instructions,
8/6 post free.

MERRIBULL PRODUCTS
44, Cromwell House, Wood End
Green Road, Hayes, Middlesex

A SIMPLE HOME TELEPHONE. Con-
sists of two dual purpose units enabling
two people to converse from room to room
or house to house, i.e., a simple type of
intercom. A whisper can be heard as clearly
as ordinary speaking voice. One unit placed
on or /fear a radio set will relay programme
to person In another room, etc. A boon
to the bedridden. Needs np batteries.
Supplied ready for use at the 'low price of
1,01- post free.

CRYSTAL SET FOR SIX SHILLINGS.
Two components only required. A special
doll ready wired to terminals, price 3/6.
and a dustproof detector, price 2/6. Assem-
bly instructions supplied with each coil.
6/- the two items. Post free,
MOVING COIL MICROPHONES. Very
sensitive. Supplied in black bakelite case.
tP- post free.

IWRE.-We have a large stock of wire
from 16 S.W.G. to 47 S.W.G. Any quantity
Supplied from 2 oz. reels upwards. Send
for List giving complete range. Also nuts,
bolts, washers, screws, rivets. etc. All
sizes in stock.
MORTONS, 13, Camden Road, Waltham.
stow, London, E.17.

NO MAN CAN KNOW TOO
MUCH OF MIS PRODUCT
For the close
scrutiny of
every conceiv-
able object,
metals, tools,fabrics,fibres,
minerals,
precious
stones, paint,
print, manu- nmelsn 51.500.
scripts, biological and botanica!
specimens, cutting edges, fractured
surfaces, raw materials, powders, granules,
and innumerable other purposes, the ULTRA
LENS is invaluable, and presents in many instances
hitherto unsuspected data which can be used to advaqtage.

The Ultra Lens is a revealing eye of six actual
diametrical magnifications, which brings

out points of strength or weakness, and
enables the most minute measure-

ments to be gauged accurately.
Whether you are engaged

in manufacturing, buy-
ing or selling, it

is an ally of
real value,

No instru-
ment you can

buy will more
quickly justify

and pay for itself.

Sri

FULL PARTICULARS ON REQUEST

TUE ULTRA LIENS COMPANY,
75, Finsbury Court, Finsbury Pavement, London, E.C.2.

MODEL ENGINEERS
FOR THE TURNER :

Lathes, 31 and 41 S.S. Bench Millers. Drilling Machines.
Hand Bench Shaping Machines.

FOR THE WOODWORKER :
Wood Turning Lathes, 2,1" and 51" centres. 4in. Planers. Saw
Benches. Sanders. Spindle Moulders.

Pedestal Jig and Fret Saws.

Perspex -All sizes and colours in stock.

NUTTALL'S (LATHES) LIMITED,
MANSFIELD, NOTTS.

BOOKS:
" Studies in Steam " 2'6
" Walschaerts Valve Gear "
" British Pass. Locos." ... ... 3,-
" Canals "
" Three Rail Control "
" How to Build Good 00 Loco ... 5,6
" Min. Building Construction " 13,6
" MM. Loco. Construction " ... 8'6

Sample L.M. or G.W.R. postcard and lists 7d.
USEFUL PARTS - 00 0

Round Spring Buffers ... 7d. 9d.
Disc Wheels (Pr. on Axle) ... 9d. 19
Teleg. Poles per 1 doz. ... 2, -
Scale Station Figures 4d. 71d.
Ex-R.A.F. 16 -Switch Panels NOW 216
Min. Pea Lamps on Base, 2.5v. ... 6d.

Postage extra. " 00 " or "0" Parts List
3d. per post.

TYLDESLEY & HOLBROOK (M.E.T.A.)
109, DEANSGATE, MANCHESTER, 3

NEW LATHES
Little John ... £137 tos.
Halifax ... £94 tos.
Grayson ... £38
40 Secondhand lathes in stock : sizes

e to 121". List free

35 CAPSTANS : Libby ; Microspeed :
Gisholt Ward: Johnson, etc.: i" to

2i". Motorised. List free.
VICTA ENGINEERING

MAIDENHEAD

WEIILEY AIlt
Marvellously
accurate for
targettcepraci.-

No licence required to
purchase.

Senior Mark I
Junior Webley Air Rifle

Write for List. WEBLEY & SCOTT LTD.,
106, Weaman Street, Birmingham, Eng.

PISTOLS

'' mstsw-

BANKRUPT STOCK BARGAINS
New, perfect goods only : Collaro A.C.
var. spd. gram, motors with 12in. t.t.,
£5 ; ditto, with pick-up and autostop,
£8 195. 6s1. Plessey A.C. mixer auto-
matic Record Changers with pick-up,
£18. 4 watt A.C. amplifiers, feedback,
tone control, £5 19s. 13d. Large numbers
of new valves at greatly reduced prices.
21d. list. Terms : C.W.O. -or C.O.D.
NORTHERN RADIO SERVICES,
102, Parkhill Road, London, N.W.3.

Experimenters ! Build The

MATCHBOX RADIO SET
With the aid of our full instructions you
can build a complete radio set in a
matchbox, using parts easily obtainable
from your radio dealer. This is made
possible by the use of the Crystal -
Valve Radar Detector - a wartime
discovery. Tunes the B.B.C. wave-
lengths, and works off a short, indoor
aerial in many districts. Powered
entirely by the incoming signal no
batteries are required. Full step-by-
step instructions, working drawings,
and theoretical wiring diagram. Price
2/9 post free.

JOHN O'BEIRNE (P.),
137, Cotham Brow, Bristol, 6.

Post Orders Only.

" PERIMET." ELECTRODE SOL-
DERING and BRAZING TOOL.

Operates from 4 or 6 Volt Accumulator
or Transformer.

Price 15/-, post free.
MAINS TRANSFORMER. '1 Heats.

35/-, delivered.
HOLBOROW & CO.. 71, Weymouth

Bay Avenue, Weymouth.

RATCHET & REVOLUTION

COUNTERS
Ask for

Leaflet No. 18/5
Speed up to
6,000 r.p.m.

B.& F. CARTER
& CO., Ltd., Bolton 5

1 pint Spray Guns ... £3 10 0
pint Spray Guns £2 0 0

3 C.F. Compressors ... £9 10 0
6 C.F. Twin Compressors ... £22 10 0
Air Chambers with Gauges £3 10 0
6' Saw Machines £7 10 0
Heavy Duty Jig Saws ... £20 0 0
Air Hose, V. Belts, Pulleys, Gauges,
Drill Chucks, Drill Grinding Jigs.

Illustrated Lists.
H. HALL, 2, Glands Way, Greenford,

Middlesex.

SPARKS'
DATA SHEETS

Provide detailed Instructions with
Clear, Full-size Constructional Prints
of Tested and Guaranteed Designs.
THE " POCKET PAK." All -dry
Pocket 1-valver. Self-contained med.
wave aerial. Good 'phone rigs. on
' local ' stations. Greater range with
rod aerial. Size 7x31x1lin., 2/9.
THE " CONQUEST." An Efficient
A.C./D.C. ALL -WAVE SI1PERHET.
Five Valves, 3 Wave Bands, A.V.C.
4 Watts Output. P.O. Connections 2/9
RADIO UNIT TWO. H.F. Plus Detec-
tor Batt. operation, MIL waves. For use
in front of an amplifier ... ... 2 9
THE " JUNIOR." A fine little 1-valver
for use with short aerial. M/L waves.
All -dry Batts. Good 'phone slim 2;6
TIIF, " CRUISER " All -dry T.R.F.
3-Valver for use with short aerial, 2'6
TILE " CUB." A.C./D.C. 2-Valver Plus
Rect. Fine results oa M/L waves. 2'6
THE " CADET." A.C./D.C. 4 Watt
Amplifier. 2 Valves, plus Rect. ... 2 6
'THE " OLD FOLK'S TWO." An
A.C./D.C. 2-Valver, plus Rect.. having
Station Selection by Switch. ... 2/9
THE " CHALLENGER." An Out-
standing A.C./D.C. Portable for use in
any room without aerial or earth
3 -Valve T.R.F. circuit, plus Rect. 2/9
A.C. TWO-VALVER (Plus Rect.).
M/L Waves. Fine Power and Tone. 2/6
A.C. THREE-VALVER (Plus Rect.).
T.R.F. Circuit, Mt L Waves... ... 2 9
A.C. SUPERIIET. 3 Valves plus
Rect. All -wave. 4 Watts Output. 2
A.C. 8 WATT QUALITY RADIO-
GRAM. A.C. M/waves only. Quality
rather than range. P.P. Neg. F/Bk. 3.6
BATTERY ALL -DRY PORTABLES.
Tiny Two. Med. waves. Local Station
on 2lin. Speaker. 2-6
THREE -VALVE PORTABLE. M/L
Waves, A very popular set
THE PORTABLE FOUR. Med.
waves only. T.R.F. Circuit ... 2 6

MANY OTHER DESIGNS. Stamp
for List and with order. Components
supplied,

L. ORMOND SPARKS (M),
9, Phoebeth Road, Brockley, S.E.4
(Nearest Station : Ladywell S.R.)

('Phone : Lee Green 0220.)

MATRIC.
WHY needlessly handicap yourself

and watch other people winning
success and security ? Whatever your
age, you can now prepare for the all
Important Matriculation Examination
at home on "NO PASS -NO FEE "
terms. Write 110W For our valuable
"GUIDE TO MATRICULATION"
which explains r lie easiest and quickest
way to mai rleulate-FREE and
without obligation.

BRITISH TUTORIAL INSTITUTE
(Dept. HO), 356, Oxford Street,

LONDON, W.I.

"NO PASS -NO FEE"

CRAFTSMEN'S AIDS.
Fast clean cutting of " Perspex " (and
wood to lin.) is now possible with a
miniature CIRCULAR SAW bench.

Set of drawings, etc., 3/6.
Other sets at 2i6. 1. JOINTER
and SHAPER. 2. SANDER and
POLISHER. 3.. Heavy duty FOOT

MOTOR. All four sets. 10/-.
Also stocked : Limited quantity
" Speedicut " circular saw blades for
" Perspex," 61n. and 31n. (for min.

bench).
gin. Polishing Mops. 6/8. post 6d.
" White Gloss " Polishing Compound,

2/6 per bar, post 0d.
" Aerhorne " Kit : 1/96 scale Spitfire
XII. Outlines printed direct on " Per-
spex." Processing materials included.

5/6. Post 9d.
" Be Clever with Plastics " (C. W.
Read). Fully illustrated. 2/6, post 21d.

S.A.E. Brings Full List.
T. SINCLAIR,

5, Buss Craig Road, Eyemouth,
Berwickshire.

'TECHNICAL TRAINING
The Institute of Practical Radio
Engineers have available Home Study
Courses in every phase of radio and
television engineering, specialising in
the practical training of apprentices
1n the retail trade. Enrolments limited.
Fees moderate. The Syllabus of In-
structional Text may be obtained,
post free, from the Srcre Lary, I. P.R.E.,
Fairfield House, 20, Fairfield Road,
Crouch End, London, N.8.

-



One of the following Courses taken at home in your
spare time can definitely be the means of securing
substantial promotion in your present calling, or entry
into a more congenial career with better prospects.

ENGINEERING, AERO, ETC.

Plastic-Radio-Aero Engines-Aircraft Design-
Welding-Aerodynamics-Electrical Engineering-
Television-Electric Wiring-D i e s e I Engineering
-Generation and Supply-Works Management-
M etal lurgy-RefrigerAtion-Planni ng. Estimating.
Rate-fixing-Time and Motion Study-Aero Inspec-
tion-Automobile Engineering-Sheet-metal Work-
Engineering Draughtsmanship-Aero Draughtsman-
ship-Jig and Tool Draughtsmanship-Press Tool and
Die Draughtsmanship-Structural or R/F Concrete
Draughtsmanship-Sanitary Engineering

GENERAL

Matriculation-College of Preceptors-Chartered
Institute of Secretaries-Aircraft Apprentice.

MUNICIPAL SERVICE

" PRACTICAL ENGINEERING " said-
We recommend all readers interested in improving their position

to apply for a copy of this valuable book. " Success in
Engineering " is not a pamphlet. It is a 132 -page book,
containing valuable and vital information on all branches of
engineering. . . There are many engaged in engineering who
owe their success to The National Institute of Engineering.
The fREE GUIDE explains :

 Openings, prospects, salaries, etc., in Draughts-
manship, Inspection, and opportunities in all other
branches of Engineering and Building:

 How to obtain money -making technical qualifications
through special RAPID FULLY -GUARANTEED
COURSES.

Write now for your
copy of this remarkable
publication.

A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.Mech.E.,
A.M.Brit.I.R.E., A.M.I.P.E.,
A.M.I.C.E.,
A.M.I.Mun.E. IVI.R.San.I.,
A.M.I.E.D., A.F.R.Ae.S.,

School Attendance Officer-Handicraft Teacher- London B.Sc., Degrees.
Registrar-Housing Manager-Sanitary Inspector-Fll

guarcinteed poital coleus forWeights and Measures Inspector-Inst. of Mun.. all Ythe above and Many other
and Cy. Engineers-A.R.I.C.S. exaMinations. Fully described' in

the' Free Guide.

THE BUILDING BOOM-
SECURE YOUR SHARE!

The Free Guide also gives particulars of our
extensive range of modern Building and Structural
Courses, Building Draughtsmanship, etc. The
great post-war Building programme offers un-
limited. prospects to technically trained men.

_BECOME A DRAUGHTSMAN
QUALIFY AT HOME
AND EARN BIG MONEY

Men and Youths urgently wanted for well paid
positions as Draughtsmen, Inspectors, etc.,
in Aero, Jig and Tool, Press Tool, Electrical,
Mechanical and other Branches of Engineering.
Practical experience is unnecessary for those
who are willing to learn-our Guaranteed

"Home Study" courses
will get you in. Those
already engaged in the
General Drawing Office
should study some
specialised Branch such
as Jig and Tool or Press
Tool Work and so con-
siderably increase their
scope .and earning
capacity.

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING

HOLBORN,LONDON, E.C.I

OVER SIXTY YEARS OF
CONTINUOUS SUCCESS

SOUTH AFRICAN BRANCH : E.C.S.A. P.O. BOX 8417 JOHANNESBURG.

THE ACID TEST OF EFFICIENCY
SUCCESS --OR NO FEE

FOUNDED 1885 - FOREMOST TODAY-OVER 100,000 SUCCESSES

We definitely guarantee that if you fail to pass the examination for
which you are preparing under our guidance, or if you are not
satisfied in every way with our tutorial service-then Your Tuition
Fee will be returned in full and without question. This is surely
the acid test of tutorial efficiency.

If you have ambition you must investigate the Tutorial
and Employment services we are able to offer. Founded
in 1885, our success record is unapproachable.

Why not fill in and post the attached Coupon NOW for further
details and Free Authoritative Guide to openings in Engineering
and Building ? This book contains a mine of valuable and exclusive
information and may well prove to be the turning, point in your
career.

PROMPT TUTORIAL SERVICE 'GUARANTEED

FREE COUPON
." To NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING

(Dept. 29), 148, Holborn, London, E.C.1.
Please 'Forward your Free Guide to

NAME
ADDRESS

My general interest is in : (x) ENGINEERING (Placea cross against(a) AERO (3) RADIO (4) BUILDING the branches in which
(5) MUNICIPAL WORK 1,014 are nnerested.)

The subject or examination in which I am especially interested is

To be filled in where you already have a special preference.
(rd. stamp only required if unsealed envelope used.)


